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Summary c f Findings

The following summarizes the findings of the principal investigators regarding the
potential impacts of tbe proposed Union Pacific/Southern Pacific merger on the state of
Texas. Thefindingsof the component analyses are categorized as either positive, neutral
or negative. This is followed by an overall characterizaUon of Uie merger's impacts.

Positive Impacts
Intermodal transportalion: The proposed merger is likely to have a positive impact on
the service provided to trailer-on-flat-car (TOFC) and container-on-flat-car (COFC)
shippers through improved routes. These improvements wili be particularly effecUve for
shipments between Houston or Dallas/Fon Worth and southem Califomia. Since
intermodal services are highly competitive wiUi truck transportalion, it is unlikely thu
market consolidation would result in rate increases.
Capital spending in Texas: The capital expenditures proposed in the merger application
include upgrading tracks in Texas. It is estimated that these expenditurco will total $201.2
miUion producing one-time economic benefits approaching $493 miUion and creating
7,700 direct and indirect temporary jobs.
Southern Pacific viability: The Southem Pacific railroad is in poorfinancialcondition.
Its abilit}' to continue to access operating capital by selling off non-operatmg assets is very
much in question. Without the proposed merger or infusion of capital from some other
source, the carrier's ability to serve ils markc: is likely to decline.
Safety: Rail safety is tied to a company'sfinancialhealth. To the extent the Southem
Pacific A'ill have improved access to capital, the carrier will be able to improve
maintenance and hasten upgrades of tracks, equipment and rolling stock. In addUion, to
the extent that the merger may lead to track abandonments now and in the future, the
merger would reduce collisions with motor vehicles by virtue of a decline in the number of
crossings.

Neutral Impacts
Coal/Electric utilities: Overall, the merger is not expected to have a great impact on the
transportation of coal lo Texas' electricity generating plants. The one notable exception is
the generating plant located at Coleta Creek. This plant's long-sought rate relief wUI be
negated bv the proposed merger. Therefore, specific measures are included in tlie
recommendations for this facility.

Impacts on employment: Our analysis of the merger's employment impacts suggests that
in addition to the 708 job losses in Texas projected by the merger applicants. 583 indirect
jobs will be eliminated state-wide. However, a recent agreement with the Southem
Pacific's largest operating union provides substantial severance benefits to cushion any
layoffs.
Negative Impacts
Chemicals and plastics irdustries: Rail transportation is vital to the well-being of this
industry. The proposed merger will create substantial market concentration in rail services
to petro-chemical plan.s. In some industry subsectors. the merged railroads will control
more than 70 percent of the market share. The merger applicanis have suggested that this
market conceniration is negated by the availability of other transportation modes and the
possibility of shifting production to other facilities. We reject these claims. Barge
transportation is only viable for shipments moving lo or near waler ports. Moreover,
industry trends have shown that shipments are becoming smaller, not larger as would be
required for efficient barge transportation. Tmcks are also not a viable option because of
additional wear on the already-stressed highway infrasUaicture and the greater probability
of hazardous material incidents. Lastly, shifting production away from Texas facilities,
wiLh auendant job losses, should nol be encouraged. It is likely that rail transportation
rates will increase as a resull of the proposed merger making Texas products lesscompetitive.
Mexico: The merged railroads will control about 90 percent of all traffic moving to and
from Mexico. This level of market concentration cannot be good for promoting trade and
the use of rail transportation as an altemative to truck transport ation. We also believe that
given current traffic pattems, the merger may increase the dominance of Laredo as the
premier Texas/Mexican gateway. We suggest that steps be taken to rromote the
development of other gateways. This may be especially important when consideration is
given to the makeup of the proposed concessions in Mexico's rail-privatization effort.
Rural rail transportation: Even though the submitted merger application calls for very
little rail abandonment, the history of other rail mergers suggest that this meiger will likely
lead to future abandonments because of the level of parallel rouies. Further, it is unclear
how service to mral communities will be affected by the proposed directional operations
from Houston and San Antonio to St. Louis. Moreover, if the. directional operations are
abandoned at any time in the future, it seems unlikely that the expense of maintaining both
the existing Union Pacific and Southem Pacific rouies could be justified.
Industrial development: Given that the merger will lower the number of rail competitors
from which a potential industrial devoloiM.ienl could choose, Texas is likely to be less
attractive for those industries that depend on rail transponalion services. This impact wUl
be particularly hard on lesser-developed areas of the stale. The possibility of future rail
abandonments will only exacerbate problems for mral industrial development.

IV

Competition: We do not believe that workable competition is maintained in markets that
move from three competitors to two. History has shown that competitor behavior is
unpredictable in a duopoly. In addition, we do not find the proposed agreement between
Uie Union Pacific/Southem Pacific and the Buriington Northern/Santa Fe adequate for
guaranteeing competition for those shippers moving from two rail competitors to one.

Conclusions/Recommendations
OI. balance, we believe the proposed merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific
railroads is likely to have a negative impact on the state of Texas, its communitie.^, and
shippers. We therefore recommend that the Railroad Commission support the proposed
merger only if there are significant track divestitures along the carriers' parallel routes.
We further suggest that proposed and future rail abandonments be allowed only when all
tracks and facilities necessary to access existing rail junctions are included. In addition,
the Commission should consider the proposal for neutral terminal switching railroads in
the state's industrial centers as an adjunct to the recommended divestitures.
The tracks identified for divestimre generally are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Southem Pacific
Souihem Pacific
Southem Pacific
Souihem Pacific
Southem Pacific
Southern Pacific

-

Houston to St. Louis:
Lewisville, AR, to Corsicana, TX;
Dallas and 5orf Worth to Houston;
Houston to New Orleans;
Houston to Eagle Pass;
Heame to Plaeedo.
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Section I:

1.1

Introduction

Rail transportation in Texas
Texas is currentiy served by three Class l ' railroads: the Union Pacific, Southem

Pacific and Burlington Northern/Santa Fe.^ In addition 'o Class I carriers, 'lexas is served
'

'5 smaller carriers who are classified as either switching and terminal companies or

local railroads. Texas ranks first in die nation in total miles of rail track and second in
total railroad employees.
Chemicals account for almost one-third of die total rail tonnage originated in
Texas. Coal is the highest-volume commod'ty terminating in Texas. Farm products
originating in Texas account for less than 10 percent of the originating rail tonnage.
However, the volume of fami products terminating in Texas is four umes higher than
originations. This suggests the close ties between Texas Gulf ports and the nation's grain
belt.
/. 2

The proposed merger
The Union Pacific railroad has applied ro the Surface Transportation Board (STB)

of the United States Department of Transportation, fonnerly the Interstate Commerce
Commission,' for approval to merge the operaiions of their two lailroads."* The basic

' Class I refers to railroads with $250 million or more annual revenue for tiiree consecutive years. Class
II railr jads are $20 to less than $250 million, and Class III railroads earn less than S20 million in annual
revenuLv (1994 cnteria).
- The Kansas City Southem railroad has trackage .ights that allow it to transport export grain from
Beaumont lo the Port of Houston and serves Dallas to Shrevepon.
'
The Interstate Commerce Commission was consolidated imo the Department of Transportation
effective January 1, \99t.
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rationale is that the merger allows the Union Pacific to fill in ils existing route structure
and eliminate circuitous routes in order to more effectively compete with the recently
merged Burlington Nonhem/Santa Fe. However, the merger is considered to be largely
parallel in lhal the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific cunently serve many of the same
marke.s. Industrial facilities that are currently served both the Union Pacific and Southem
Pacific would lose access to competitive rail service. In the broader sense, the United
Slates west of the Mississippi River will go from being served by three major rail carriers
to two.
To address the potential anti-competitive results of the loss of access to more dian
one rail carrier, the merging railroads have signed an agreement with the Buriington
Northem/Sanla Fe railroad.' The agreement calls a series of contracts, to be completed by
early June 1996. that purportedly will address the competition-reducing effects of the
proposed merger.*
The STB will consider the impact of the merger on competition and the public
good. In response to the merger application the STB can choose among four major
altematives:
1.

Approve the entire merger and the agreement;

2.

Reject the entire merger;

3.

Approve the merger, but require the divestiture of portions of SP to
other than BN/SF;

'' The merger application is contained in Docket No. 32760 submitted to the Interstate Commerce
Commission on November 30. 1995.
' This agreem.ent, signed on September 25. 1995 and updated on November 18, 1995, is referred to as
"the agreement" or "BNSF-1" throughout this report.
" BNSF-1 is considered in several of the following sections. The most thorough review is included in
Section 11 - Competition.
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4.
1.3

Approve die merger, but impose conditions which would effectively
ameliorate the anti-competitive aspects of the merger.

The report
In the pages that follow, we have addressed a number of issues that together give

an indication of how the proposed merger will affect Texas businesses and citizens.
Among the issues considered are the merger's impacts on coal and chemical/plastics
transportation, the use of rail-tmck intermodal transponalion, transportation to anc' from
Mexico, the impacts on mral rail service, rail and public safety issues, and die overall
impact of the merger on industrial development prospects in Texas. In addition, we
evaluate the survivability of the comparatively weak Southem Pacific in the event the
merger is disallowed. The report concludes with a recommendation for consideration by
the Railroad Commissioners.^
Where the evidence is inconclusive and the credible opinion of experts remains
divided, we have attempted to suggest positions that minimize potential risks to Texas
businesses and citizens. This is not an indictment of the integrity of those who differ wiUi
our views, but ralher it is an acknowledgment that the potential impacts of this merger, be
Uiey advantageous or deleterious, will affect Texas and its citizens for many decades to
come.

^
The conclusions and recommendations in this analysis reflect the opinions of the principal
investigators.
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Section 2: Summary Report on the
Public Hearing Testimony before the Railroad Commission
January 9-II, 1996

ofTexas

Regarding Union Pacific Co-poration's proposed acquisition of the Southem
Pacific T'-ansportation Co., public hearing testimony was held before the Railroad
Commission of Texas on January 9-i 1, 1996. These hearings took place in three Texas
cities: Fort Worth, Corpus Christi and Houston, in ord?r to discuss concems regarding die
pioposed UP/SP merger.
In total, 139 presentations were given by various representatives of interested
parties over the three days. Forty-four percent of the speakers relayed total support for
the merger, 27 percent expressed concems, 23 percent were in total opposition and the
remaining 6 percent expressed no position. Percentages were similar among the three
individual cities with no more than a 5 percent variance in any endorsement catego.'y.
Twelve raihoad companies or rail districts were represented in the public hearings
including t.he UP and 5P, their endorsements/objections are as follows:
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Table 2.1
Railroad Corporations and Positions
Railroad Corporation
Burlington Nortf

n/Santa Fe

Position
Neutral

Comments
Support BN/SF settlement agreement. Offered to
supply conimi:,sion witli additional info.

Kansas City Southim

Opposition

UP/SP will dominate petroleum shipping and
Mexican Gateways

Te.\as and Mexican Railway

Opposition

UP/SP will have 90% of traff.r to and from Mexico

Souihem Orient

Opposition

Merger reduces r^il competition, siipports Texas
Rail Link

Houston & Gulf Coast

Support

Questions connectibility with railroads other than
UP & BNSF

Consolidated Rail

Opposition

Skyeagle

Concems

Questions impact on Tex-Mex RR, Skyeagle's only
connection

South TX Rural Rail District

Concems

Concemed about merger impact on Alamo-Goliad
rail project

Angelina & Neches River

Supports

SP is sole connection

Brownsville & Rio Grande

Supports

Wants assurance of fulfillment of SP's contract on
Port of Brownsville's $30 million rail relocalion
project

Reduced competiuon, Conrail wants to invest
heavily to compete in TX
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Table 2.2
State Legislators PosUions and Testimonies
State Representative

Citv/District

Position

Comments

Christine Hemandez

San Antonio/1-•-4

Concems

Concemed about competition and effect
on highways

Hugo Berlanga

Corpus Christi/34

Opposition

Sen. Frank Madia

San Antonio

Concems

Monopol) threat destructive to agri..
petrochems and manufactured goods

Bill Carter

Fort Worth/91

Supports

Improved efficiency and competition

Carolyn Park

Bedford/92

Suppors

Benefits to area and increased
competition w/BNSF

Bob Hunter

Austin/71

Supports

Lower costs to shippers and better service

John R. Cook

Eberbridge/60

Concems

Presen'ation of competition essential for
growth

Kent Grusendort

Arlington/94

Supports

Robert Junell

San Angelo/72

Opposition

Beneficial to area.merger is a property
rights issue
Merger is anti-competitive, BNSF
trackagerightsnot sufficient for future
growth. UP/Sr will dominate petro and
Mexican traffic

Stephen E. Ogden

CoUeg- Station/14

Concems

Concemed that Bryan/College Station
line will be abandoned post-merger

Tom Ramsay

Mt. Vernon/2

Opposition

Concemed about abandonment and short
line access

Beverly Wooley

Houston/13o

Opposition

Fears monopol • power, wants
preservation of rail choices for shippers

Garnet F. Coleman

Houston/147

Opposition

Fears monopoly power, job loss,
increased consumer costs

U.S. Rep. Gene Green

na/29th

Concems

Fears limited access to rail service, job
loss and impact on Port of Houston

Gerard Torres

Jacinto City/143

Concerns

U.S. Rep. Jim Chapman

na/lst

Concems

Potenlial job loss, anti- competiuveness,
impact of military shipments through
gulf
Monopoly concems, economic health of
E. Texas, Vulnerability of mral areas

Ken Yarbrough
Patricia Gray

Houston/138
Galveston/23

Opposition
Concems

Job loss and impact on mral areas
Impact on Texas City, Galveston ports,
Mexican gateway access

Robert M. Saunders

Austin/28

Concems

Job loss in Smithville, accessibility for
rice and coal shippers in Colorado Co.

Talmadge Heflin

Houston/149

Supports

Unless merger won't withstand anti-tmst
sciatiny

Reduced competition, shipping rate
increases for coal
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Shippers and unions in Texas and Mexico are concemed with issues about poor
trackage rights and service quality, increased shipping rates, job losses and anticompetitiveness in the marketplace. Shippers and unions that submitted testimony that
oppose the merger include:
Table 2.3
Opposing Organizations Positions and Testimonies
State

Shipper or Union

Texas

Transportation Communications Union
American Maize

Comments
Employment tor small shippers
Anti-competitive impacts on freight rates
and grain rail service

Barr Iron and Metal

Fear impact on Tex- Mex Railway
service to small businesses

Denver Railway Car

Oppose unless third party open access
given on redundant lines

Brotherhood Locomotive Engineers
EPIC.

None
Oppose due to UP's post UP/CNW
merger service

Texas Farm Bureau

Oppose due to reduced competition
which causes higher transport costs.
Bad for agriculture in general

Texas Agriculture Coop. Council

Oppose due to reduced rail competition.
Merger will negatively impact
agriculture overall

City of Laredo

Need assurance that competitive options
will be exercised

Enterprise Products

No competition at Mt. Belieu

Shippers that support the merger for reasons of better accessibility and efficiency,
increased competition and growth opportunity into Mexican markets include:
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Table 2.4
Supporting Shippers Positions and Testimonies
Country

Shipper

Mexico

Ferrami Packard de Mexico
Gimerpo. S.A. de CV.
Smurfjt Canon y Papel de Mexico
Gmpo Mexico
Deacero. S.A. de CV.
Productoro de Papel

U.S

Reynolds Metai
Southem Clay Products
Aruona Grain
Ray West Warehouses

Comments
Better more efficient routes
Improved service, direct lines
Eliminates switchi'-g charges, improved
equipment utilization
Faster, more reliable service
Rt duced transit delays at border
Mo.-e eflicient routes, service and rates
Supports, Wants BNSF competition
Improved service and facilities
Impioved competition
Supports, if no harm to Tex-Mex railway

Commercial Metals

Supports, fears trackagerightswili not lead to
competition

NCH

Benefits local business with single line service,
reduced traffic

Chaparral Steel

Better access to customers via single line service

American Swing

Supports due to UP's increased financial
strength, benefiting shippers

Fl Dorado Chemical
Rexene
Wil-Gro Fertilizer
Pioneer Chlor Alkali

Improved service on SP, new business
opportunities
Increased rail traffic through Odessa, West
Texas
New business opportunities
Improved service by SP

Exxon Chemical

Better altemative lo splitting SP, still have
strong rail competition

Coors Brewing

Improved ser'ice

Many organizations expressed moderate to grave concems about the potential
impacts of the proposed merge. Their comments are included in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5
Organizations Expressing Concerns
Organization

Comments

Global Grain Co.

Concemed about post-merger effects on S. Tx grain producers and
Tex- Railroad

Corpus Chnsti Grain Co.

Concemed about S. Tx. grain shippers and effects on Tex- Mex RR
access to Houston

Farrell Cooper Mining Co.

Supports Tex- Mex link to Houston- Beaumont

Gulf Compress
Harlingen Chamber of Commerce
Greater Corpus Christi Business
Alliance
Wright Materials

Wants assurance that Tex- Mex obtains trackagerightsto link with
KCS
Competition concems. Need another Class I Railroad in Valley
Wants third Class I Railroad to service Corpus Christi and South Tx.,
Assurance of BNSr competition
Fears harm to Tex-.Mex Railroad

Central and Southwest

Competition concems for Tx. and West Coal, needs altemative coal
delivery options

Brownsville Navigation

Feels BNSF must have direct access to Brownsville, Fears high
switching charges between l^edo & Brownsville from lack of
competition

Frank Bailey Grain Co.

Supports survival of Tex- Mex RR and another Class I RR access to
Corpus Christi and Laredo

International Trade and
Transport

Importance of long- term importan
Tx. and Mexico

Fina Oil and Chemical

Wants competitive Gulf petrochemical access, feels trackage rights
not a viable solution

of competitive access between

Brazos County

Fears post- merger abandonment in Brazos Co.

TMM- Mexico

Afraid rail rates and goods prices increase due to lack of competition
in Tx. and Mexico

Shell Chemical

Competition concems, UP/SP combined haul 70% of Shell's
chemicals

Vista Chemical

Fears fewer railroads lead to higher rates, poorer service and less
access to legitimate chemical transport

Huntsman Corporation

Merger will increase rates, cause poor service. Feels trackage rights
not viable altemative

Society of the Plastics Industry

Fears lack of competition for plastics transport. UP/SP haul 70% of
US polyethylene and 60% polypropylene

Dow Chemical

Feels merger creates competitive disadvantages, need third Class I
Railroad access

City of Smithville

Expected loss of 61 jobs in Smithville with indirect loss of $11.1
million/ year
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Section 3: Rail Transportation of Coal for Texas Electric
3.1

Utilities'

Background
Texas depends on coal for a substantial portion of its power supply.^ In 1994,

roughly 95 miUion tons of coal were delivered in Texas, making it the leading coal
consuming state in the country. See Table 3.1. Over 95 percent of the coal was used to
fire the generators of the state's elecUic ufilities. All told, the elecUic utiUties paid $1.6
billion for the coal, or about 34 percent of their total fuel bill. On average, the cost of coal
was $1.31 pe. MMBlu, significandy lower than the $2.15 per MMBtu paid for natural
gas.
Utilities in Texas bum two types of coal: lignite and Westera. Because of its low
Btu content - only about 6,000 Btu per pound - all nine lignite-fired plants in Texas are
located near the mine mouth. These plants accounted for about 45 percent of the state's
coal-fired generation in 1994. Westem coal originates from either the mountain state
deposits in Colorado and New Mexico or the Powder River Basin (PRB) deposits of
Wyoming and Montana.
Table 3.2 lists the 14 generating stations serving Texas that are either currently
fired by Westem coal or are in the process of being modified to bum Westem coal. The
total Texas-owned capacity of the plants is nearly 12,400 MW and represents 19 percent
of the generating capacity of the state's utility-owned generating capacity. Because ofthe

' This section was prepared by Dr. William Avera and Dr. Charles Smaistrla.
• An excellent analysis of the issues related to transporting coal to Texas electric utilities appears in Stan
Kaplan, "Rail Transportation of Coal to Texas," Public Utility Commission of Texas Working Paper No.
85-5 (1985).
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low fiiel cost and operating characteristics of the coal plants, the udlities relied on them to
produce 42 percent of their power in 1994.
Ideally, the Westem coal-fired plants would have been located at a junction of two
or more railroads that could deliver the coal to it.

Unfortunately, railroad siting

considerations more often than not must give way to other operational factors such as the
availability of water and the constraints of the bulk power transmission system. As a
result, few coal-fired generating plants acros; the country are served by more than one
railroad.

In this regard, the experience of Te; as udlities is consistent with those

elsewhere: of the 10 railroad served power plants listed in Table 3.3, only four have
access to two or more competing railroads.
As a result, the cost of transporting PRB coal to Texas can be several times die
price of the coal at the mine mouth. Table 3.3 lists the 10 plants serving Texas that
receive coal by rail and sets forth estimates of the cost of coal and rail transportation for
each plant in 1993.' Although fuel and rail transportation contracts are normally kept
confidential, estimated rates are available from industry analysts.'' According to the data in
Table 3.3, PRB coal was delivered to the plants for prices ranging between $19.91 and
$36.81 per ton. Of the total amount paid for PRB coal, anywhere from $12.89 to $20.40
was paid for transporting it to the plant. In other words, out of a one-year lael bUl
totaling nearly $1.2 billion, the railroads claimed over $800,000, or 59 percent. Needless
^ The data do not include spot purchases of coal.
•* Except where noted otherwise, the rail rates quoted in this study were obtained from Coal
Transportation Report, a widely used industry publication. Recent rail rate estimates are not available
from CTR for GSU's Nelson plant or for SWEPCO's Flint Creek and Welsh plants. For this report, the
given estimated rail rates tor itiese tij-ee plants were calculated from the publicly reported delivered cost
of coal, assuming that the coal was purchased at the weighted-average FOB mine contract price reported
in CTR for other Texas utilities in 1993.
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to say, the high cost of transporting the PRB coal relative to its mine mouth cost ' .-"s
produced contentious proceedings in fuel cost reviews at the Texas PUC.
i.i

Texas Coal-Fired Plants Potentially Affected by the UP/SP Merger
Central and South West Corp. (CSW). — Three CSW subsidiaries operate in

Texas, Central Power and Light (CPL), Southwestem Electric Power (SWEPCO), and
West Texas UtiliUes (WTU). They operate four Weslem coal-fired plants. CPU's Coleto
Creek generating station, located near Victoria, is the only plant that is directly affected by
the proposed merger.
Unlike the other Westem coal-fired plants in Texas, Coleto Creek was designed to
bum primarily Colorado coal.' The Coleto Creek plant received 1.8 miUion tons of coal in
1994, almosi all of which was from Colowyo Coal Co. in Colorado, which is the plant's
only contract coal supplier. The high delivered cost of coal for the plant reflects both the
higher cost of Colorado mountain coal and the highest cost of rail transportation to any
plant in Texas. In 1993, the estimated rate for the 1,377-mile haul was about $27 per ton,
or 19.5 mills/ton-mile. Part of the high rail rate can be explained by the more expensive
route the coal must take over the Rocky Mountains.
Denvf,'r & Rio Grande Westem Railroad originates the coal from the Colowyo
mine. BN/SF serves as a bridge carrier between Colorado and Fort Worth, where the
move is handed off to the SP for delivery. SP is the only railroad cunently serving the
plant.

' Coleto Creek has also imported South American coal through tli*.' port in Corpus Christi. In 1994. the
plant received nearly 152.000 tons of Colombian coal at an average delivered cost of $35.51 per ton. or
148.9 cents per MMBtu.
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CPL has recently taken several steps to take advantage of the lower prices for
PRB coal and to obtain access to competitive sources of fuel for the Coleto Creek planl.
One, the company has invested $17 million in a fuel blending facility that enables the plant
to bum the lower grade PRB coal in combination with the Colorado coal. The plant wiU
begin buming the blended coal this year. CPL hoped to obtain competitive benefits by
creating the oplion to bum either mountain coal or PRB coal. And the leverage would
work against both the coal mines and the railroads because the company could contract
with UP, in addition to BN/SF and SP. to move the PRB coal.
Unfortunately, CPL's leverage against the railroads is limited by SP's control of
the 15 miles of track that separates the planl and a UP interchange point in Victoria.
Unable to obtain a short-haul rate from SP for tonnage delivered by the UP, CPL filed an
application with the ICC (now STB) to obtain a short-haul tariff. The STB's jurisdiction
to grant such a rate depends on afindingthat SP has market dominance over shipments to
Coleto Creek.

CPL's petition, which has been pending for about two years, is the

company's only realistic hope of having competing carriers delivering to Coleto Creek.**
The prospect of the UP/SP merger largely nullifies the advantages derivable from
both the fuel blending facility and the short-haul tariff. The UP/SP would control
originating access to Colorado coal at both the origination and destination. Moreover,
UP/SP would not be inclined to bid aggressively to move PRB coal, for its bids on moves
from the PRB would compete with its movements of Colorado coal — for which it

)

* Even though the plant is only 15 miles from the UP. a build out would be problematic because of
environmental considerations.
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apparenUy commands a premium rate. Without effecfive competition. CPL can expect to
continue to pay a premium for fuel delivered to Coleto Creek.
The trackage nghts agreement between UP/SP and BN/SF does not lelieve CPL's
problem. BN/SF would obtain overhead trackagerightsover the existing UP line mnning
from Houston to South Texas that passes within 17 miles of Coleto Creek. WiUiout a
right to stop at lhe interchange point in Vicioria, the proximity of BN/SF trains is of no
help to CPL.
A strong argument can be made under the circumstances that granting such an
interchange to BN/SF at Vicioria is necessary lo keep CPL whole. CPL is currently has at
leaat the potential to eventually obtain access to a competing railroad, either by viroie of
the STB case or a build out. The merger — as it is currently stmctured ~ would foreclose
that option for the foreseeable future. Making Victoria an interchange for BN/SF would
thus maintain the status quo. Finally, there is much at stake for the South Texas
ratepayers of CPL: if rail competition for hauling PRB coal to Coleto Creek simply
brought down the rail rate to the average amount charged for PRB coal — $11.76 per ton
~ the cost of transporting its 1994 tonnage would have been nearly $88 million less.
City Public Service of San Antonio (CPS). - CPS generates about half of its
electricity at two PRB coal-fired plants, Deely and Spmce, located near Elmendorf. CPS
receiv od about 4.6 million tons of coal for these plants in 1994. .
The coal is delivered by the UP in a direct haul over SP tracks into the plants
under a ccntract that extends to 2005. The estimated rate in 1993 for the 1,575 nules
from the PRB was about $15 per ton, or 10 mills/ton-mile. Since the merger would
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eliminate competition between UP and SP for delivery to the plants, the railroads have
agreed to grant trackage rights to BN/SF.
The trackage rights agreement does not, however, completely ameliorate CPS's
concems, and the ufility is in discussions wiUi UP to determine exacdy what its situation
would be if the merger were approved. CPS was iniUaUy concemed because Elmendorf
does not expressly appear in the trackage rights that would be granted to BN/SF.
However, UP has slated that the trackagerightswill be amended to expressly provide for
service to Elmendorf. As a remaining concem, CPS does not have assurance that the rate
for using the trackagerightswill in fact be adjusted to reflect expected declining costs of
service.
Table 3.1
DISTRIBUTION OF U.S. COAL BY LEADING STATE DESTINAHONS |

[ Sour*

)

Enfj^lrtormttion Admm^tratlDn. Ouartar*^ Ccml^fi*f)ort'C)ctobm-O0cm^^
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Table 3.2
Western Coal-Fired Plants Serving Texas
Operating Utility

Plant

County

Net
Year of Texas Joint TexasOwned
Summer
Initial
Owners
Capacity
Capacity Operation
(MW)
(MW)

Coal
Grade

Origin

1994 1994 Ave
Receipl Delivered
s( 1.000 Cost/ton
tons)

Delivering
Railroad

Cotnpeting
Railroad

Ahzona Public
Service

Four Comers

San Juan.
NM

743

1969

EPEC;

104

Bit

New Mex

8.409

$20,74

-

-

Cajun Electric
Power Co-op

Big Cajun II

Pointe Coupee. LA

540

1983

GSU:

227

Sub

PRB

5.795

25.97

-

-

Central Power
and Light

Coleto
Cteek**

Goliad

604

1980

604

Bit

Colorado

1.818

42.35

SP

Sub

PRB

1.330

Sub

PRB

4.606

GSU:

325

Sub

PRB

SRMPA:
SRGT:

110
55
2J60

Sub

LCRA:

1.000

CX>A:

SSS

SWEPCO:

City PubUc
Service

Deely/Spnice

Bexar

Gulf States
Utilities

Nelskn

Calcasieu.
LA

Pandi

Houston
Lighting &.
Power

Lower Colorado Fayette
River Auth.
Southwestern
Electric Power
Southwestem
Public Service
Texas Mun
Power Agency

1,330

1977

550

1982

Fon Bend

2,560

1977

Fayette

1,585

1979

UP

_

18.98

UP

SP; BNSF'

2.260

27.22

KCS

BNSF;
UP; SP

PRB

10.483

31.27

BN/SF

Sub

PRB

6.341

21.42

LT

240

Sub

PRB

1.682

26.14

KCS

480

1978

Titus

1.584

1977

1.584

Sub

PRB

5,164

30.64

BN/SF

_

Harrington

Potter

1.096

;976

1.096

Sub

PRB

4.409

26.79

BN/SF

SP

Tolk

Lamb

1.080

1982

1.080

Sub

PRB

3.950

34.64

BN/SF

Gibbons
Creek*'

Grimes

405

1982

405

Lig

_

BNSF

UP;SP

KCS;
BN/SF

Flint Creek

Benton. AR

Welsh

Sab
Texas Utilities
Electnc

West Texas
Utilities
Total or Ave

SP: BN/SF*

Monticello**

Oklaunion

Titus

Wilbarger

575

665

13.797

1974

1986

575

WTU:

364

PUB:
CPL:

68
52
12.364

PRE

Lig
Sub

PRB

-

-

-

Sub

PRB

3.03P

23.90

BN/SF

57.955

<2;.42

• Carrier will compete for traffic pursuant to the UP/SP and BN/SF settlement.
••Utility has modified or is considering mod-Tying the plant to bum PRB subbituminous coal.
Sources: Public Utility Commission of Tf >as. "Electnc Generating Unit Inventory" (1994); Electric Reliability Council of Texas. Form
OE-411 (1995); Southwestem F iwer Pool. Form 0E-» 11 (1994)
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Table 3.3
Rail Costs for Western Coal-Fired Texas Plants
1993
Operating Utility

Plant

Delivering
Receipts Ave. Cteliv. Delivered Cost of Est. FOB Mine Implied Rail Transportation Transportalion
Railrcad (1.000 ;ons) Cost/ton
Coal
Price
Rate
Cost
Cost/Total
Cost

Central Power and Light

Coleto Creek

SP

1.208

$46.66

$56,365,280

$19.76

$26.90

$32,49'^,200

58%

City Public Service

Deely/Spmce

UP

5.141

19.91

102.361.456

4.71

15.20

78,143,200

76*

Gulf States Utilities

Nelson*

KCS

2.336

29.60

69.145.600

12.06

17.54

40.974.476

59%

Houston Lighting & Power

Parish

BN/SF

9.653

35.25

340.318.039

14.85

20.40

196.925.280

58%

UP

5.635

21.81

122.884.290

5.56

16.25

91,568,750

75%

Southwestem Electric Power FUnt Creek*
Welsh*

KCS
BN/SF

1.926
4.490

24.95
30.12

48.053,700
135,238,800

12.06
12.06

12 89
18.06

24,826.994
81,091,392

52%
60%

Southwestem Public Service Harrington
Tolk

BN/SF
BN/SF

4,461
3.847

27.74
36.81

123,748,140
141,608,070

13.04
19.16

14.70
17 65

65.576.700
67.899,550

53%
48%

Oklaunion

BN/SF

1,880

29.34

55,159,200

15.49

13.85

26.038.000

47%

40.577

29.45

$1,194,882,575

$12.06

$705,539,542

59%

Receipts

FOB Mine
Price
19.76
6.88
15.43
16.81
6.98
2.82
2.70
4.96
4.96
5.01
3.77
13.04
19.16
15.49
12.06

Lower Colorado River Auth. Fayette

West Texas Utilities
Total or Ave.

$17 39

•FOB mine price is estimated as the average ofreported FOB mine prices for Texas plants
Source: Coal Transportation Repon (Aug. 8. 1994).
49
34
3.821
1.237

20.16
20.16
20.21
18.97

983,808
689.472
77.220.389
23.467.787

4.06
4.96

HoustoQ Lighting & Power

1.055
6.086
2.512

27.28
35.83
37.21

28.788.584
218,054.214
93.475.241

6.88
15 43
16.81

LCRA

3.761
33
1.841

23.23
19.07
18.95

87,368,030
629,310
34,886.950

6.98
2.82
2.7

PRB Weighted
Ave Rail Rate:

11.76

City Public Service

5.o;
3.77

1.208
1.055.3
6.085.8
2.512.1
3.761.0
33.0
1.841.0
48.8
34.2
3.820.9
1.237.1
4.461.0
3.847.0
1.880.0
Weighted Ave.
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Section 4: \ierger Impacts on Chemical and Plastics Industries
4.1

Introduction
In this section we review the potential impacts of the Union Pacific/Southem

Pacific merger on Texas' chemical and plastics indusuies. We consider the potential
impacts on rail shipping rates as well as the effectiveness of altemative shipping modes to
provide cross-modal competition. Although there are differences in dieir shipping
characteristics, we have grouped chemical and plastics shipments together because these
industries are primarily located along the Gulf Coast,
4.2

The Chemical and Plastics Industry in Texas - an Overview
As noted in Table 4.1 below, a large percentage of total United States chemical

and plastics production in certain industrial classificadon codes occurs in Texas, Of
particular note is in sector 2821 - Plastics Materials and Resins ~ where almost one-third
of total shipment-value originates in Texas.

Even more impressive is the state's

dominance in industrial organic chemicals with 45 percent of total U.S. production. In a
broader sense, the Louisiana and Texas Gulf Coast region combine to represent 40.6
percent for plastics, and 59.3 percent for industrial organic chemicals, of total U.S. output.
(See Table 4.1.)
The primary reason that the Gulf Coast developed, a high concentration of
chemical and plastics producers was proximity to petroleum resources in the post-World
War II industrial boom. Another important reason at that time was the presence of
significant rail transportation infrastructure. Today, the rail inirasuncture of tracks, yards
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and terminals owned by three major rail carriers insures that the area continues to attract
new investment in plastics and chemical manufacturing facilities.
Table 4.1
Value of Shipments

SIC
Code

Description

VS. Value
Of
Shipments
(000)

Texas:
Value of
Shipments
(000)

% of
U,S.
Total

Texas &
Louisiana:
Value of
Shipments
(000)

% of U,S,
Total

2821

Plastics Materials
and Rt Ins

31,303,900

9,861,900

31.5

12,694,500

40.6

2819

Industrial
Inorganic
Chemicals

18,169,100

1,348,500

7.4

2.273.400

12.5

2869

Industrial Organic
Chemicals

54,254.200

24,476.800

45.1

32.155,900

59.3

2879

Agricultural
Chemicals

9,151.400

1.157,000

12.6

2,051,050'

22,4

2899

Chemical
Preparation

9.965,800

1,149,300

11.5

1,296,700

13.0

Source: Census of Manufacturers, 1992.

4.3

Transportation of Plastics and Chemicals
4.3.1 Chemicals
According to statements submittec by the merger applicants,^ of the total chemical

products shipped in the United States, nearly half (48 percent) utilize truck transportation
while rail and barge transportation each represent about 23 percent of total tonnage.
Modal choice for these shipments is dominated by the shipper's proximity to destination

' The Census of Manufactu/^s masks Louisiana's shipments data for this SIC. Figures in this table are
estimates by the Center for Economic Development and Research.
^ Volume 2 (redacted) of the merger application.
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with almost half of the chemical tonnage moving less than 200 miles. Rail and barge
transportation are used for longer hauls widi rail shipments averaging about 1000 miles in
1993. Barge transportation of chemicals originating in Texas is destined to inland water
ports in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
In 1994, the Union Pacific railroad transported 30.2 percent of all chemical
carloads in the United States, up from 28.2 percent the previous year. (See Table 4,2
below.) Combined with the Southem Pacific, the proposed merged railroad will control
41.0 percent of the chemical carload market, more dian twice the market share of the next
highest competitor, CSX Transportation, wiih 20.1 percent of the market. The market
dominance of the proposed merged railroads is even more pronounced when only die
weslem carriers are considered. Using 1994 data, the Buriington Northern/Santa Fe
transported only 13.3 percent of the chemical carload market while die Dlinois Central and
Kansas City Southem attained only 5.5 percent and 3.9 percent of the market share,
respectively.
The chemical market is inten;«ly price competitive. Furthermore, chemical
products are undifferentiated (generic) goods widi no appreciable brand idenuty.
Therefore, tiansportation cost and service are critical factors in the success of any given
plant.

' The close proximity of shipment destination is the result of an in, tional site location strategy by
many of the end users of these chemicals.
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Table 4.2
U.S. Chemical Carloads Originated
Railroad
Union Pacific (inc. CNW)
CSX Transportation
Souihem Pacific
Norfolk Southem
Buriington Northem
Santa Fe
Illinois Central
Conrail
K
as City SouLhem

# Carloads
1994
469,870
312,289
176,632
123,678
104,573
101,800
85.885
84,815
59.838

Market Share
1994
30.2 %
20.1
11.4
8.0
6.7
6.6
5.5
5.5
3.9

Market Share
1993
28.2%
19.4
12.8
8.3
7.7
7.6
5.5
5.5
3.0

Source'. Chemical Week, Feb. 1 1995.

4.3.2 Plastics
Transportation is the second largest cost factor in the production and marketing of
plastic resins, represendng 20 percent of delivered costs.* About 80 percent of die plasdcs
resins produced are shipped via rail transportation in covered hopper cars. It is estimated
that Gulf Coast corridor plants ship 300,000 carloads per year.' Since plastics resins
producers and consumers are geographically dispersed, most shipping distances are
greater than 1000 miles.
One of the unusual logistics features of plastics resins is that primary storage of the
finished good is in rail cars.* The need for dedicated railcars has led to shippers owning
largefleetsof covered hopper cars. The "plastics fleet" is estimated at 40,000 covered
hopper cars wiih a value of about S2.6 billion. Obviously, plastics resins shippers have

•* Presentation by Al Bowles. Society of Plastics Industrv. at the Houston Transponation Club February 6,
1996.
"' Al Bowles.
* Plastic resins production is characterized by large single-product runs.
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much at stake in the quality and price of rail transportation services.

However, rail

companies have also invested heavily in providing facilities for plastics shippers.
Rail carrier: have invested millions of

'ars in rail yards that serve as storage

facilities for resin-filled cover hopper cars wailing for sale. Though the investment for
land and trackage related to the storage facilities has likely been long-recovered, we
nonetheless believe these valuable resources serve as motivators for railroads to maintain
and grow their market share. No rail company could come close to the combined Union
Pacific and Souihern Pacific with combined market share* of 71 percent for Gulf Coast
polyeUiylene and 81 percent of Gulf Coast polypropylene - a dominant market position.^
4.4

Merger impacts on plastics and chemical shippers
4.4.1

Service impacts

The proposed merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroad-^ could
possibly lead to improved service in some of the distribution corridors used to access \ ital
markets for these industries. As specified in the Intermodal section of this report, shorter
routes, with attendant transit time improvements, will be available to curreni Union Pacific
customers in the Gulf Coast lo Califomia routes. This could enhance Gulf Coast shippers'
competitive positions for sales in Southem Califomia through the Pacific Northwest.*
The merger filing also purports to show that access to markets in the northeastern
United States will impiove through the proposed directional routing scheme for the

' Gulf Coast polyehtylene and polypropylene shipments total about 38 billion pounds of pioduct in 1994
according to Bowles,
' Testimony presented cn behalf of the merger suggests that transit times will be reduced by a matter of
days.
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Houston to St. Louis corridor with connections to the eastem rail carriers. However,
given that many rail experts have expressed doubt about the operational viability of the
directional routing proposal, we do not feel the service benefits related to directional
routing can be accounted as certain.
Any routings that currently require an interchange between the Union Pacific and
Southem Pacific should, over time, experience improved transit times as the rail systems
are merged. Expanded single-line service will lower the incidence of mis-bills and yard
switching delays.
Safety is a critical service element in the transportation of certain chemicals. With
access to capital, it is expected that safety issues conceming the Southem Pacific will be
greatly alleviated as infrastmcture impro\ nents are accomplished by tl ? lerged
railroads.'
A final service benefit that will likely attend the merger of the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific is faster retum time for shipper-owned rail cars. Since both plastics and
chemical shippers have suhstantial investments in rolling stock we see diis as a service as
well as afinancialbenefit of die merger.'"
4.4.2

Rate impacts

Documents filed by the Union Pacific insist that the merger will not result in higher
shipping rates for plastics and chemical producers.
reasons lhat rates will remain competitive.

The documents identify several

First, proponents assert that source

' This issue is further addressed in the "Safetv" section of this repon.
Estimates of the financial benefit of faster equipment retum times is beyond the scope of this analysis.
However, it should be considered as a potentially positive effect ofthe nerger.
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competition will provide incentive for rates to remain compar-^ble to those prior to the
proposed merger." Second, customer leverage is cited because many customers enter
into relatively long transportation contracts that cover many shipping locations and several
commodities. Third, principals of the merging railroads insist that if rail rates become too
high, shippers will switch to altemative transportation modes such as tmck or barge
transportation. Finally, the proposed agreement wilh the Burlington NorthemySanta Fe
railroad will provide competitive access to another rail carrier for any customer that is
currently served by the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific.
Source competition is an uncertain guarantee of competition at best. Production
facilities are constrained by production capacities. Furthermore, production facilities in
these indus'.ries often represent capital investments of more than $ 1 billion - they must
produce to generate revenues, and transportation rate increases will be passed along to
consumers through higher prices. In addition, to the extent that the proposed merger
encompasses rail service to a large portion of the total production capacity in chemicals
and plastics, there is a relatively good chance that a single company may face the same
carrier choices at multiple facilities.
As noted above, the merged Union Pacific/Soudiem Pacific will start with
substantial market shares for United States chemical carload originations. This market
concentration is even more pronounced for certain c lemicals and plastics produced in the
Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast corridor. For example the combined Union Pacific/Soudiera
Pacific represents 71 percent of the Gulf Coast market share for polyethylene carloads, 80

'' Source competition refers to a producer with multiple facilities shifting production away from plants
with increasing freight rates.
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percent of polypropylene with lesser, though still dominant, market shares for vinyl
chloride, chlorine and carbon black. This level of market concentration suggests that
some chemical manufacturers will not have an effective rail carrier choice even if
production is shifted from one plant to another. Altemadvely, if this threat of shifdng
production sites is real, we must consider the potential negative impact of the merger on
Texas jobs in these high-wage industries.
These same concems also apply to the suggestion that shippers possess inordinate
market power because of multi-year, multi-location shipping contracts. Since a large
portion of national production of certain chemicals and plastics is concentrated in the Gulf
Coast region, and that is also where the merged railroads will have their greatest
concentration of market share, shippers could find themselves effecdvely captive to one
lailroad. However, if the largest shippers possess this market power, then it is likely that
they will receive lower freight rates. Unfortunately, this would also suggest lhat smaller
producers will bear the bmnt of rate increases 'nat will tend to diminish Texas'
attractiveness for future site development by small, innovadve companies.
Suggesting that rail rates will remain competitive because of competition between
transportation modes also raises several questions.

Tank-barge transportation is

effectively limited to destinations thai are iocated on, or very near, major inland
waterways. Moving freight to tank-barge would require substantial consolidation of
shipments given that each barge carries the equivalent of 16 railcars. Shipping trends
suggest that customers are ordering smaller, not larger, quantities per shipment.'"

This is evidenced by the growth of shipping services such as Flexi-fl altered by Conrail that allows
customers to order in smaller quantities while retaining some cost efficiencies.
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Shifting transportation modes from railcars to tmcks presents many problems,
most importandy that of public safety. Shifting transportalion to tmcks would require a
Hide more than 4 tmcks per carload for equivalent shipping volumes. As indicated by
Table 4.3 below, safety incidents involving over-the-road transportation of hazardous
materials occur much more frequently than incidents involving railcars. This is not to
suggest that tmckingfirmsare less safety conscious than railroads, but ralher that greater
opportunities for accidents are inherent in over-the-road transportation versus rail
transportation. Moreover, when safety incidents do occur, the danger to public safety is
almost invariably greater for tmck-related incidents compared to rail.

Further, even

though the use of barge/tmck intermodal shipments, as cited in merger application
documenls as an example of intermodal competition, would rely less on over-the-road
transportation dian exclusively tmck shipping, we believe that these shipments still
represent increased safely risks.

Table 4.3
I .azardous Material Transportation Incidents
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Highway
U.S.
Texas
7299
367
7644
427
7794
476
11.079
717
13,999
789

Railway
U.S.
1279
1155
1130
112!
1157

Texas
144
162
138
169
138

Source: US Department of Transportation

In addition to safety considerations, having additional tmck traffic will exacerbate
already existing problems of iraffic congestion, traffic safety and stress on the public
transportation infrastmcture. Therefore, regardless of rate-efficiency considerations, we
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N»'.iwve it is unwise to adopt positions that may promote greater use of tmcks to transport
chemical and plastics commodities.
Finally, lhe merger applicants have suggested thai the proposed agreement for an
as-yet-undetailed trackage rights agreement with the Buriington Northern/Santa Fe will
provide competitive rail options for customers who are currently served by both the Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific. Given that the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe has presented
no operating "'ans as to how they will serve these pxjlential customers, we find it difficult
to assume that they will provide effective rail competition. Concems about adequate yard
facilities to support the in-transit storage of these commodities, gaining market access to
shippers under multi-year contracts and competing with effecdve routes remain.'^ These
concems are especially promineni for shipments moving to the midwest to connect with
eastem carriers. If the directional operation proposal is implemented, shippers using the
Burlington NorthemySanta Fe will be forced lo take a much more circuitous route or go
"upstream" against the southbound traffic of the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific. And,
while the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe will posses competitive routes to the Pacific
Northwest, they will be at an extreme competitive disadvantage for shipments to the
lucrative Southem Califomia markets.
Given the concems about each of these "competition-enhancing" altematives, we
believe that the extreme market concentration in the chemical and plastics shipping
market, realized through the merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroads,
will lead to the merged railroads bemg able to exert near-monopoly rents from many of

A further review of concems regarding the proposed agreement lo establish trackagerightsis included
in the "competition" section of this report.
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Uieir customers located in Texas and the Gulf Coast corridor. Estimating the degree to
which rates will increase is beyond the scope of this analysis; however, any increase in
rates will make Texas-produced goods in these industries less competitive with attendant
detrimental impacts on Texas industries and workers.
4.5

Conclusions
The proposed merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroads could

enhance service to chemical and plastics producers located in the Texas and Louisiana
Gulf Coast. These service enhancements include lower transit limes from shorter routes
and single-line routing to markets in Southem Califomia, the Pacific Northwest and
possibly to the midwest and connection with eastem rail carriers. However, we feel the
extensive market consolidation that will be realized through the merger will lead to rate
increases for shippers in these industries. Higher freight rates could have negative impacts
on the state of Texas, either tnrough shifting production to plants outside of Texas,
making Texas less aUractive for new, especially smaller, plants or shifting shipping modes
to over-the-road transportation. Therefore, we do not believe that the merger, as
proposed, can be supported based on its likely impacts to the chemical and plastics
industries.'"*

We do acknowledge that the merger applicants have received letters of support from individual
chemical and plastics shippers. However, many of these firms are likely exhibiting strategic behavior
regarding rate negotiations ins,ead of actual support for the merge:'s outcomes. Moreover, many of these
firms have locations in several states; therefore, their support could be based on net impacts while we are
concemed primarily with impacts on Texas industries and citizens.
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Section 5: Merger Impact on Intermodal
5.1

Shipments

Introduction
In this section we examine the likely impacts of the proposed UP/SP merger on

intermodal transportation services into and out of Texas.

For the purposes of this

discussion, intermodal shipments include trailer-on-flat-car (TOFC) and container-on-flatcar (COFC) shipments.
Trailer-on-flat-car shipments use standard semi-trailers ihat are conveyed to and
from customer locations by local drayage carriers using tractor-tmcks. The trailers are
transferred to flat-car caniers at intermodal terminals using large straddle cranes.
Included in the TOFC category, "Roadrailer" trailers do not require the use of flat-cars.
These trailers have undercarriages designed to accommodate rail axles and couplings for
direct-to-rail use. (Though the technology for roadrailer-type trailers has existed for many
years, only recently have these designs begun to show even modest levels of acceptance.
The weight of the special undercarriage limits the effecdve load capacity making the
trailers relatively cost-inefficient for medium- to high-density loads.)
Container-on-flat-cars refer to the use of ocean-shipping containers instead of
trailers. The containers are transferred from vessels either direcdy onto rail cars or onto
chassis that are transported by tractor-tmcks to intermodal terminals for transfer to rail
cars. However, not ail of the shipments transported via COFC originate nor are destined
for water-borne transportation. Increasingly, containers are used as a substitute for
trailers in intermodal shipments to reposition the containers for use in water shipments.
For example, a container arrives at the Port of Housion destined for Denver. Upon
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unloading in Denver, there is no ready demand for an ocean container. However, there
are shipments destined for Dallas where there is a t....nand for ocean containers by export
shippers.
5.2

Impacts of the UP/SP Merger on Intermodal Shipping
5.2.1 Service
Service levels for intermodal shipments originated or destined for several Texas

cides is likely to improve following the merger. These improvements are based on shorter
routes created by combining UP/SP trackage, proposed directional routing in specified
lanes and promised constmction/expansion of intermodal terminal facilities.
The greatest improvement in service based on shorter routes will be to those
intermodal customers localed in or shipping through the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) area.
Combining the Union Pacific's Fort Worth to El Paso route with the Southem Pacific's
"sunset" route to Los Angeles wil! reduce transit times in this lane by one-half day
compared to the best routing currendy available on UP or SP. The route will also be 164
miles shorter than the route used by the BNSF. This will enhance competition in this lane
nol only between the UP/SP and BNSF, but will make intermodal shipping more
competitive with over-the-road tmcks. (Tmcks using driver teams offer 48 hour service
from DFW to Los Angeles. Though intermodal shipments will not be that fast, they will
be close enough to offer expanded competition.)
Shippers and receivers in Dallas-Fort Worth will also gain access to routing that is
nearly 300 miles shorter to Oakland, Califomia compared to the best routings currently
available (BNSF). While BNSF will retain the shortest routes from DFW to Portlanc^,
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there will be substantial decreases in route-miles compared to existing UP and SP routes
(25 i and 499 miles, respectively). Tne improvements in Portland routes is especially
important for access to East Asian markets. Portland offers the closest ocean routes
between the contiguous United Stales and Pacific Rim nations thereby offering more costeffective transportation of import and export goods. (Ocean transportation is typically
more expensive than land transportalion, therefore intemational logistics strategies call for
minimizing the ocean portion of intemational transits.)
The benefits of easier access to northwest ports will also be available to shipments
originating or passing through El Paso. This is due to the planned constmction of a new
intermodal terminal at Colton, Califomia that will allow shipments destined to the
northwest to bypass the congested Los Angeles terminal. This will affect shippers and
receivers in the El Paso-San Antonio-Houston-Beaumont corridor and could serve to
promote business for through-shipments 3t the Port of Houston. The Union Pacific has
also stated they intend to initiate new service from Laredo to Califomia after the merger
enhancing access for manufacturers and distributors lo markets on the west coast as well
as East Asia.
Intermodal shipments from San Antonio, DFW and Houston to St. Louis, Chicago
and via connections to northeastem markets will likely benefit if the UP's proposed
directional operations plan proves successful. This would speed transit times in very
competitive transportation routes and could entice some shippers to switch from tmcks to
intermodal shipping. The use of trackage rights granted to BNSF in the merger
application will also allow this carrier to offer shorter routes to its customers between St.
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Louis and Houston. However, as noted in the previous section, we couni these benefits as
uncertain.
The DFW market will gain further route efficiencies from the merger to New
Orleans, compared to current UP routes. This could enhance services for importers and
exporters localed in DFW. However, this could also be detrimental to the Port of
Houston's ability to compete for this traffic.
Proposed new terminal facilities at Texarkana and at Harlingen will undoubtedly
improve intermodal services available to shippers located in, or transiting through these
markets. Similarly, expanding existing facilities at San Antonio and Laredo will improve
service to and through these markets.
5.2.2

Price

When intermodal terminals are consolidated, it is anticipated that economies of
scale will occur for railcar spots, trailer/container parking, loading/unloading equipment
and personnel. The economies should allow the intermodal service provider to become
more price-aggressive in the marketplace. However, there are also concems that market
consolidation, leading to fewer competitors, may lead to price increases. We do not
believe that market consolidation will result in substantive price increases for consumers of
intermodal services in Texas. If at any time the price of intermodal servicesrisesabove its
perceived value, shippers will revert to tmck transportation to satisfy their logisuc needs.
If anything, the economies of scale noted above will provide an opportunity for the UP/SP
to become more price competitive.
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Conclusion
The merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroads will create rail

routes that should improve service offerings for Texas shippers to key markeii in the
midwest, northeast and west coast and expon markets to East Asia. Texas consumers
should also benefit from improved intermodal access to these markets (provided ihat
transportation costs and efficiency gains are passed along). Texas ports may also be
benefited as improvements in intermodal services enhance their service offerings.
The pricing of intermodal services is a competitive balance between service/price
options with ovei the-road tmckers. It is unlikely that any significant price increase,
resultant from rail transportalion market participant consolidation, would be viable given
lhe relative ease with which customers could shift their transportation mode. Moreover,
service enhancements, along wiih equipment improvements, may increase the
attractiveness of intermodal a« a shipping option, thereby promoting the socially-desirable
shift of goods transportation from highways to railways.
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Section 6: Mexico'
6.1

Introduction
Currently there are only five land rail ports of entry to Mexico. The Union Pacific

has interchange widi Mexican railcarriers at Brownsville and Laredo. The Souihem
Pacific has interchanges at Eagle Pass and El Paso. The Burlington Northern/Santa Fe has
an interchange at El Paso and possesses trackagerightsto Eagle Pass through Flatonia via
the Southem Pacific. The Tex-Mex Railroad is a short-line carrier that mns between
Corpus ChrisU and Laredo. Finally, die South Orient has an interchange at Presidio. This
section reviews traffic pattems to and from Mexico and considers the potential impacts of
the proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific merger on cross-border transportation.
6.2

Pattems of trade.
Mexico is, by far, Texas' largest trading partner. In 1993, almost $19 billion (45.5

percent of U.S. total) in US-Mexico trade originated in Texas. Furthermore, two-thirds of
all shipments from the United Slates to Mexico pass through Texas ports of entry. Laredo
leads the way with more than one-third of the total exports passing through its port of
entry (see Table 6.1 below).
These values have declined since the collapse of the Mexican peso in early 1995,
However, Mexico has started its long climb to economic health and the long-term outlook
for trade with Mexico continues to be bright.

Portions of this section were contributed by Hoy Richards of Richards and Associates.
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Table 6.1
U.S. Exports Through Texas
1993
Port of Entry*
Laredo
El Paso
Brown /ilk
Eagle Pass

$ value (miUions)
$ 15,950
6,460
2,960
1,980

% of total
38.3%
15.5
7.2
4.8

Source: Jose Sin Martin Romero, October, 1995

In 1993, moie than 53.7 million tons of cargo from Mexico to the U.S. were
earned by tmck. This compares to only 14.7 million tons transported via rail carrier.'
Some of diis disparity between shipping modes can be explained by near-border
maquiladora plants.

However, we believe that given sufficient competition there is

additional market share available for rail carriers.
6.3

Merger impacts on cross-border transportation
The proposed merger of the Union Pacific and Southen Pacific railroads will

result in more than 90 percent of current cross-border traffic being held by the merged
carrier. It does not take a review of economic theory to understand the potential market
dominance that can be exerted when such a huge share of the total traffic volume is
handled by one carrier. However, there are some positive outcomes that could result from
the merger. Most notably is an extension of the significant infrastmcture development that
has already been undertaken by the Union Pacific to enhance its ability to service
intermodal shipments and railcars through Laredo.'* Higher volumes of traffic moving
^ Presidio's trans-border shipping does not repre.sent a significant portion of total trade.
^ Based on data presented by Jose San Martin Romero in an October 1995 presentation.
The Union Pacific has recently completed construction of a new $25 million yard facility in Laredo.
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over the Union Pacific's lines at Laredo would help the company justify expending private
dollars to improve cross-border infrastri-cture (bridges).
However, we remain concemed that the extent of market consolidation
represented by the merger of these two railroads may allow the carrier to exert monopoly
rents from existing rail customers and will not promote the most rapid expansion of crossborder rail traffic. These concems have also been expressed by notable officials in
Mexican border states.'
Texas' citizens, prompted in part by recent actions of the U.S. Secretary of
Transportation, are very concemed about the safety risks that are posed by allowing
Mexican tmcks onto Texas roadways in compliance with the North American Free Trade
ATreement (NAFTA). In a recent survey conducted by the University of Texas' Office of
Survey Research, 55 percent of responding Texas citizens have "very serious" concems
about allowing Mexican tmcks on Texas roads.*" While Mexican tmcks must pass a safety
inspection to enter the United States, safety concems have been publicly noted by the
Texas Department of Transportation and by members of the Texas Railroad Commission.
Moreover, wiih the expectation that trade with Mexico will increase rapidly in the future,
and the realization that a federal govemment set on balancing the national budget will not
be as forthcoming widi highway development funds, il is important that Texas
policymakers seek to encourage the development of altemative modes of transportation

' Letters of concem have been sent to Ms. Brenda Amett. Director of the Texas Department of
Commerce from Lie. Armando Martinez. Head of the Department of Commerce. State of Chihuahua
(March 4. 1996): Ing. Enrique Terrazas. Director General. General Directorate of Economic
Development. Slate of Chihuahua (February 13. 1996); and. Ing. Miguel Rubiano Secretary of Economic
Development, State of Tamaulipas (March 5. 1996).
* The survey results are reviewed in a March 9, 1996 Dallas Moming News article by Jennifer Files.
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for cross border shipments. Encouraging competition among rail carriers, not rail market
consolidation, will foster the deployment of infrastmcture and rate competition that will
likely encourage Mexican shippers and receivers to consider rail transportation over
tmcking.
We also believe that the market dominance of the Union Pacific will lead to a
further consolidation of traffic volume in the Laredo corridor. Promoting the development
of other border crossings, by contrast, will help alleviate congestion in the already
overcrowded Laredo corridor and allow other border areas to enjoy the economic success
attendant to increased border activity. In addition, further concentration of traffic over the
Laredo crossing could divert critical traffic volume away from the Tex-Mex railroad,
thereby lowering service availability to mral communities along this carrier's routes deep
south Texas.
An additional consideration that must be evaluated is the impending privatizadon
of the Mexican national rail system. The Mexican govemment has proposed splitung die
national rail sysiem into several regional concessions.

Foreign ownership of each

concession will be limited to 49 percent and ownership can only be held in one concession.
It is expected that several U.S. rail carriers will seek partnerships widi Mexicanfirmsto
purchase these concessions.
Though the exact makeup of the concessions may change, current information
shows lhat ports of entry at Nuevo Laredo (Laredo) and Matamoras (Brownsville) will be
included in the Northeast concession. Piedras Negras (Eagle Pass) and Juarez (El Paso)
will be served by the North-Pacific concession, while Ojinaga (Presidio) will be served by
the Chihuahua-Pacific concession. Given the likelihood that at least one U.S. carrier will
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gain partial ownership of the Northeast concession, we believe it is important to foster rail
transportation through a port that will be serviced by the North-Pacific concession.^ Since
El Paso currendy "ucpefits from significant trade acdvity, we suggest an effort be made to
promote expanded rail acdvity through Eagle Pass.
6.4

Conclusions
The Union Pacific/Southem Pacific has argued that granting trackagerightsto the

Burlington Northem/Sanla Fe will obviate conctms about market consolidadon.
However, as discussed in olher sections of this report, we feel lhal significant questions
remain about the viability of these as-yet unspecifiedrightslo foster cross-border rail
competition. The development of effective rail competition is the best way to address
concems about the growth of cross-border tmck traffic and to promote development
opportunities for areas of thf Texas border not currently enjoying the trade boom. The
infrastmcture developmenls that have been undertaken by the Union Pacific are most
probably justified by that rail carrier's existing traffic. Competition among three major rail
carriers should be maintained to help ensure that rates and service reliability are enhanced
to all Texas ports of entry.

^ The Chiiiuahua-Pacific is the least nOiCd of the three concessions proposed for Texas ports of entry.
Further, we do not feel that the South Orient currently possesses the fiscal capacity to provide a viable
alternative rail carrier option.
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Section 7: Merger Impacts on Rural Rail
7.1

Transportation

Introduction
In this section, we briefly consider the merger's likely impacts on rail service to

mral areas within Texas. The effects on economic development poiential in mral areas are
addressed in Section 8.
7.2

Abandonments
As noted in Table 7.1 below, the merger application submitted by the Union

Pacific and Southem Pacific specifies remarkably few track segments for abandonment.
This is surprising given the overiapping nature of the proposed merger. In comparison,
the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe merger, which was characterized as an end-to-end
merger, contained more proposed abandonments than the Union Pacific/SouUiem Pacific
proposal. Officials at the Union Pacific contend that the reladvely few miles of track
included in the proposal for abandonment indicate the market vitality on the combined
railroad's Texas tracks. However, much of the line in the Houston to St. Louis corridor
avoids redundancy only because of the proposed direcdonal operations in this lane. If this
operation plan were ever abandoned, or never l^egun, then significant portions of trackage
along this route would be prime targets for abandonment.
Though the proposed abandonment lines have had little or no use in the past two
years, tlie description of these abandonments (based on maps depicting the abandoned
lines included in the merger application) point to a tactic used by most of the major
railroads to discourage future development of rail competition along the abandoned track.
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For example, the Southem Pacific's Suman to Bryan line abandonment does not
encompass die entire line between juncdon points. At botii the north and south end of diis
line, the Union Pacific intends to retain a small portion of track. Therefore, any short-line
railroad, mral rail disirict, developer or indusuial rail user that purchased this track would
be forced to pay switching charges and trackage-use fees to the Union Pacific for any
traffic moving into the rail junction -- virtually capturing any potential shippers who may
ever want to locate along this route.
Table 7.1
Proposed Track Abandonments in Texas

Serving Railroad

Location

Communities
Affected

Total
Miles

Union Pacific (MP)

Troupe-Whitehead line. Smith Co.

none

7.5

Southem Pacific

Suman-Bryan line, Brazos &
Robertson Cos,

Benchley, Sutton

16.2

Souihem Pacific

Seabrook-San Leone line,
Galveston & Harris Cos.

Seabrook,
Clearcreek

10.5

Source: Union Pacific/Southern Pacific merger application.

7.3

Class 111 Railroads (Shortlines of Te.xas)'
Currently there are some 45 Class III railroads operating in Texas. The Associalion of

American Railroads classifies these railroads as either Switching & Terminal companies or
Local Railroads. The following 1993 data relate to 36 of these Class HI railroads.
Shortlines in Texas operate 1,619 miles of railroaJ and handle approximately 450,000
rail carloads of traffic annuall>'. Although Switching & Terminal railroads operate only one

This discussion was prepared by Mr. Hoy Richards.
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third of the Qass HI mileage, they account for 75% of the employment and 65% of the traffic
moved by die Texas Class in railroads. Texas Class III railroads handle approximately 25% of
all rail traffic that Ls both originated and terminated in Texas. Farm products accouni for 22%
of all Class III trafik. This is followed by 17% chemkals, 17% petroleum and coal, and 9%
non-metallk: minerals. It should be noted that farm products account for 22% of the Class DI
traffk: as compared to only 6% of the Class I railroad origination. The higher percentage of
Class I terminations (14%) can be explained by the fact that shortlines deliver to Class I farm
product traffic for export out of the State.
The introductory chapter to the Texas Rural Rail Preservation report, prepared for the
RRC and the Office of the Govemor, suggests the significance of Texas shortlines to the
economic fiiture of mral Texas:
Observers of the Texas rail industry will acknowledge that the system is in a
continual state of transition. The rail network seen today is not what it was
yesterday or what it will be tomorrow.
The changes that have taken place in the system are primarily the results of
acquisitions, mergers, consolidations and bankmptcies. In reviewing these
changes it becomes apparent that there is an increasing role for the railroad
industry in the expanding Texas economy. Although Class I railroad
coinpanies operate most of the track miles in the state, and account for the
majority of freight tonnage moved, they no longer serve vast regions of the
state. Many communities cuirently served by major railroads are discovering
that their rail service may be in jeopardy. Others have lost service, while still
others are now being served by a shortline railroad. Unfortunately, over the
years, community leaders and users of rail service have taken for granted the
existence of the railroad and now find themselves in a reactive position. The
situation might be completely different if these same groups had taken a
proactive position in past efforts to preserve rail service in mral areas. Just as
the rail system has undergone change, so has its users. Line abandonments
have left users without service and necessitated the increase use of tmcks.
Others have relocated their plants or gone out of business.
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The preservation f f mral rail transportation service is the responsibility of both the
private and public sector. Shortline railroads serving mral Texas feed rail traffic to the Class I
carriers. In the past as "public utilities," the Class I carriers have had a duty to serve shippers
requiring their service.

The deregulation of the railroad industry has lessened this

responsibility. However, deregulation is not die only reason for rail service abandonment. Rail
branch line economics frequently justify the discontinuation of "unprofitable" service. Still
other socio-economic factors must be given consideration prior to the dismantlement of a rail
line. For instance, including social as well as economic costs of rail abandonments should be a
part of state-wide transportation system pobcy.
7.4

Impact on agriculture industries
An expert in the field of mral rail transportation" has noted that four times as much

agriculture traffic originating in Texas moves via tmck transportation as does agriculture
shipments originating outside ofTexas destined for Texas ports. This disparity is only partially
explained by shorter distances.

Previous line abandonments, caused by "economically

unfeasible" traffic volumes and rail mergers, have forced many agriculture shippers in mral
communities to increase their use of tmck transportation. This change in transportation modes
has created increased stress on mral roadways leading to higher demand for repairs and
infrastmcture development.

Counties that are financially-strapped are having difficuhies

adjusting to these increased demands. In addition, Texas agriculture producei-s in these
abandoned areas experience higher total transportation costs that are not readily recovered
through commodity prices.

^ Mr. Hoy Richards.
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7.5

Conclusion
If there are no additional track abandonments, other than those proposed in the nerger

application, the merger's impact on Texas' mral areas will be minimal. However, a cursory
review of previous mergers would suggest the Union Pacific is being overly-optimistk: about
the future viability of tlie significantly-redundant tracks that will be created by the merger. It
has also been suggested that if the merger is not approved, the Souihem Pacific may be forced
to abandon significant sections of less-profitable track. In either case, we feel that any
abandonments should include all trackage necessary to reach a mainline junction. This will
allow abandoned-segment purchasers a reasonable guarantee of mainline access providing
the opportunity for effective mral-rail preservation efforts.
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Section 8. Merger Impacts on Industrial
8.1

Development

Introduction
The popular press, economists, pundits and futurists purport that the United States

has passed through the industrial age and has been mo\ ing lowa/d an informa'ion-based
economy. The growth of the business services sectors, particularly information-based
services, seem to support this assertion. Texas has also followed this trend. However,
even though manufacturing has declined as a percentage of total employment in Texas and
the United States, manufacturing employment suU represents one out of every seven jobs
in the United States and almost one out of every six jobs in Texas. This section examines
how the proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific is likely to impact Texas' ability to
attract and retain employers in the manufacturing sector.
Chart 8.1
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Chart 8.2
US Information Based Services Employment as a Percentage of
Total US Employment 1980-1993
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Chart 8.3
Texas Information Based Service Employment as a Percentage
of Total Texas Employment 1980-1993
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Chart 8.4
Texas Manufacturing Employment as a Percentage
of Total Texas Employment 1980-1993
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8.2

The Role of Rail Transportation
The economic development literature notes that availability of rail transportation is

a critical component in attracting manufacturing plant sites - especially durable goods
manufacmring - and the warehousing and distribution facilities that support their
operations.' Indeed, the presence of rail transportation has been found to be a necessary,
if not sufficient, condition for attracting industrial development. However, much of the
literauire fails to illustrate a critical point in its evaluation of the importance of rail
transportation in site selection decisions:

It is nol the just the presence of rail

' For example, see Jhapman. Keith. Industrial Location (1987). Miller. E. Willard. Manufacturing: A
.jludy of Industrial Location, (1977), Walker. David F.. Industrial Senices. (1977), and McPherson,
Edwin M„ Plant Location Selection Techniques, (1995)
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transportation that is important, it is the presence of competifive rail transportation that is
important.^
This point is not treated 'vith distinction in most academically-based research
efforts. However, there

direct as weli as anecdotal evidence in the professional

literature to suggest that the presence of two or more competing rail lines is very
important in the site selection decision. In a 1991 assessment of plant site location factors
in the forest products industry, the availability of access to muUiple rail carriers was
considered among the three most cridcal features of any given locadon.' In fact, industty
specific publications report that competitive rail access is important for manufacturing
facilities across a wide range of industries.'*
Articles and publications that tout the advantages of particular industrial sites
regularly highlight their competitive rail transportafion assets. In a 1994 article. National
Real Estate Investor briefly reviewed a number of new development sites across the
country,^ One prominent project illustt-aied is the 15,000 acre Cedar Crossing Park
development near Houston. The article proudly proclaims that it is served by both the
Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroads. Similarly, a 1995 article illusttaling die
competitive advantages of Columbus, Ohio, as an industrial development site boasts of the
area being served by three Class I railroads." Another article promoting Oklahoma City

- In this context, competition refers to inu-amodal competition.
' Muller, E. J, (1991). Site Selection: Weekes Forest Products. Distribution. 90(13), 37-38,
* Kinstrey, Robert (1991). Greenfield Mill Site Permitting Can take Years of Preparation, Pulp&
Paper. 65(2), 139-143. Kalvin. Judy (1986), How Philip Morris Found Marlboro Country. Corporate
Design & Realty, 5(8). 124-127.
' Jurrens. Kallie (19*^4). Park Developers. Managers Capitalize cn Changing Times in Corp .rate
America. .National Real Estate Investor. 36( 11). 138-155.
6

McKec. William (1995). Voyage to the Midwest. Distribution. 94(1), 52-57.
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observes that equally important to being at the crossroads of major east-west and northsouth highways (IH40 and IH35), is the presence of three Class I railroads.^

In

conversations with local economic development officials and real estate developers, the
piesence of competifive rail access is touted as being one of the most important features of
their available properties.
Perhaps the most telling arguments for competitive rail access can be found in the
comments by senior managers of short-line railroads. These industry insider-s are among
the loudest voices supporting the maintenance of muluple rail carrier compeution. The
title of a recent art.icle in Railway Age advises: "Don't limit yourself to one Class I
connection."^ This article presents the results of an informal, nonscientific survey of
short-line rail managers who were asked to comment on t'le need to have access to more
than one Class I rail carrier.' The availability of compentive access gives shippers, as well
as short-'ines, options; theretore, major rail carriers are less hkely to tak^ a particular piece
of business for granted. One respondent noted: "Spurred by the prospect of losing the
move to a coinpetitor. Class Is can deliver creativity, rateflexibility,customized contracts,
and improved service reliability." When there is competti.ve access, shippers can rl.oost
among the strengths that each Class I has to offer such as differences in service
perfomiance to various destinations or particular strengths, or weaknesses in handling a

Oklahoma City is currently served by two Class I railroads -- Union Pacific ar d Burlington
NorthemySanta Fe. McConville, D. (1994). Oklahoma City. Distribution. 94(1). 52-57,
Blanchard, Roy (1995). Don't Limit Yourself to ?. Single Class I Connection. Railwav Ape. 196(1).
14+
' Participants included managers and executives from the Indiana Harbor Belt, Rail Tex (a short-line
holding company), South Central Florida, Michigan So'jthem and the Central Ohio.
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given product line. As noted by Chuck Allen of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railway: "I'd
hate to mn a railroad with just one connection . . . they'd have one hell of a grip on you."
Clearly, these short-line rail carriers do not want to be captive to a single Class I
rail carrier any more than shippers do. An indictment of how capfive shippers can be
treated by their serving rail carriers is illi'sttated by noting that two of the ten rail-served
electric-utility power plan.s in Texas are currendy building dieir own rail lines to connect
with competing carriers.'" (Unfortunately, this substanfial expense is rarely justified when
evaluating a new site.) This points to our major concem widi the proposed merger as it
relates to industrial oevelopmeni in the state ofTexas.
8.3

Impact of the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe Agreement
The Union Pacific, ns a method -t" addressing competitive concems, entered into

an agreement to develop a trackage rights agreement with the Burlington Northem/Sanla
Fe railroad. (The agreement is described in other sections of this report.) The proposed
agreement provides that full access trackage rights" be granted to the Buriington
Northem/Sanla Fe anywhere that the merger reduces competitive access from two rail
carriers (Union Pacific and Southern Pacific) tc one. However, the agreement specifies
that this provision ^nly applies to those areas that are currently open to reciprocal
switching beiA'een the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific.'*

'° See the included description of the merger's impact or. coal shipmi.n.*.
'' As noted elsewhere is this report, full-access uackagerightsrefer to tbe tenant railroad having
competit* .e ,.ccess to customers located along the specified route.
'* Being open to reciprocal switching means that a customer located on a given railroad's line has access
to a;-.other railroad. The carriers will switch each others" cars as directed by the customer's routing.
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^ is common for industrial development sites to be wholly included within
reciprocal switching areas. However, there are defined limits to that area. As confirmed
through conversations with executives of the Union Pacific railroad,'' any new industtial
development outside of existing reciprocal switching areas will not qualify for inclusion in
the proposed trackagerightsagreements. Therefore, any development that occurs outside
of areas that are currendy open to reciprocal switching, and are served by the merged
Union Pacific/Southem Pacific, will be captive to the UP/SP.
8.4

Merger Impacts on Industrial Development
The merger is not likely to have any significant impact on Texas being able to

attract new industrial development to areas that are already developed and served by more
than one rail carrier — eiiher directly or through reciprocal swit .'hin^. In fact, proposed
capital improvemenls and routing efficiencies (leading to improved service) attendant to
the merger may enhance the attractiveness of these areas of the state. However, given the
extent of combined trackage that would follow a Union Pacific/Southem Pacific merger in
Texas, particularly in the relafively undeveloped areas in westem and southwestem parts
of the slate, we are very concemed that these areas will be at a competitive disadvantage
for industtial site locations.
Without competitive access, areas of the state that will be captive to the Union
Pacific will not be as attractive as alreads-developed urban areas in-state or siles outside
of Texas. This presents problems for areas of the state that are already stmggling to
maintain or enhance their ability to attract quality job opportunities for their residents.

"

Conversation with Mr. Jim Dolan and Mr. John Rebensdorf, Union Pacific Railroad.
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Moreover, given the likelihood that the parallel routes created by this merger could, in the
future, lead to some track abandonment in mral areas,'"* these hinteriands may be denied
the opportunity to ever attract future industrial development. Without the necessary
condition of access to competitive rail service, the sufficient conditions of available land,
labor and other resources are meaningless for industrial site locations.
8.5

Conclusion
We see the proposed merger enhancing the attractiveness of some industrial sites if

the Buriington Northern/Santa Fe aggressively pursues business opportunities granted
through the proposed trackagerightsagreement. However, if the BNSF does not pursue
this business, then Texas' industrial sites that will go from two to one serving railroad will
fi.nd their marketing efforts much more difficult. Under this scenario, it is likely that Texas
will lose industrial site locations to other states.
More importantly, we see the merger, as curtently proposed, as being detrimental
to future industnal development opportunities for much of south, west and southwest
Texas. Clearly, state leaders are not seeking to encourage the further concentration of
economic opportunity to the states' urban areas. Indeed, much of the effort being
undertaken by the Texas Department of Commerce and other agencies is designed
specifically to enhance economic opportunities for the less developed parts of the state.
With fewer choices of rail carriers, industrial site locators may choose to locate in areas
outside of Texas that offer more choices for rail service.

Furthemnore, the likely

Since many of these rura: areas do not possess significant rail-shipping industries now, there is little
th t can be done, on a broad scale, to prevent the loss of rail service to rural communities. (See the
section on rural rail service.)
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abandonments that have historically accompanied parallel rail mergers will hinder
development efforts in many mral communittes across the state.
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Section 9: Regional Economic Impacts from the Proposed UP-SP Merger
9.1

Introduction
Measurable regional impacts in the short term will result from: (1) employment

changes necessitated by the merger and (2) capital expenditures to upgrade UP-SP lines.
Over the long term, the cost stmcture and economic compefifiveness of regions with
significandy enhanced or diminished rail infrastmcture and service likely will be affected as
well. This latter set of impacts is largely unmeasurable and is addressed only in general
terms.
9.2

Impacts from Merger-Related Employment Change
9.2.1

Direct Impacts

According to data compiled from the UP-SP Rail Merger Plan, forty-one
communittes across Texas will likely experience net job gains or losses in UP-SP
employment for up to a three-year period should the merger be approved. (Table 9.1
identtfies these communities, grouped according to the Comptroller's regional schema.)
As Table 9.1 shows, the greatest employment impact from the merger will be felt on the
Gulf Coast, which stands to lose 546 jobs. The bulk of these losses will occur along the
upper Gulf Coast, with 452 in Houston alone. Next in likely employment impact is the
Central Cortidor, projected to lose 322 jobs in the aftermath of the merger Nearly half of
the.se losses (146) will occur in Palestine, while just under one-third will affect San
Antonio. Smithville, the other community in the region facing significant job losses should
the mereer be approved, stands to lose 60 UP-SP positions. East Texas will record a
modest post-i.ierger loss of 41 jobs, most in Texarkana and Tyler.
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The state's remaining three regions, on the other hand, should record post-merger
job gains. By far the most significant gains will occur on the Border, where UP-SP
employment shouldriseby 135 positions. Most of these jobs (123) will be concentrated in
El Paso. Among the region's smaller communiiies. Eagle Pass will feel the greatest
impacts, wiih 31 new UP-SP jobs. The Plains will giin 52 UP-SP jobs should the merger
be approved (most in Dalhart and Sweetwater), while die Metroplex will gain 14 UP-SP
jobs. Overall, Texas will lose 708 UP-SP jobs should the merger be approved.
It is important to bear in mind lhat in relafive terms, the greatest employment
impacts are likely to be felt in the smaller communities. For example, Houston's projected
loss of 452 UP-SP positions, given the size of its employment base and economy, wili go
virtually unnoticed. In Palestine, on the other hand, the loss of 146 UP-SP jobs will
proportionately have a much larger effect.
Table 9.2 details the regional change in payroll and retail spending likely to attend
employment changes resulting from the merger. The Gulf Coast should lose nearly $22
million in annual payroll and almost $9 million in annual retail spending, followed by the
Central Corridor widi losses of $12.8 million and S5.1 million, respectively. East Texas
stands to lose $1.6 million in UP-SP annual payroll and $600,000 in retail spending.
For the Border, employment changes related to the merger should boost annual
payroll by $5.4 million and add $2.2 million in retail spending. The Plains is likely to add
S2.1 million in annual UP-SP payroll and $800,000 in retail spending, while the Metroplex
should gain $600,000 in annual payroll and $200,000 in spending. Overall. Texas will lose
$28 million in annual payroll and S12.8 million in annual retail spending.
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9.2.2. Indirect impacts
In tum, gains or losses in retail spending will ripple through Texas' regional
econom -is, generating secondary or "multiplier" impacts in the fonn of enhanced or
diminished economic activity, household wamings and employment. Table 3 details these
impacts for the state and its six regions. As a consequence of UP-SP job losses following
the merger, the Gulf Coast can be expected to lose $21.3 million in annual output, $7.7
million in household eamings and 453 jobs. In the Central Corridor, output will likely
shrink by $12.5 million, while household eamings will decline by $4.5 mihion. The region
could also be expected to lose an additional 266 jobs. In East Texas, the secondary
impacts of UP-SP employment changes include the loss of $1.5 million in economic
activity, $500,000 in annual household eamings and 31 jobs.
The Border economy should increase in volume by $5.4 million as a result of the
merger, while households in the region would add $1.9 million in annual eamings.
Regional employment would rise by 115 jobs. The Plains economy stands to grow by $2
million following the merger, adding $700,000 in annual household eamings and 42 jobs.
In the Metroplex, UP-SP employment changes would add $500,000 in annual economic
activity, $200,0(X) in household eamings and 10 jobs. For the state as a whole, changes in
SP-UP employment should reduce economic activity and household eamings by $27.4
million and $9.9 million respectively, and cosl 583 jobs.
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9.3

Impacts from Capital Expenditures to Upgrade UP-SP Lines
9.3.1

Direct impacts

Should the merger be approved, UP-SP has idenfified nearly $782 million worth of
capital expenditures necessary to upgrade lines. As Table 4 shows, just over $200 million
of this is likely to be spent in Texas. The major beneficiaries of this spending are likely to
be the Metroplex, followed by the Plains and Border regions. East Texas also will benefit
from expenditures on line upgrades.
The Metroplexfiguresin three projects representing $187.2 million of constmction
acfivity: The UP OKT line, from Herington, Oklalioma to Fort Worth; the UP T&P Line,
from Fort Worth to El Paso; and, the Joint Line, from Big Sandy to Fort Worth. The
Plains and Border regions will also benefit from improvements to the UP T&P line, while
East Texas will be impacted by constmction on the Joint Line. Separately, the Plains and
Border regions will benefit from upgrades to the SP Golden State Route, which mns from
Topeka, Kansas to El Paso.
9.3.2

Indirect impacts

As with UP-SP employment changes, the expenditure of approximately $200
million by the merged coinpanies cn line upgrades will generate secondary economic,
income and employment impacts. Estimates of these impacts on the Metroplex, Border,
Plains and East Texas regional economies are detailed in Table 9.5. Over the duration of
constmction related to the proposed upgrades, economic activity for the state as a whole
will rise by nearly $493 million. Of that, $171 million will go toward household eamings.
Additionally, just over 7,700 jobs will be created. Once again, the major beneficiary of

-
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Table 9.4
Proposed Merger-Related Expenditures on UP/SP Line Upgrades in Texas
Line Segment

Total UP/SP
Exvenditures

nxpendifures
in Texas

Regions Affected

$145.8 Mil

$14.0 Mil

Plains, Border

SP Golden State
Route: TopekaEl Paso
UP T&P Line; Fort
Worth-El Paso

125.4

125.4

Metroplex. Plains.
Border

UP OKT Line:
Herington-Fort
Worth

91.5

36.6

Metroplex

Joint Line: Big
Sandy-Fort Worth

25.2

25,2

East Texas,
Metroplex

—

201.2

Total
Source:

1

Cenier for Economic Devfiopmeni and Research.

Table 9.5
Estimated Merger-Related "Multiplier Impacts" on Texas Regions from Line
Upgrades
Line Segment

Output

SP Golden State
Route; TopekaEl Paso

$34.3 Mil

$11.9 Mil

UP T&P Line; Fort
Worth-El Paso

307.2

UP OKT Line;
Herington-Fort
Worth
Joint Line: Big
Sandy-Fort Worth

Total

Earnings

Jobs

Regions Affected

536

Plains, Border

106.6

4,803

Metroplex, Plains,
Border

89.7

31,1

1,402

Metroplex

61.7

21.4

965

East Texas.
Metroplex

492.9

171,0

7.706

Source.' Cenier for Economic Development and Research and Texas Table Resional Multipliers. A User Handbook for tht
Renwnal Inpui-Ouwui Modelme Svstem (RIMS III. US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Anahsis. n. 46.
Multipliers un-d u-.' 'hose estimcted for repair ami maintenance construction: ouiput = 2.45. eamings - 0.85, employrient 3S.3 jobs per $1 million of spending.
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Table 9.1
Merger-Related UP-SP Job Gain or Loss (Net)
for Texas Regions and Communities
Kegion/CommunUy
Border
Alpine
Brownsville
.>l Rio
llagle Pass
I'dinbuig
El Pasc
Hiriiiigen
Uredo

+135
-10
-2
•31
-4
-1
+123
-9
+7

Central Corridor

-322
+1
-1
-7
-146
-97
-60
-9
-3

.\\l:.Qn

R;iloniii
Pai.;;:tine
San .•Vitonio
Smitl-Mlle
Tayiot
Waco
East Texas
Longview
Lufkin
Mineola
Texarkana
Troup
Tyler

-41
+1
.2
-2
-18
-3
-17

Gulf Coasl
Amelia
Beaumoni
Corpus Christi
Dayton
Galveston
Gregory
Houston
KingsviUe
Spring
Smuig
Victoria

-546
-18
-9
-7
-3
-12
-I
-452
+2
-19
-2
-25

Metroplex
Dallas
Denison
Fort Worth
Grand Praine

+14
+7
+3
+5
-1

Plains
Aitiarillo
Big Spring
Dalhan
Sweetwater

+52
•1
-44
+36
+63

Total

-708

Source:

Compiled from "Labor Impact Exhibit." UP-SP Rail Merrer Plan. F nance Docket So. 32760. •07-421.
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these impacts is likely to be the Metroplex, followed by the Plains, Border and East Texas
economies.
9.4

Impacts on Regional Cost Structure and Competitiveness
Over the long mn, the impacts detailed above and displayed in Tables 9.1-9.5 will

be dwarfed by changes to each region's cost stmcture and compettttveness brought on by
enhanced or diminished rail infrastmcture and service. These latter issues are addressed at
length elsewhere in this report and are mentioned here only to underscore their role in
regional development. Should, on the one hand, the proposed merger result in more
efficient transportation of commodities and, consequently, lower shipping costs to
manufacturers, then regions in Texas (and elsewhere in the US, for that matter)
characterized by a strong UP-SP presence likely will become more attractive locations for
capital investment and industrial development. If, on the other hand, the proposed merger
diminishes workable competition in the rail industry and has the effect of raising shipping
costs, then Texas and its SP-UP-rich regions could be placed at a competitive
disadvantage vis-a-vis olher locations in North America.
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Section 10: Safety'
10.1 Introduction
This section considers the impacts of the proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific
merger on public safety in Texas. In particular, assessments are made on the merger's
possible impacts on highway-rail grade crossings. Assessments of the merger's impacts on
highway safety related to increased use of over-the-road tmcks, the shipment of hazardous
chemicals and the presence of Mexican tmcks on Texas roadways are addressed in other
sections of this report.
10.2 Merger Impacts on highway-rail grade crossings
Safety is a by-product of good engineering. Under public ownership, transportation
safety concems almost alwaj's receive top priority in any investment decision. Within the
private sector safety risks are sometimes taken when revenue "short-falls" are experienced. One
of the fewremainingcontrols states and federal agencies have over railroad operations is in the
area of public safety. Federal mles and regulations are monitored by boih federal and state
agencies. If a railroad does not meet the standards of theregulationit may be fined or restricted
in its operation. Just as with any other private concem, a well engineered and financed railroad
usually has the best safety record.
Since Texas has the most railroad miles and a very high percent of the nation's annual
vehicle miles driven, it is not surprising that the state is the nation's .leader in highway-rail
accidenrs. As noted in other sections of this report, railroads operating in Texas move

' This seciion was extracted from a study by Mr. Hoy Richards of Richaids and Associates.
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significant volumes of hazardous materials. Given the number of daily hazardous material train
nxjvements, it is expected that a derailment, possibly resulting in a spill, will occur
occasionally.'
The Railroad Commission of Texas, through a partnership with the Federal Railroad
Administration, hasresponsibilityfor rail safety. History has shown that as individual railroads
have slipped intofinancialdifficulties, safety has deterioru.ed. Afinanciallysound railroad will
provide a safer environment for its employees and the pu'olic than a railroad that isfightingfor
its financial survival.
The Southem Pacific Railroad does not have one of the best safety record among Class
I railroads. Highway-rail safety improvement projects on the SP are considered difiicuit to
implement on occassion due to lack of personnel and scheduling of work crew3. On the other
hand the Union Pacific has one of the best safety records among all railroads. Moreover, the
Union Pacific has areputationof working with leal communities and the Texas Department of
Transportation to irr^jrove safety at highway-rail grade crossings.
The proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific merger wiil createredundanciesin rail
routes. It has been suggested, though not necessarily by the merger applicants, that these
redundancies could lead to track abandonment. These potential abandonments could enhance
the 'jility of local communities in their effort to close and/or consolidate under-csed highwayrail grade crossings. Several Texas communities are served by both the Union Pacific and
Southem Pacific railroads. The closure of under-used grade croscings would save Texas

J

A breakdown of rail and truck hazardous materials incidents is included in Table

3 on page 4-9.
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taxpayers not only the capital cost of waming devke improvements but also the state portion
of continuous waming device maintenance costs.
In addition, railroadrelocationand consolidation projects in several Texas communities
could be assisted by the merger. Foi exanp'*, llie Brownsville railroadrelocationand the
Texas A&M campus railrelocationprojects involve both the UP and SP. Where railroads
share in theresponsioilityfor maintenance of temiinal facilities, such as in Houston and Corpus
Christi, strong,financiallysecure railroads will enhance public safety through adequately
funded rail infirastmctuie maintenance programs.
10.3 Conclusion
The proposed merger of the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific railroads could serve to
inprove highway-rail grade crossing safety in Texas. The Union Pacific has the financial
wherewithal lo ensure lhat safety-based projects are coinpleted and maintained. Inasmuch as
the merger may also encou'-age the abandonment of little-used trackage, it is expected that
communities can look to consolidate or close unwanted highway-rail grade crossings with
attendant safety improvements. In addition, the merged railroad may also be able to
accomodate rail relocalion projects in areas currently served by both applicants.
Ifthe inerger is opposed, the Railroad Commission should request documentation from
the Southem Pacific specifying ho*

j will finance safety-related projects. The Railroad

Commission may wish to direct its rail safety staff, in cooperation witn the Texas Department
of Transportation, to further detail the impacts of the merger on highway-rail grade crossing
elimination and consolidation.
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Section II:
11.1

Competition'

Introduction
In this section we will consider elements ot rail competition not covered in

previous sections of this report. We will discuss the parallel nature of this merger
compared to therecently-approvedmerger of the Buriington Northem and Santa Fe
railroads. This will be followed by a brief consideradon of the behavior pattem of fums in
an oligopoly market. An evaluation is maderegardingthe degree to which the proposed
agreement between the Union Pacific/Soudiem Pacific and Burlington Northern/San a Fe
will address the and-competitive features of the proposed merger. Finally, an overall
assessment of the merger's com'^'^'idve consequences is presented.
11.2

Comparing mergers
Much has been made of the inevitability of the merger of the Union Pacific and

Southem Pacific mergers once the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe merger was approved.
However, there are important distinctions between these mergers.
The Burlington Northem/Santa Fe merger has been characterized as a "verucal" or
"end-to-end" merger. This signifies that, in general, the merged railroads served different
markets and combining the two systems will lengthen dieir hauls and extend service
territories.^ In contrast, a "parallel" or "horizonta'" merger is one in which the merging
carriers have significandy duplicative routes and serve many of the same markets. In

' Many of the issues in this seciion are drawn in whole or in part f.'-om the competitive analysis prepared
bv Dr. William Tye. The reader is strongly encouraged to read Dr. Tye's report, which is attached as
Appendix A.
' See footnote 5 of Dr. Tye's report.
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Table 11.1 below', a comparison of the market coverage of the listed railroads before and
after merger indicates that while the Buriington Northem/Santa Fe combinadon
substantiallv increased the market coverage for these carriers, the Jnion Pacific/Southem
Pacific merger gJns very litde market over pre-merger coverage. Whiie iny major rail
merger will have vertical and horizontal elements, concems are raised about anticompetitive effects when the service territory is not substantially increased. The Union
Pacific/Southem Pacific merge;- appears to be more about market consolidation than
market extension ~ especially in die Texas-Louisiana, Texas-Midwest corridors.

Table 11.1
Comiparison of Major Western Rail Systems
Before and After BN-SF Merger and
Before and After Proposed UP-SP Merger
Percentage of Total Population and Income in Areas Served
Rail System

No. of
areas
served

Percent Percent of Percent of Percenr of
Percent of
of
total
agriculturt
mining manufacturing
Population income
income
income
income

Pre-merger Burlington
Northern
Pre-merger Santa Fe
Existing BN-SF
Proposed BN-SF

47

23.09

22.20

34.96

38.48

22.46

24
60
69

25,12
37.26
41.76

26.42
37,44
41.01

27.04
51,24
55,73

40.05
49,50
60.99

24.73
36.37
38.49

Existing Southem Pacific
Existing Union Pacific
Proposed UP-SP

37
66
75

31.39
38,85
42,20

31.34
38.52
41.40

29 92
46.23
53.48

47.18
55.93
63.14

29,34
38.04
40.01

' The data presented here were compiled by Dr. Charles Zlatkovich. Dr. Zlatkovich's report is attached
as Appendix C.
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11.3

Firm behavior in an oligopoly
The proposed merger has the effect of reducing the number of Class I rail

competitors in the westem United States from three to two. In those markets currently
served only by the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific, the market isreducedfrom two to
one competitor. However, the merger applicants contend that granting the Burlington
Northem/Santa Fe a combination of trackage and haulagerightswill maintain the presence
of at least two competitors for these two-to-one markets. Areviewof the professional
and academic literature"*regardingfirmbehavior in an oligopoly presents litde evidence for
predicting the competitive consequences of the proposed merger.

The literature

documents behavior ranging from intense competition to collusion.'
The merger applicanis have claimed that the "character of rivalry" is the
determining factor guaranteeing that competition will continue. However, the experiences
noted in the liter iture suggest that the "character of rivalry" is highly idiosyncratic to
specitlc markets and is offen mercurial. Numbers do count. In our opinion, competition
will be diminished by the removal of a third compielitor.
11.4

The BNSF-1 agreement
In an explicit acknowledgment of the competitive problems created by the

proposed merger, tne applicants have negotiated an agreement with the Burlington
Northem/'Santa Fe to enter into a future agreement for a series of trackage or haulage

•* See Dr. Tye's report in Appendix A.
j

, )

' This range of behavior is reported to include rail firms.
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rights* to solve anticompetitive consequences of the merger. However, the agreement
does not appear to provide any legal ccmpulsion for the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe to
actually initiate any services.^ Moreover, if BNSF chooses to provide services based on
the proposed agreemeni, we have addilional concems based on three broad areas: What
diis agreement should be and is not, features of the agreement that could cause service at
some disability, and limitations on

tin.

iber of customers dial could be served via

trackage rights.
11.4.1 What the agreement .should be and is not
The BNSF-1 agreement is not a trackage rights agreement.

The Union

Pacific/Southem Pacific and Burlington Norther.i/Santa Fe state they will make a "best
effort" to complete the terms of the trackage rights agreement by June 1, '996 - well
after the date on which the Commission needs to render its position. Conspicuous in its
absence, compared to other trackagerightsagreements that have been filed with the ICC
(STB), is an operating plan that specifies how operations are to be conducted by the joint
carriers. For example, as noted earlier in this analysis, the Union Pacific has proposed to
operate "directional traffic" between Houston and St. Louis in which all south bound
UP/SP trains will be roufed over existing Southem Pacific lines, while northbound UP/SP
trains will operate over existing Union Pacific tracks. Yet, the proposed agreement calls

* Trackage rights allow a tenant railroad to utilize a landlord rail oad's tracks for a fee to provide service
to shippers located on the landlord's tracks. In this case, haulage would refer to the BNSF contracting
with the UPSP to transport BNSF equipment to and from customer's locations to an agreed-upon
interchange point.
^ Once service begins, the carrier serving via trackage rights may assume common carrier obligations.
However, in the post-Staggers act rail marketplace, common cairier obligations do not carry the same
weight of perfonnance they once did.
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for granting trackage rights to the Burlington Northem only over Southem Pacific lines
along this roule. How the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe is supposed lo effectively
compete on service when their irains will be going against the flow of traffic 50 percent of
the time is not addressed.* Without fairly detailed operating plans, an assessment of the
Burlington Northem/Santa Fe's ^.bility to compete aggressively is simply not possible. We
are being asked by the merger applicants to tmst them to devel. p an agreemeni that will
provide effective competition. Yet, the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific has every incentive
to engage in competitive behavior in subsequent negotiations to limit the level of service
that can be offered by the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe,
Anolher critical element missing from the proposed agreement is information
regarding switching charges that may be levied on the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe by
the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific for gaining access to those customers who qualify for
access through the trackage rights. The proposed agreemeni calls for switching charges
to be set at rates that will recover costs plus "reasonable" retums. Railroad history tells us
that one carrier's reasonable retum is another's extortion. Under the guise of eaming a
"reasonable" retum, the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific could ensure that Buriington
Northem/Santa Fe's costs will always be higher than its own.
11.4.2 Service at seme disability
There are .several elements of the BNSF-1 agreement that we believe could limit
the ability of the Burlington Northem/'Santa Fe to compete effectively for U-affic from
customers accessed through trackage rights. In most every trackagerightsagreement, the

* As noted in this report and the merger application, the Houston to St. Louis route is ver;' important for
chemical and plastics shippers located on the Texas Gulf Coast.
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tenant railroad' is subject to the exclusive direction and control of the landlord railroad.
This includes giving the landlord unrestricted power to change management and
ope'-ations. While the proposed agreement calls for Burlington Northem/Santa Fe to
receive "equal dispatch without discriminaiion," many of the experts we consulted suggest
that tenant carriers do not always get equal dispatch. In an apparent acknowledgment of
this possibility, the agreement calls for the creation of a joint service committee to
regularly review this issue. However, there is no information on the r.ake-up of the
committee or specification of its authority to correct "unequal" dispatch.'°
Where the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe believes improvements in infrastmcture
need to be made, the agreement provides a mechanism for addressing these needs - at the
BNSF's expense. However, these needs must be identified within the first year of the
trackage rights agreement.

We are very concemed that during the first year of the

proposed trackage rights agreemt.Us, the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe will be
preoccupied with the details of its own merger and thus unable to assess all of the
infrastmcture improvements needed over the several-thousand miles of tracks covered in
the proposed trackage rights. Failure tc identify these needs could hinder the Burlington
Northem/Santa Fe's ability to effectively compete in these markets.
The proposed agreement also calls for the Bi'dington Northem/Santa Fe to be able
to request terminal support services including fueling, mnningrepairsand switching in
conjunction with sen ing customers accessed through the trackage rights. Of course,
access to these senices is based on availability and capacity of Union Pacific/Southem

' The tenant railroad is the recipient of the trackagerights,while the landlord railroad owns the tracks.
Rail experts ha\e noted that it is difficult to prove discrimination in dispatch, but it often exists.
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Pacific resources. We consider the poientialrelianceupon the Union Pacific/Southem
Pacific by the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe for these services a lessening of the BNSF's
ability to manage its operations and compete aggressively for traffic.
«

A particularly egregious example of the proposed agreement limiting the ability of
the competing railroad (BNSF) to effectively manage its own operations is the restriction
on changing the type of service that Burlington Nor;hem/Santa Fe can offer its potential
customers.

The agreement requires that 45 days prior to initiation, Burlington

Northem/Santa Fe must elect one of the following as the means by which it will provide
service: 1) direct service, 2) service through reciprocal switching, and 3) use of a third
party for switching with Union Pacific/Southem Pacific's prior approval. However, once
this choice is made, it cannot be changed for five years. This provision could severely
limit the Buriington Northem/Santa Fe's ability to adapt to changing market conditions,
thus lowering their effectiveness as a competitor.
Industry experts have also called the "quality" of the Burlington Northem/Santa
Fe's connections to eastem rail carriers granted through the trackage rights to St. Louis
into question. If thpre are problems with this connection, it could, again, limit the
Burlington Northem Santa Fe's ability to compete.
In some markets, the agreement allows the Buriington Northem/Santa Fe to
choose haulage agreements for providing the claimed competitive access. These markets
include Tyler, Defense, College Station. Great Southwest, 'Victoria and Sugar Land, hi
addition, the entire route from Houston through Corpus Christi to Brownsville/Hariingen
may be served through haulage arrangements.
constitute effective competition.

But haulage arrangemen.s do not
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Individually, these concems raise somereservationsabout the ability of the
Burlington Northem/Santa Fe to provide service that would be competitive with die
Union Pacific/Southem Pacific. Together, they cast serious doubt about the quality of
compietiiion in a post-merger market. The Southem Pacific has survived for years by
being the low-cost, low-ser/ice camer.

There is no indication the Burlington

Northem/Santa Fe will be willing to adopt low-ball pricing to attract customers to lower
service levels. With the restrictions placed on the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe's
operations by the agreement, a best case example could be characterized as "service with
some disability." The worst case could be totally ineffective service competitir a. Neither
is in the best interests of Texas.
11.4.3 Limitations on customer access
Perhaps the feature of the proposed agreement that causes the greatest concem is
the limitation on customers who will be granted access to a competing carrier (BNSF)
under the trackage rights. The only customers who would qualify for competitive access
would be those who are currendy served by both the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific.
If you are served by only one of these railroads, youremaincaptive to a single carrier.
•Similarly, if you are served by a second carrier, other than Union Pacific or Southem
Pacific, Burlington Northem/Santa Fe will not be granted access. Therefore, customers
moving from three competitive options to two are not guaranteed continued access to a
third carrier. Moreover, access to the Burlington Northem/Sanla Fe is further restricted
to industries within existing reciprocal switching districts served by only the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific. As noted in a previous section of this report, any new development
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outside of existing switching districts would be captive to UP/SP. This could effectively
eliminate future rail competition for many areas of the state - particula.ly mral areas.
Furthermore, the restrictions on customer access couldresultin traffic densities for the
Buriington Northern/Santa Fe that are too low to warrant vigorous compjttition. This
concem is heightened by a close inspection of the proposed agreement. The list of cities
whose customers will have access to the Burlington Northern/Santa Fe does n t
include Houston," Dallas and Fort Worth -- the state's largest industrial areas.'^
Limiting service choices, the potential to create service barriers, and denying
competitive access to many existing and fiiture shippers raises serious questions about the
BNSF-1 agreement's ability to provide effective comptjlition to replace an independent
service p-ovider. Choosing the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe as u.e recipient of these
proposed trackage rights causes the highest possible level of market concentration.
Moreover, the stakes are too high and the remedies too onerous to blindly tmst carriers to
work out the details of how to provide competition at some time after the Commission
renders its position on the merger. Therefore, we believe that the BNSF-1 agreement
does not provide sufficient guarantees of viable, effective competition to the merged
L^nion Pacific/Southern Pacific railroad.

" The description for trackage rights in eastem Texas and Louisiana notes that therightsare for
overhead traffic only except for local access to industnes served by UP and SP and no other railroad at
Baytown. .Amelia. Orange. Mont Belvieu and Eldon. The Houston to Memphis grants list no Texas points
that will be open to the BNSF.
'* We do note that there are references to granting access to BNSF for all 2 to 1 points via trackage
rights, haulage or other contractual means. For example, as observed in Section 3. the electricity
generating plants at Elmendorf are to be included in subsequent packagerightseven though this
cum.Tiunity is not specifically listed in the agreement. However, this acknowledgment did not occur until
after the shipper approached the Union Pacific. This confirms our concem thp' the leve! of det.til needed
to evaluate this agreement's competitive impacts is simply not present. In addition, we are uncertain as to
how a shipper might be treated, and what the shipper's recourse would be, if they discover their
community is not listed after the merger is approved.
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11.5

Conclusions: Overall assessment of competitive consequences ofthe merger
The table below provides a summary of our concems about the competitive

consequences of the proposed merger.
Table 11.2
Overall Assessment of Competitive Consequences of the Merger
ResDon.ses and Comments
a. To the extent that MC merger allows UP to "fiil
in" its route network via these extensions, lliis
seems to fall into the category of mergers the
Interstate Commerce Commission has
previously approved.
b. Applicants' expected route-strengthening,
The merger is "massively parallel" for the
(quasi-) failing firm, and operating efficiency
Central Corridor (St. Louis to Bay Area) and
arguments ignore the substantial reduction in
Gulf (TX and LA) to St. Louis via AR,
competition in the "massively parallel"
Corridor.
geographic markets that make up the
preponderance of the SP system.
c. The choice of BN/SF for the trackage rights
The Agreement with BN/SF is designed to
has the effect of reducing the major rail
<;(ilve parallel problems by granting overhead
systems in the West from 'liree to two; the
trafficrightsto BN/SF for these latter two
need for traffic density and the paiticular
corridors, plus localrightsto serve all "two-tolimitation to a very small subset of the traffic
one" shippers.
in the "massively parallel" corridors effectively
prohibit BN/SF from replacing the competition
lost by SP {i.e.. BN/SF will be even more
handicapped competitively in these markets
than SP).
d. Defining relevant markets to be service to an
A large number of city pairs will have
individual shipper's facility (rather than larger
competitors reduced from three to two in
relevant markets such as BEA. county, state,
markets where the merger is "massively
region, O-D corridor, Westem U.S., etc.) for
parallel,"
the purpose of attaching pro-competitive
conditioi.s obscures the loss of "regional rail
competition," the relevant market cited by the
Interstate Commerce Act.
Applicants have advanced the following claims e. Each of the five arguments about the
"massively parallel" issue has problems:
to address the "massively parallel" problem:

Facts, Claims, and Issues
a. Tlie merger is end-to-end for UP for the El
Paso-LA-Bay Area-Portland segment, and
Tucumcari Line components of the SP system.

b.

c.

d.

e.

• Academic studies showing that the reduction
from three to two is meaningful cannot be
relied upon;

• The Department of Justice (DO.I) guidelines,
the academic literature on railroads, and the
academ.ic literature on concenaation generally
are contrary to these expected claims.
Concentration indeed matters.
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(Section e cont'd)
(Section e cont'd)
• Not much traffic is affected by the thrce-to-two • One must be wary of using an "accordion" in
the definition of the relevant market: Under the
problem;
accordion theory, (I) when discussing the
benefits of extended single-line service, and
the difficulties of SP, the relevant market is the
entire West or the rail corridors where all three
carriers compete; (2) when looking at the
reduction in competition between SP and UP,
the relevant market is the lowest possible level
of aggregation (direct service, possibly by
reciprocal switching, to the facilities of a single
shipper's plant).
• One must also be careful not to apply a "stealth
• Competition by SP is redundant: stronger
(or quasi-) failing i im" defense without
against strong is better than strong against
meeiing the DOJ/FTC Guideline tests; SP has
strong and weak;
been the "weak runt of the litter" for as long as
anyone can remember (SF also unsuccessfully
invoked the failing firm defense for SP in the
SF/SP merger); once again, one must be
careful not to use the accordion (SP competes
in large relevant geographic markets where it
is allegedly being crushed by BN/SF when SP
is being made to look weak, but SP competes
in very narrowly defined markets—i.e., its
shippers are closed to switching—when it is
alleged to compete with UP); again, one should
not confuse tbe end-to-end markets (where the
principal competitor is BN/SF) with the
"massively parallel" markets (where the
principal competition is between LT and SP).
• The benefits of route extensions in the end-to• Shippers seem to care more about extended
end markets should not obscure the reduction
single-line service than competition, especially
in competition in the "massively parallel"
by a weak carrier;
markets.
• The Commission has never before considered a
• The Commission has frec-ently ruled that only
merger with such "massively parallel"
two carriers are needed to achieve effective
dimensions; the closest thing to it is the
competition; and
proposed SF/SP merger, which the
Commission rejected,
• Claims of lack of railroads' ability to
• Coordination and collusion are unlikely in rail
coordinate are contradicted by the rail
transportation markets.
industry's history of antitrust offenses and by
the kinds of benefit claims applicants tried to
make (when discussmg the prospects fo.
collusion and coordination, applicants tend to
characterize themselves as having excess
capacity and large fixed costs that create
incentives for price competition; when they
discuss merger benefits, applicanis tend to
describe themselves :?s hobbled by capacity
consu-aints and inadeqi'ate investment).
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f, UP will be alleged to get stronger because of:

• Extended routes and more single-line service
(applies chiefly to end-to-end part of merger);
• Operating efficiencies (applies to extended
single-line service, via extended routes) and
reduced route circuity and other operating
efficiencies.
g. SP will be alleged to get stronger chiefly
becuse UP is able tofixSP's main problems:

f. The reduced circuity argument makes the
"Williamsonian Welfare Tradeoff (efficiency
gains must more than compens-.ie for reduced
competition) clearest in the thr;e-to-two
corridors.

g. The STB should be careful not to reward
alleged mismanagement and unwillingness by
SP's owner to commit capital with a
competition-reducing merger. Even if these
..laims are true, the real issue is: Are there any
less anticompetitive ways to replace SP's
management, get access to capital markets,
and achieve the claimed efficiency gams .'

• Service problems (inadequate management?),
• Capital constraints.
h. The merger has the additional benefit of filling h. These are the types of merger benefits the ICC
BN/SF's route system and. in particular,
•ended to encourage.
creating two single-line carriers along the
entire Pacific coast.
i, Faimess dictates that the STB approve this
i. BN/SF was much more an end-to-end merger
merger as a competitive response to the BN/SF
than UP/SP. This is evidenced by the fact that
merger.
.Applicants have agreed that extensive trackage
and/or haulagerightsare required to cure the
anticompetitive consequences of the merger.
The conditions imposed by the BN/SF mtrger,
to the contrary, were rather limited. Indeed,
most of the complaints by shippers addressed
concems over route foreclosure resulting from
the end-to-end dimensions. Faimess dictates
only that UP be allowed the end-to-end
component of ihe merger, and does not go to
the issue of the parallel dimensions.
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Section 12: Southern Pacific Rail Corporation'
12.1

History and Background
Southem Pacific Rail Corporation is the parent company of the Southem Pacific

Transportation Company (SPT) and Rio Grande Holding Company.

In 1994, the

company generated more than S3.14 billion in revenues, making it the sixth-largest
railroad in the U.S. in tenns of revenue. The company employs some 18,(X)0 people and
has over 14,500 miles of track along five main routes, stretching from the West Coast to
the Midwest via two major corridors. It is the leading carrier of intermodal (tmck-to-train
and tmck- or u-ain-to-ship) freight in the U.S. Its intermodal business continues to grow,
and its intemational container yard in Southem Califomia is the country's largest. SPT
alio serves six cities on the Mexican border, the most of any U.S. railroad.
In 1983, facing increasing competition frcm the Union Pacific and Burlington
Northem railroads, Southem Pacific merged with competitor Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway to form Santa Fe Southem Pacific Corporation. The ICC reviewed the case
from 1983 to 1988, during which time the compan} was held in a tmst. In 1988 the ICC
deemed the merger anticompetitive and disallowed it. As a result, the Southem Pacific
side was spun off and sold to RGI - the holding company of the Rio Grande Railroad,
owned by Denver billionaire Philip Anschutz - for $ 1.02 billion in cash and S780 million
in assumed debt. A public stock offering in 1993 raised cash to reduce RGI's debt.
Today, ihe Anschutz Company owns 32 percent of Southem Pacific's outstanding stock,
with Morgan Stanley (a major investment banking firm) controlling an 8 percent interest.

"Hiis seciion was prepared by Dr. Charles Smaistrla and Dr. William Avera.
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Since the end of 1992, Southem Pacific has reduced its headcount by more than
4,000 employees and has undergone some of the most extensive efforts of any Class I
railroad to upgrade its locomotive fieet. In 1993 and 1994, the company purchased or
overhauled more than 500 locomotives - about 25 percent of its current fleet - and
ordered 282 new AC traction locomotives for 1995. As a result of the new and improved
locomotives, outages of the power units fell from 18 piercent in 1992 to 10 percent in
1994.
Although Southem Pacific's cash flow is greatly improved in recent yea-s, it has
not been sufficient to meet capital expendiuire requirements. In order to generate more
cash, the company has been selling real estate assets not essential to the railroad's
operations. The company estimates that it has about $1.5 billion in real estate yet to be
sold, including transit corridors which are expected to be sold off over the long term.
From 1992 through 1994, Southem Pacific hasreceivedcash proceeds of nearly $760
million fromrealestate sales.
/2.2

Comparison of SP with Its Primary Competitors
Southem Pacific's inability to markedly improve the efficiencies of its operation

explains much of its poor perfonnancerelativeto the largest two westem railroads. Table
12.1 compares me operating ratios of Burlington Northem and Union Pacific wilh
Southem Pacific's operating ratio for the years 1989 through 1995.

Not only are

Southem Pacific's operating expenses consistently higher, relative to its revenues,
throughout the period, it also incvined operating losses until 1994. Even in that year, its
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performance was significandy worse than the other two railroads', and in 1995, the
company failed to show year-over-year improvement.
In spring 1995, Southem Pacific noted in its report to the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) that its railroad operations have not produced "sufficient cashflowsto
meet its capital expenditure, debt service and other cash needs."- Table 12.2 compares the
net incomes of Burlington Northem, Santa Fe, and Union Pacific with that of Southem
Pacific, measuring net income on a before-tax basis excluding gains fromrealestate sales.
The data in the table quickly verify Southem Pacific's appraisal of its cash flow problems.
It posted a loss every year except one - 1994 - when it made a relatively small profit.
The table also shows the relative strength of the other railroads. Union Pacific
shows the consistently highest eamings of the four railroads. Except for a slump in
eamings in 1991, Burlington Northem has also shown strong eamings for the period
beginning in 1989.
In its SEC Form 10-Q reports last year, Southem Pacific did not offer any
encouragement of an immediate tumaround in its eamings prospects. To the contrary, it
cautioned investors that
for the next few years, cash flows generated by rail operations, while
expected to continue to improve, will be insufficient to meet [Southem
Pacific's] cash needs including acquisition of equipment and olher
necessary capital expenditures.-'

-Southern Pacific Transportation Co . Form 10-Q (Mar. 31. 1995). Essentially identical language appears
in the company's second and third quarter reports.
^Id. at 12.
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Of the four major railroads, Southem Pacific has the lowest credit rating. Its
bonds carry Moody's "Ba" rating, which puts them in the category' of "junk bonds."
According to Moody's,
Bonds which are rated Ba are judged to have speculative elements; their
future cannot be considered as well assured. Often the protection of
interest and principal payments may be very moderate and thereby not well
safeguarded during both good and bad times over the future. Uncertainty
of positions characterizes bonds in this class.*
Table 12.4 shows the respective bond ratings of the four railroads. By contrast to
Southem Pacific's inferior rating, the bonds of Burlington Northem, Santa Fe, and Union
Pacific are classified as

"investment grade."

Burlington Northem's "A" rating, for

example, implies that its bonds "possess many favorable investment attributes and are to
be considered as upper-medium-grade obligations."'
Southem Pacific's low bond rating,relativeto the other railroads, implies that it
will have more difficulty obtaining funds in the capital markets and that it will pay
significanlly higher rates for the money it bonows. In combination with its poor operating
performance, the higher bonowing costs put the company as a severe disadvantage to its
competitors.
12.4

Assessment of Southem Pacific's Ability to Compete Absent the Proposed Merger
Absent the proposed merger, SP is clearly the mostfinanciallyfragile competitor

among the Westem railroads. Not only does SP exhibit the weakestfinancialperformance
and lowest bond ratings, it is burdened with the highest cost stmcture and a reputation for

'^Moody 's Bond Record (Dec, 1995) at 3 (emphasis added).
^Id.
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the poorest service. The new management team, though experienced, is unproven against
die challenges facing SP in the increasingly aggressive competitive landscape created by
the merger of Burlington Northem and Santa Fe.
The ability of a free-standing SP to continue to access sources of capital depends
on the state of the Califomia real estate market, where most of the nonoperating
properties are held. In the past, SP has been able to sell operating properties to local
govemmental entities for eventual use by urban transit systems. This source of capital,
however, has become increasingly questionable as a result of the political vulnerability of
mass transit programs (e.g., the defeat of Proposition 185 in Califomia).
The ability of SP to geuwrate capital from operations also depends on events
beyond the control of management. The company's dependence on intermodal u-affic
makes it more sensitive to the vagaries of the business cycle. And as other railroads, its
revenues can be sharply curtailed by floods and other natural disasters. Without material
changes, SP's fragilefinancialcondition makes ils survival as a significant competitor
unlikely.
Even if the proposed merger is not effectuated, it is unUkely that SP will continue
in its cunent form. The policy question confronting Texas is not whether SP should be
preserved, but what sort of transformation is consistent with our long-term interests.

Table 12.1
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RAILROAD OPERATING RATIOS: 1989-95
Burlington Northern. Southern Pacific and Union Pacific

Burtington Notttwm
Not*. Oat* rori995 reflect f i r v i n i f i e m o n i n t onfy

I Southern Pacalic
I

Source: l U o o j y s Transccnadon Kiarnjai •_^95>. F^rms 0-0fS>'&5).|

Union Paatic
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Section 13.

Recommendations

13.1 Introduction
We believe on balance that the proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific rail
merger is likely to have a deuimental effect on die state of Texas. Many of the negative
aspects of the merger can be attributed specifically to market consolidationresultingfrom
die extensive level of parallel routes diese two rail carriers operate in Texas and beyond.
Furdiermore, we do not find the proposed agreement between the merged Union
Pacific/Soudiem Pacific and die Buriington Northem/Santa Fe to . provide sufficient
guarantees of future competition along these parallel routes. However, we have serious
doubts that given its cunentfinancialcondition, the Southem Pacific can maintain its role
as a vigorous competitor without outside capital.

We -^je also concemed about

anticompetitive lactics that are apparent in die proposals for abandonment in the merger
application.
As a part of our analysis, the Commission requested that if the Union Pacific/
Southem Pacific merge, is not found to be in the best interests of the citizens of the state
of Texas lhat an evaluation be made of poiential conditions that could be attached to the
merger that would address any potential negative impacts. Furthermore, it has been
requested that diese conditions fall widiin the scope of remedies that can assigned by the
Surface Transportation Board. Therefore, werecommendthe Commission condition its
support for the merger upon changes to the abandonment r.roposals and a series of track
divestitures described below. (See attached map.)
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13.2

Conditioning abandonments
Rail caiT^ers proposing to abandon uacks in Texas should be required to include all

trackage necessary to ensure that a purchasing carrier, mral rail district or other acquiring
entity have unfettered access to roil junction points. Therefore, any line abandonments
suggested by the merger applicants must be junction. :o junction, or industry to junction in
the case of abandoning an industrial lead. Requiring these conditions for any proposed
abandonment now or in the future is critical to encouraging the preservation of rail service
to mral areas of the state.
13.3 Divestitures
The following divestitures and assignment of existing trackage rights arc
recommended as a condition of support for the proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific
railroad. These suggestions do not list explicit mileage posts; however, it is assumed that
the divestitures will include all junction points necessary for efficient joint connections.
13.3.1 Southem Pacific - Houston to St. Louis
Trackage currently owned by the Southem Pacific from North Junction, Missouri
south through Lewisville, Arkansas, and Shreveport, Louisiana, to Houston should be
spun off This is a combination of the old St. Louis and South'vestem (Cotronbelt) line
and Southem Pacific tracks.

Included in this segment is the Brinkiey, Arkansas, to

Memphis, Tennessee, trackage. The divestimre should include all necessarv' yard facilities
currendy owned by the Southem Pacific in support of this route. The trackage rights
cunently possessed by the Southem Pacific over Union Pacific tracks from North
Junction, Missouri, to East St. Louis should be transfened to the purchasing carrier.
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This divestiture addresses competition and abandonment issues while allowing the
Union Pacific to maintain its route from St. Louis through Texarkana to Houston.
Specifically, diis divestiture will address concems regarding rail market concentration in
Texas Gulf Coast chemicals and plastics industries by granting competitive access to a
third carrier. In addition, service to the mral areas accessed by this route will be
maintained and possibly enhanced with attendant benefits to those area's industrial
development efforts. The purchasing carrier should have the financial capacity to improve
rail infrastmcture, thereby maintaining the safety benefits attributed to the proposed
merger.

Further, while this divestiture wiil block the Union Pacific's proposal for

directional operations between Houston to St. Louis, we believe the capita! obtained
through the divestiture of these lines will allow the Union Pacific to expand its cunent
efforts to build double tracks within their existingrigi:t-of-waysand potentially operate
directional traffic.
13.3.2 Southem Pacific - Lewisville. AR, to Corsicana, TX
Trackage owned by the Southem Pacific from Lewisville, Arkansas, through Big
Sandy and Tyler to Corsicana should be divested. Comjnunities along this route currently
served by the Union Pacific need to havereasonableguarantees that com.petition for rail
service will continue. There has been no operating or marketing plan offered by the
Burlington Northern/Santa Fe that specifies the level of service that would be provided to
communities. It is also unclear how the proposed directional operating plan would
impact service to these intermediary communities.

Furthermore, if the directional

operating plan is droppeu, there is a possibility that this Unc would be deemed redundant
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and subject to abandonment. The divestiture of this track will allow the areas served by
this route to maintain the effective access to markets necessary' to encourage industrial
development. Enhanced track maintenance and equipment upgrades will also improve the
safety characteristics of these routes.
13.3.3 Southem Pacific - Dallas/Fort Worth to Houston
Trackage owned by the Southem Paciffrom Dallas and from Fort Worth to
Houston should be divested. For reasons described in our discussion of competitor
behavior in Section 11, we believe that for Texas to maintain the best possible competition
for its businesses, service by three Class I railroads should be maintained in the busiest
corridors. We also feel the proposed directional operating plan will present service
difficulties for shippers located on this line. As noted above, in the event the directional
operating plan were ever canceled, this trackage would be very redundant and possibly
subject to abandonment, with serious implications for mral development potential.
13.3.4 Southem Pacific - Houston to New Orleans
Trackage owned by the Southem Pacific between Houston and New Orleans
should be divested to address competition concerns of parallel tracks. The Union Pacific
has already agreed to divest part of this line from Avondale, Louisiana, to Iowa Junction,
Louisiana; we recommend that the divestiture be extended from Iowa Junction to
Houston. We are not specifically suggesting thrt the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe
purchase the entire line but that the divestiture include the entire route from Houston to
New Orleans. As with the divestiture described in Section 13.3.1 above, the divestiture of
the Houston to New Orieans route will limit market dominance by the Union
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Pacific/Soudiem Pacific in the chemicals and plastics transportation market. Maintaining
effective rail competition can help the Texas Gulf Coast remain very attractive for
continued industrial development with attendant economic and social benefits from
increasing oppormnities forrelativelyhigh-wage jobs.
13.3.5 Southem Pacific - Houston to Eagle Pass
In order to enhance competition for cross border traffic, and to address problems
created by parallel routes, we recommend that the Southem Pacific lines between Houston
through San Antonio to Eagle Pass be divested including the Southem Pacific yard and
terminal facilities in San Antonio. The existing trackage rights held by the Burlington
Northem/Santa Fe from Flatonia to Eagle Pass would be retained. In addition, to promote
potential ser/ice advantages to Texas shippers in the Beaumont to Houston corridor, we
propose that the Union Pacific/Soudiem Pacific be granted trackage rights over the
divested lines. This will maintain three Class I competitors for cross-border traffic,
mitigating the potential negalive consequences of the extreme market dominance created
by the Union Pacific/Soudiem Pacific merger. In addition, this divestiture will promote
the continued development of an altemative port of entry for Mexico while also reducing
transportation congestion at Laredo and encouraging the dissemination of ihe benefits of
growing trade to more border communities. In addition, if the Mexican govemment
completes its proposed rail privatization plan. Eagle Pass-will serve as the balance for
ensuring competition between the purchasers of the North-East and the North-Pacific
Mexican rail concessions.
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13.3.6 Southem Pacific - Heame to Plaeedo
To address market consolidation concems and to provide competitive access to
deep south Texas shippers, we suggest the divestiture of trackage from Heame through
Flatonia to Plaeedo, including the Coleto Creek industrial lead.'

This proposal also

includes assigning the trackagerightscunently held by the Southem Pacific from Plaeedo
to Brownsville to the purchasing carrier. The Union Pacific should also be granted
competitive access to facilities oi

le Coleto Creek industrial lead. This divestiture will

encourage the preservation of mral rail service and maintain vital infrastmcture necessary
for future economic growth i ^r the communiiies along this roule.
13.3.7 Cone isions for divestitures
Though we have suggested significant levels of trackage divestimre, we believe
this action is necessary to maintain competitive rail service to substantial areas of Texas.
We have neither identified norrecommendedpotential buyers. However, we caution that
selling these assets to the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe would likely create as many
problems as the Union Pacific/Southem Pacific proposal itself

We presume that die

Surtace Transportation Board would not authorize the sale of these properties to an entity
that could not demonstrate thefinancialwherewithal to effectively meet their common
carrier obligations.
13.4

Neutral terminal railroads
There are other approaches to dealing with competition problems created by the

merger of the Union Pacific and Southem Pacific railroads. For example. Commissioner

An industrial lead is the rail equivalent of an access road to a specific plant site.
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Charles Matthews has recently suggested that establishing neutral temiinal switching
carriers for Texas' largest rail-shipping hubs would serve to improve competitive access
and service to a wide range of industrial rail users.
Neutral terminal railroads operate as switching carriers designed to provide all
shippers in a given area unrestricted access to any line-haul rail carrier serving the region.
Typically these carriers would operate over a combination of publicly-owned, rail-carrier
owned and privately-owned tracks held by port authorities, transit authorities, special rail
districts, industrial parks, short-line and Class 1 rail carriers, as well as individual
businesses. In addition, sufficient yard and terminal facilities, cunently owned by existing
terminal, short-line or Class 1 railroads, would have to be acquired to ensure nondiscrimination in service. As circumstances and local preferences dictate, these terminal
railroads could be for-profit businesses, public entities or not-for-profit endeavors.
Cunent proposals include establishing these neutral terminal carriers for the
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, Houston, including the Port of Houston and potentially the
Port of Galvesion, Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange, Brownsville-Corpus Chrsti, El Paso,
and Amarillo-Plainview-Lubbock. Operations in Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston-Galveston,
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange and El Paso could emulate tlie cunent operations of the
Port Terminal Railroad in Houston.
Serving the Brownsv: lie-Corpus Christi areas could be accomplished by acquiring
Union Pacific tracks from Plaeedo to Brownsville. These tracks could be operated by an
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entity s;ich as the Brownsville and Rio Grande Intemational railroad in conjunction with
the Port Terminal Railroad of Corpus Christi.^
An ambitious proposal has been presented for addressing rail competition issues
for customers located in the Texas Panhandle. By acquiring trackage from the Burlington
Northeni/Santa Fe and several shortline rail carriers operating in the area, this proposal
would create an extended terminal rail operation for the Amarillo-Plainview-Lubbock
area.
The neutral terminal railroads, though not addressing all of our concems about the
proposed Union Pacific/Southem Pacific merger, would alleviate many of the competitive
access problems created by the merger in Texas' industrial areas. In addition, competitive
rail service to one of the state's most important agriculmral areas would be enhanced.
Therefore, we would suggest that the Commission strongly consider exploring the
development of these neutral terminal raihwds as an adjunct to the line divestitures noted
above.
yi.5

Rural rail districts
Though we believe the recommendations noted above will greatly lessen the

likelihood of substantial future rail line abandonments should the Union Pacific/Southem
Pacific merger go forward, industry trends suggest that major carriers will continue to
abandon lines in iow-\'olume mral areas. In addressing the preservation of mral rail
service, the use of mral rail districts may provide opportunities for maintaining vital rail
serv ice and ensuring the economic future of the State's mral areas. We strongly suggest

- Granting trackage rights to the Tex-Mex railroad over these lines could further enhance competition
and provide alternative gateways into Mexico.
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dial the Commission, in cooperation widi other state agencies and interested parties, begin
exploring options for the role of state govemment in providing resources to enhance die
feasibility of using mral rail districts for service preservation.
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Insert Map Here
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POST-MERGER
"CHARACTER OF RIVALRY"
IN THE P R O P O S E D

"SOP/UP" RAILROAD MERGER

William B. Tye
Brattle/IRI
44 Braule Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 864-7900

Febmary 5, 1996
•

The view that a reduction in the number of firms facilitates coordinated use of
assets among the incumbent firms is a rock upon which much of indusuial
economics has been built. Consistent with this view is the economic theory
underlying the (Department of Justice/Federal Trade Commission] Guidelines: that
the main evil of horizontal mergers is their potential of facilitating oligopolistic
cooperation, leading to elevated prices and itsource misallocation.

Janusz A. Ordover and Robert D. Willig,
"The 1982 Department of Justice Guidelines:
An Economic Assessment," Califomia Law
Review (March 1983), p. 555.
In principle, small numbers competition can lead to outcomes covering the entire
range from prices associated with maximizing the joint profits of competitors to
"cutthroat competition" in which prices are driven to the level of short-mn
marginal cost.
*

*

*

Which of these outcomes is most probable? Economics has no unified theory of
oligopoly behavior. In markets characterized by a small number of competitors,
any behavior ranging from joint profit maximization to cutthroat competition is
possible. In the case of railroad deregulation, the prices and profits associated with
different behavioral assumptions are so disparate that it is important to attempt to
place bounds on the range of most probable outcomes.
Richard C. Levin,
"Railroad Rates and Profitability and
Welfare Under Deregulation," Bell Joumal
ofEconomics, Vol. 12, No. 1 (Spring 19811,
pp. 3 and 20.
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INTRODUCTION

The Union Pacific (UP) and Southem Pacific (SP) Railroads (herein after, the "Applicants" or
"UP/SP") have recently proposed to merge in a transaction' that effectively reduces the
"Westem" United States rail market- from three to only two major railroads. The only remaining
major Westem canier would be the recently merged Buriington Northem/Santa Fe (BN/SF)
system. Applicants propose to grant BN/SF certain rights' in a negotiated Agreement that
purports to solve the problems associated with the anticompetitive consequences of the merger."*
Applic.mts believe that BN/SF, UP, and SP are cunently in a stmggle for rail markets throughout
the West. The basic rationale is that the merger allows UP to fill in its route stmcture and
eliminate circuitous routes in order to compete more effectively with BN/SF. However, the
merger is largely a parallel one.^ The task that Applicants have before diem is to convince die
Surface Transportation Board (STB) that a UP/SP combination will provide more effective
competition with BN/SF than UP and SP separately could provide in die Westem U. S. rail carrier
markets, broadly defined.
To do this, Applicants acknowledge two separate and analytically distinct competitive
consequences of the proposed merger:
•

"Three-to-two": because the merger eliminates SP, thereby reducing the
• basic number of competitors from three to two. Applicants claim that the

' Docket No. 32760. before the Interstate Commerce Commission. Union Pacific Corporation. Union Pacific
Railroad Company, and Missouri Pacific Railroad companv—Control and Merger—Southem Pacific Rail
Corporation. Southern Pacific Transportation Company, St, Louis Southwestem Railway Company. SPCSL
Corp.. and the Denver and Rio Grande Westem Railroad Company, November 30, 1995.
- In the lexicon of the rail industry. "Western" refers to the territory west of the Mississippi River where
eastem and westem railroads interchange traffic at the major rail junctions. This, ofcourse, represents more than
half of the continental United States.
3 Under a trackage rights agreement, the tenant railroad uses the landlord's tracks for a fee to provide service
directly (or via a switching agreement) to the rail shippers adversely affected by the reduction of competition
arising from an approved rail merger.
As used throughout, the term "Agreement" refers to the Agreement dated September 25, 1995 between the
UP and bN/SF as modified and su^jplemented on November 18. 1995.
5 A "parallel" merger involves one where the two merging carriers currently serve the same routes. A vertical
or "end-to-end" merger involves extending the service territory of each to lengthen the haul. Of course, most
railroad mergers involve elements of both.
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Agreementreplacesthe eliminated SP competition with BN/SF, the net
effect of which is to leave only two rail competitors.
•

"Two-to-one ": because the Agreement provides for BN/SF use of trackage
rights to replace SP's competition (previously achieved over SP's own
track), there is a significant question as to whether the UP/BNremedyis
adequate to overcome the anticompetitive effects of the merger..

In both scenarios, the STB has four major altemativeresponsesto the application available to
them:
1.

Approve the entire merger and the Agreement;

2.

Reject the entire merger;

3.

Approve the merger, but require the divestiture of portions of SP to olher
than BN/SF;

4.

Appi ove the merger, but impose conditions which would effectively
ameliorate the anticompetition aspects of die merger.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

In their public statements, Applicants have chosen to focus on the competition between a merged
UP/SP and the BN/SF.*^ This discussion ignores the fact that large parts of SP's cunent route
system consists of corridors in which the chief competition cunently is between UP and SP. The
scope of the Agreement appears to conclude lhat the competitive proolem for these markets exists
only at the lowest possible level of aggregation: specific plant sites where both SP and UP serve
the shipper directly (or via reciprocal switching). Lost entirely is. the possibility that competition of
the intramodel, product, and geographic variety^ is reduced in broad rail transportation corridors;
e.g., (1) the Central Corridor from the Bay Area to Kansas City and St. Louis and (2) Gulf Ports
to St. Louis and beyond to Chicago, etc., where cunently the chief competition is between UP
and SP. Using this more inclusive relevant market for examining the cunent competition between
UP and SP implies that the "two-to-one" competitive problem is much greater than the ttaffic
which the Agreement with BN/SF purports to address.
6 Daniel Machalaoa, "Union Pacific Sees Big Savings in Merger Plan," The Wall Street Joumal. December 1,
1995, p. BIO.
^ See EX
. Parte No. 320 (Sub-No. 3), Product and Geographic Competition. 2 I.C.C. 2d.l. for discussion of
product and geographic competition.
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The Agreement to allow BN/SF into these markets is an explicit acknowledgment that a
competitive problem exists. However the Agreement appears to be restricted too nanowly for
BN/SF to effectively replace the competition lost by the elimination of SP. Put another way, to be
pro-competitive as the Applicants claim, BN/SF, with only trackage rights or haulage
agreements,'* must be a more effective competitor than the departing SP using its own crews,
equipment, and track in these rail service conidors. But much of the litany of competitive
disadvantages imputed to SP (lack of traffic density, etc.) appears to apply a fortiori lo BN/SF
under these conditions.
Assuming arguendo that a combined UP/SP would make a more effective competitor in markets
where it faces a BN/SF operating its own irains over its own tracks, that does not make a BN/SF
with highly restrictive trackagerights(and possibly simplyrelyingon a UP haulage agreement) a
more effective competitor than SP in the markets where UP and SP are the chief rivals today.
Shippers which fall into the "two-to-one" category are the unfortunate victims of this restrictive
agreemeni.
Tuming lo the "ihree-to-two" com.petitive problem, Applicants appear to rely upon what has
become the "character of rivalry" claim.^ Applicants can be expected to claim a net enhancement
of competition, the reduction in numbers of competitors notwithstanding. The logic is that
competition will be more strengthened by the efficiency benefits of ti^e merger than it is reduced
by the elimination of a competitor—"character of competition" tmmps mere numbers.
Our conclusions with regard to these two types of competitive problems are:
•

"Two-to-one": Claims about SP's competitive weaknesses and the benefits
of the merger to UP/SP imply that BN/SF cannot be as effective a
competitor as SP under the cunent Agreement for the "two-to-one"
markets, (nanowly defined for the "two-to-one" points and more broadly
defined for the "two-to-one" corridors). Arguments for strengthening
UP/SP's ability to compete with BN/SF in the three carrier markets (premerger) justify strengthening BN/SF's competitive abiUty in the two carrier
(UP and SP) markels (pre-merger).

* The Applicants and BN/SF contemplate that in many circumstances, BN/SF will not provide direct service,
but merely pay UP/SP to haul the cars on its behalf. Obviously, service competition would be eliminated and
BN/SF"s ability to compete on price would depend on the terms of the Agreement.
^ See [Redacted] Verified Statement of Robert D. WiUig, Docket No. 32760, November 30, 1995.
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•

"Three-to-two": Aldiough it is tme that "character of rivalry" has an
independent effect on the strength of competitive forces, so does the
number of competitors. The fact that "rivalry" matters does not logically
imply that numbers do not matter. To carry their competition argument.
Applicants must show that the intensity of rivalry will necessarily increase
by more than enough to compensate for the loss of a competitor. Oligopoly
theory, the relevant branch of economic theory to this inquiry, is not
confident of much, but two broad conclusions form a consensus: (1) The
"character of rivalry" is highly idiosyncratic to specific markets and is
highly mercurial, while (2) numbers almost always count. This conclusion
is supported by empirical academic research in the rail industry and in U.S.
industry generally.

Table 1 identifies in the left hand column the major "competitive" facts and issues to be addressed
in the merger proceeding. Therightcolumn summarizes the major comments and findings.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

TABLE 1
Overall Assessment of Competitive Consequences of the Merger
Facts, Claims, and Issues
Responses and Comments
The merger is end-to-end for UP for the (1) El
a. To the extent that the merger allows LT to "fill in"
Paso-LA-Bay Area-Portland segment, and (2)
its route network via these e;;tensions. this seems to
Tucumcari Line components of the SP system.
fall into the category of mergers the In'erstate
Commerce Commission has previously approved.
The merger is "massively parallel" for the (3)
b. A;)plicants' expected route-strengthening, (quasi-)
Central Corridor (St. Louis to Bay Area) and (4)
failing firm, and operating efficiency arguments
Gulf (TX and LA) to St. Louis via AR, Corridor.
ignore the substantial reduction in competition in
the "massively parallel" geographic markets that
make up the preponderance of the SP system.
The Agreement with BN/SF is designed to solve
c. The choice of BN/SF fcr the trackagerightshas the
parallel problems by granting overhead traffic
effect of reducing the major rail systems in the
rights to BN/SF for these latter two corridors, plus
West from three to two; the need for traffic density
local rights to serv e all "two-to-one" shippers.
and the particular limitation to a very small subset
of the traffic in the "massively parallel ' corridors
effectively prohibit BN/SF from replacing the
competition lost by SP (i.e.. BN/SF will be even
more handicapped competitively in these markets
than SP).
A large number of city pairs will have competitors d. Defining relevant markets to be service to an
reduced from three to two in markets where the
individual shipper's facility (rather than larger
merger is "massively parallel."
relevant markets such as BEA, county, state,
region, O-D corridor. Westem U.S., etc.) for the
purpose of attaching pro-competitive conditions
obscures the loss of "regional rail competition." the
relevant market cited by the Interstate Commerce
Act.
Applicants have advanced the following claims to e. Each of the five arguments about the "massively
address :t:c "massively patallel" problem:
par.iJlel" issue has problems:
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Academic studies showing that the reduction
from three to two is meaningful cannot be relied
upon;

Not much traffic is affected by the three-to-two
problem;

Competition by SP is redundant: (1) stronger
against (2) strong is better than (1) su-ong
against (2) strong and (3) weak;

Shippers seem to care more about extended
single-line service than competition, especially
by a weak carrier;
The Commission has frequently ruled that only
two carriers are needed to achieve effective
competition: and
Coordination and collusion are unlikely in rail
transportation markets.

The Department of Justice (DOJ) guidelines, the
academic literature on railroads, and the academic
literature on concentration generally are contrary to
these expected claims. Concentration indeed
matters.
One must be wary of using an "accordion" in the
definition of the relevant market: Under the
accordion theory, (1) when discussing the benefits
of extended single-line service, and the difficulties
of SP, the relevant market is the entire West or the
rail corridors where all three carriers compete; (2)
when looking at the reduction in competition
between SP and UP, the relevant market is the
lowest possible level of aggregation (direct service,
possibly by reciprocal switching, to the facilities of
a single shipper's plant).
One must also be careful not to apply a "stealth (or
quasi-) failing firm" defense without meeting the
DOJ/FTC Guideline tests; SP has been the "weak
runt ofthe litter" for as long as anyone can
remember (SF also unsuccessfully invoked the
failing firm defense for SP in the SF/SP merger);
once again, one must be careful not to use the
accordion (SP competes in large relevant
geographic markets where it is allegedly being
crushed by BN/SF when SP is being made to look
weak, but SP competes in very narrowly defined
markets—i.e., its shippers are closed to
switching—when it is alleged to compete with UP);
again, one should not confuse the end-to-end
markets (where the principal competitor is BN/SF)
with the "massively parallel" markets (where the
principal competition is between UP and SP).
The benefits of route extensions in the end-to-end
markets should not obscure the reduction in
competition in the "massively parallel" markets.
The Commission has never before considered a
merger with such "massively parallel" dimensions;
the closest thing to it is the proposed SF/SP merger,
which the Commission rejected.
Claims of lack of railroads' ability to coordinate are
contradicted by the rail industry's history of
antitrust offenses and by the kinds of benefit claims
applicants tried to make (when discussing the
prospects for collusion and coordination, applicants
tend to characterize themselves as having excess
capacity and large fixed costs that create incentives
for price competition; when they discuss merger
benefits, applicants tend to describe themselves as
hobbled by capacity constraints and inadequate
investment).
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f. The reduced circuity argument makes the
"Williamsonian Welfare Tradeoff (efficiency
gains must more than compensate for reduced
competition) clearest in the three-to-two corridors.

f. LT will be alleged tu get stronge. because of:

•

Extended routes and more single-line service
(applies chiefly to end-to-end pan of merger);
• Operating efficiencies (applies to extended
single-line service, via extended routes) and
reduced loute circuity and other opei ating
efficiencies.
g. SP will be alleged to get su-onger chiefly because
UP is able tofixSP's main problems:

•

Service problems (inadequate management?).

•

Capital constraints.

h. The merger has the additional benefit of filling
BN/SF's route system and, in particular, creating
two single-line carriers along the entire Pacific
coast.
i. Faimess dictates that the STB approve this me-ger
as a competitive response to the BN/SF merger.

—

g. The STB should be careful not to reward alleged
mismanagenivOt and unwillingness by SP's owner
to commit capital with a competition-reducing
merger. Even if these claims are true, the f.al issue
is: Are there any less anticompetitive ways to
replace SP's management, get iccess to capital
markets, and achieve the claimed efficiency gains?

h. These are the types of merger benefits the ICC
tended to encourage.

i. BN/SF was much more an end-to-end merger than
UP/SP. This is evi>.'Mced by the tact that
Applicants have agreed that extensive trackage
and/or haulage rights are required to cure the
anticompetitive consequences of the merger. The
conditions imposed by the BN/SF merger, to the
contrary, were rather limited. Indeed, most of the
complaints by shippers addressed concems over
route foreclosure resulting from the end-to-end
dimensions. Faimess dictates only that UP be
allowed ihe end-to-end component of the merger,
and does not go to the issue ot the parallel
dimensions.

PROBLEMS WITH THE UP/BN AGREEMENT

Tuming to the Agreement, it has three features with a profound effect on regional rail
competition:
1. Choice of BN/SF: the number of westem major rail carriers is reduced from "three-toone"; granting similarrightsto another carrier would not have achieved this effect.
2. Limitation of local t-ajfic to only "two-'o-one" points: by denying BN/SF the local
traffic it i.jeds lo comp .te effectively in the "massively parallel" markets, BN will lack
e^'f•n SP's traffic density.
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3. Conflicts with UP's use of SP track to achieve claimed operating efficiencies: as yet
we are not clear how the use of trackagerightsand haulage agreements will effectively
replace the competition by SP on its own track.
An interesting feature of the Agreement is that it gives BN/SF benefits andrightsthat go beyond
the Agreemeni claimed necessary to restore competition. This raises the question of what was
UP's quid pro quo. Certainly, the Commission cannot simplyrelyon an agreement between what
would be die last two remaining major westem rail carriers to serve the public interest.
HISTORICAL INCONSISTENCIES I N

CLAi.m OF APPUCANTS I N RAILROAD MERGER PROCEEDINGS

Inherent contradictions are typical in rail merger applications. Here we outline a few to illustrate.
The "Accordion Theory": Narrow vs. Broad Market Definitions
App icants in railroad merger proceedings have historically used an "accordion theory" to
reconcile conflicting claims over merger benefits and competitive consequences.'o When
attempting to minimize the redaction in competition betw<-en the Applicants, Applicants tend to
define the relevant market" for assessing antitmsi claims very nanowly. Here, the accordion
compresses the relevant market very nanowly, such as rail ser/ice to a particular plant. If two
railroads do not both serve that same shipper with direct service, they are deemed not to compete.
The accordion expands, however, when the task is to demonstrate the continued strength of
competition from sources other than the merged carriers or to stress the need of the merged
carriers (particularly the alleged weak partner) for merger benefits to compete with other railroads
or other modes of transportation. There the relevant market for analysis of competition is defined
to be all the rail service in a BEA, a state, throughout the Westem United States, or throughout
the entire country—incluc .ig all other modes of transportation or even railroads in other
countries, in this case CN, CP. and the Mexican railroads. Wuh -reful use of the "accordion,"
UP and SP can be made to appear to compete with ever>'one but t ich other.

'0 These inconsistencies in merger proceedings are really part of a larger problem. See William B. Tye,
"Market Imperteciions. Equity, and Efficiency in />uitiuust," The Antitrust Bulletin, Vol, XXXVII, No. 1
(Spnng 1991:). pp. 1-34.
' I In lay tcnns. a "relevant market" is a product (or service) and geographic region lhat is capable of being
monopolized. Narrowly defined markets tend to minimize the perceived competition between Applicants while
broadly defined markets tend to ininimize the market share of the merged carrier.
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Impossibility of Cooperation Between Applicants vs. Efficacy of Trackage Rights
Solution to Anticompetitive Consequences
Applicants in rail mergers usually feel compelled to demonstrate that the claimed merger benefits
cannot berealizedshort of merger. Otherwise, the claimed merger benefits arouse suspicion. If
such great benefits were possible, why did not the Applicants achieve them already through
cooperative agreements? And could they not be achieved by other less anticompetitive means
short of outright consolidation?
Applicants at this point usually invoke the "transaction cost" argument: the cost of negotiating
and enforcing contractual solutions to the problems of achieving the efficiency gains is simply too
great. This indeed is die usual economists' rationale for merger. But, in rail merger proceedings, it
tends to raise more questions than it answers.
If transaction costs are such barriers to efficient contracts, how were the Applicants able to
negotiate the Agreement which promises a contractual solution to the anticompetitive
consequences? Why should contracts work in one case but not the other? And will not the BN/SF
service using a contract for trackagerightssuffer al! the problems charged to a UP/SP contractual
solution? Applicants nevertheless tend to minimize the transaction cost issue when addressing the
proposed remedies for the anticompetitive consequences of the merger.
Effect of Merger on Capacity vs. Effect of Capacity on Industry Structure and
Collusion
Applicants generally stress the fact tnat railroads have large fixed costs and must price well in
excess of incremental costs to recover total costs. This excess capacity, they conclude, creates
strong incentives for vigorous pricing decisions to undercut their competitors. The alleged
rationale of the competition story is that lost business means low avoided costs and substantial
losses in net revenues. A priori, of course, it might be argued that the same stmctural elements of
the market and incentives enhance the benefits of collusion, or at least oligopolistic interactions
that elevate prices.
Be that as it may, mergers with allegedly weak and undercapitalized firms are deemed to be procompetitive because they permit investments that relieve capacity shortages. If this is tme,
however, it contradicts the assumption in the competition story that the merged carrier would be
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motivated to engage in vigorous price competition because of substantial excess capacity. Rather,
the competition story requires the merged carrier to make new investments far beyond those
necessary torelievethe alleged bottlenecks—investments of a magnittide necessary not only to
unclog the alleged bottleneck but also to have therequisiteexcess capacity needed to motivate
fiercely compc titive pricing. Since the profit-maximizing investment incentive is not to create such
excess capacity deliberately, why the merged carrier would be motivated to create such a
cutdiroat market environmentremainsa mystery.
THE "CHARACTER OF RIVALRY" AND CONCENTRATION IN THE RAIL INDUSTRY

The economic literature on the economics of the rail industry and U.S. industry in general has
addressed the issue of competition and concentration on numerous occasions. The consensus can
be readily summarized: Concentration matters and it has an independent elevating effect on
price, apart from the "character of rivalry."
There is no question in the literature that a second rail competitor can have a major impact on
price.'- Thisfinding,however, is not likely to be challenged in the course of the merger (although
the efficacy of the BN/SF Agreement in remedying the "two-to-one" market*; will certainly be).
More to the point is evidence relating to the competitive consequences of removing a third
competitor.
Although researchers have found "the greatest effect occuned when an additional interiine carrier
raised the number of interiine carriers in the market from one to two," additional carriers also
were shown to favorably affect economic welfare.Although Grimm, ei al., focus on competition
from joint rates over (two-canier) through rouies, their results would likely hold a fortiori for
competition from three single-line routes (as we have for many of the rail conidors and city pairs
at issue in the UP/SP proposed merger). Indeed, the Grimm elsewhere reported:

'- See C. Winston. T. Corsi. C. Grimm, and C. Evans, The Economic Effects of Surface Freight Deregulation
(Washington. DC: Brookings. 1990). pp. 42-51; Stephen Schmidt, "0:igopoly Competition and Market Power in
Rail Freight Markets." Depanment of Economics, Union College. August 1995. working paper in progress.
Curtis M. Gnmm. et ai. "Foreclosure of Railroad Markets: A Test of Chicago Leverage Theory." The
Joumal of Law and Economics. Vol. XXXV (October 1992). pp. 304.
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. . .increases in conceniration in the intermediate ranges [HHI 4500-6500] have
perceptibly larger effects on prices, [footnote omitted] . . . It appears that competitive
effects of mergers are much more serious when initial concentrations are between .4500
and .6500. . . .[Tjransfomiations of markets wilh three firms, not equally sized, to two
firms appear to produce the greatest harm.'*
Several empirical studies by James M. MacDonald reiched the conclusion that in grain
transportation markets: "competition among lailroads has a statistically significant, fairly strong
effect on rates. More competitors, as measured by RRCOMP, are associated with lower rates.""
Elsewhere, he noted that
,. .railroad mergers that increase concentration will lead to rate increases.. , . The analysis
shows an im^^ortant, statistically significant effect of concentration on prices in an industry
wilh high brjriers to entr>' and large capital commitments.'*
Richard C. Le vin confirmed these empirical results with simulations of the results of rail rate
deregulation using various assumptions about market stmcture.''' His results were that "the
degree of intenailroad competition has a powerful influence on the level of rates."'* In the model,
"the degree of competition," depends on both the number of firms in the industry and the
incumbents' beliefs about how rivals will change the level of senice in response to their own
change in service.
A large number of studies have looked at the stability of price-fixing agreements in the rail
industrv'. Most of these looked al a market stmcture prior to the recent wave of mergers and in
situations where antitmsi laws were inoperative, or regulation was pervasive.''' These do not
'•* Jurtis Grimm. "Horizontal Competitive Effects in Railroad Mergers," Research in Transportation
Economics, Vol. 2. T. Keeler. ed. (Greenwich. CT: JAI Press. 1985), p. 40,
"Railroad Deregulation, Innovation, and Competition: Effects of the Staggers Act on Grain Transportation,"
Joumal of Law and Economics. Vol. 32. No. 2 (April 1989).
'* James M. MacDonaJd. "Competition and Rail Rates for the Shipment of Com, Soybeans, and Wheat," Rand
Joumal OfEconomics. Vol. 18. No. 1 (Spring 1987). pp. 160 and 162.
'"' Richard C. I^vin. "Railroad Rates. E*rofitability and Welfare Under Deregulation," Bell Joumal of
Economics. Vol 12. .No. 1 (Spring 1981). p, 16. See also "Railroad Regulation. Deregulation, and Workable
Competition."/American Economic Review, Vol, 71, No, 2 (May 1981). pp. 394-398.
*' * Levin, "Railroad Rates." p. 6.
'^ See. for example, Glenn Ellison, "Theories of Cartel Stability and the Joint Executive Committee," Rand
Joumal of Economics. Vol. 25, No. 1 (Spring 1994), pp. 37-56. for a recent example and citations of other such
studies. See also Chapter 10. "Railroad Freight Rates." in Concentration and Price, Leonard W. Weiss, ed,
(Canibndge. .MA: .MFT Press. 1989).
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necessarily imply that similarfindingswould hold today, particularly in light of the dramatic
reduction in the numbers of competitors that has occuned since 1980.
However, claims that price fixing agreements are bound to fail in the rail industry ignore two
important stmctural elements. First, realistic models of oligopolistic interaction suggest that
higher prices may result from increased concentration even in the absence of explicit collusion
(see below). Second, rail competitors engage in an unusually high degree of communication
because of their joint ownership of facilities and joint pricing actions (even in the absence of rate
bureau immunity).
THE "CHARACTER OF RIVALRY" AND CONCENTRATION IN THE ECONOMIC LITERATURE

The economic literature has examined the effects of concentration on price from the two
perspectives—oligopoly theory and empirical research. Both tend to suggest that the "character
of rivalry" is an elusive concept that is idiosyncratic among different markets and different time
periods, while concentration is a morereliableguide to analyzing market stmcture for possible
anticompetitive consequences of mergers.
Tuming first to the "character of rivalry" as embodied in the economic literature on oligopoly
theory, the results of market stmcture for market perfonnance are highly sensitive to the
assumptions regarding competitive interactions among competitors.-" The comp»etitive equilibrium
in a duopoly {i.e., a two-firm oligopoly) can range from pertect competition (the Bertrand model
of "cutthroat" competition) to monopoly (perfect collusion), to something in between {e.g., the
Coumot model).-' In most ofthe models "in between," particularly the Coumot model, increasing
the number of competitors has a depressing effect on price.-- In oligopoly models, the "character
of rivalry" is often represented by indicia such as the "conjectural variation": the belief of a
competitor as to whai responserivalswill make to a specified output (or service in this case)

-0 See F.M. Scherer and David Ross. Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company. 1990). pp. 199-233.
-' Andreu Mas-Colell. Michael D. Whinston. and Jerry R. Green, Macroeconomic Theory (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 387-405.
" Ibid., p. 293.
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decision. Explicit collusion is not necessary for the number of firms to have a direct effect on price
levels in these oligopoly models.
Since all competitors are making conjectures about one another, and these conjectures may well
be based on past observations of competitive behavior, oligopoly theory inherendy embodies an
idiosyncracy and indeterminacy that many find quite troubling. The difficulty with making antitmsi
policy based on evaluations of the "chaiacter of nvalry" is that the results are, after all,
"conjectural." Today's conjectures may not be tomonow's conjectures or yesterday's
conjectures.-^
This is illustrated by the model of Ordover, Sykes, and Willig:
Our analysis shows that some of the most significant economic consequences of a merger
may arise from the impact of a merger on inteffirmrivalry.Furthermore, even if a merger
does nol affect the nature of rivalry, the analysis shows that a merger may cause
significantly increased market power through its effect on concentration—a problem that
may or may nol be offset by efficiencies resulting from the merger.--*
The difficulty with the model, as the authors note, is lhat "the usefulness of this result for legal
purposes, however, depends upon the derivation ofreasonableestimates" of the "conjecniral
variation." If the merger eliminates "an especially uncooperative entrepreneur," the decrease in
competition would be greater than suggested by market share alone.-' Opposite results would
hold if the merger created a "maverick." Obviously an assessment of the effect of a merger on the
"character ofrivalry" could be highly subjective and certainly hard to predict.
For ;ill these reasons, economists have also focused on empirical studies of the relationship
between market stmcture (concentration) and market performance. Much attention has been
focused on how to measure market share and whether there were "critical" levels of market share
where discontinuities in market pertbrmance occuned. Atfirst,the focus was on profitability as a
measure of pertbrmance. Indeed, studies tended to show that greater market concentration was
James W. Friedman. Oligopoly Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), Chapter 5,
Janusz A, Ordover, Alan O. Sykes. and Robert D. Willig. "Herfindahl Concenualion. Rivalry, and
Mergers." Hanard Law Review, Vol, 95 (1981-1982), pp. 1858.
Ibid., pp. 1869-1870, Note the connection between the claims of SP's weakness and the "character of
rivalry." In the airline industry, stronger carriers have frequenUy complained that weak carriers precipitated
price wars with their aggressive pricing.
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marked by greater profitability. Interestingly for the case at hand, one such study found that a
third significant competitor had a major significant effect on price/cost margins, because "three
firm coordination problems arc so .severe as to make a third firm more likely arival."^*However,
two difficulties arose. The first was a challenge to accounting profits as a measure of tme
profitability (different accounting practices across indusuies, etc.). More profoundly, however,
was the ambiguity of profits: Perhaps more concentrated firms and industries were composed of
fimis who had eamed their higher profits and higher market shares with lower costs, a result that
ought to occur in competitive markets.
Morerecently,efforts have been made to focus on the nexus between prices ard concentration. In
one of the more ambitious efforts, Leonard W. Weiss and his associates looked at die
relationships in a wide variety of industries (including railroads) and concluded thai concenualion
does indeed tend to raise price.-''
This belief forms the basis for the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission approach
to antitmsi.The Guidelines specify analytic approaches for definingrelevantmarkels, measuring
conceniration, and identifying mergers that might produce troubling increases in conceniration. It
is safe to say that the Guidelines focus on objective measures of market stmcture such as
concentration, baniers to entry, etc.. and not "conjectures" over behavioral phenomena such as
"the character of rivalry."
The economic literature does nol provide anyreliablebases for finding that a change in the
"character of competition" could tmmp a reduction in numbers and an increase in conceniration.
It is true that, for some cime. some economists have argued thai merger benefits could immp an
increase in concentration. This claim is the basis for the "Williamsonian Welfare Tradeoff: Tme
efficiency gains from, the merger could more than offset the losses in economic welfare arising

-0 John E. Kwoka. Jr.. "The Effect of Market Share Distribution on Industry Performance." Review of
Economics and Statistics. Vol. LXI, No. 1 (Febmary 1979), pp. 101-109. This result appears to parallel results
of game theory , where the addition of only one more party to a strategic interaction creates an entirely new and
far more complex situ, tiun. See How.irc' Raiffa. The Art and Science of Negotiation (Cambridge. MA: Harvard
Umversity Press. 1982), pp. 251 and 257.
Weiss, op. cit.
-8 Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines, April 2, 1992.
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from higher prices.-' It was a given from the argument in favor of performing a tradeoff, however,
that greater concentration would increase, not lower, price.
The difficulty, however, is that sufficiently accurate quantification of the welfare gains and losses
is questionable.Anolher difficulty is that the tradeoff places no penalty on wealth transfers from
customers to monopolists.-^' And it is also the case that the welfare losses arise from the fact that
the welfare losses from mergers usually result from less than total monopoly, implying that more
monopoly is better than less monopoly.
Accepting the logic favoring the merger requires a conclusion that the "character of rivalry" (a
dimension where economists have little confidence in their theories) will be intensified by more
than enough to offset the acknowledged reduction in competitors (a dimension where economists
are relatively confident of their conclusions).

CONCLUSION

The competitive issues of the merger may be summarized as follows:
1. End-to-End Markets: claimed benefits of route extensions in these markets should not
be confused with the effects on competition in those where the merger is parallel.
2.

"Two-to-one" in Parallel Markets: the magnitude of this problem has been minimized
by ignoring competition in more broadly defined markets of rail corridors; this feature,
plus the op)erating plan, makes il unlikely that these shippers wili have effective
competition restored by the Agreement with BN/SF.

3. "Three-to-two" in Parallel Markets: the real issue here is whether merged UP/SP will
be able to provide stronger competition to BN/Santa Fe, than either FP or SP
separitely.

Oliver E. Williamson, "Economics as an Antitrust Defense: The Welfare Tradeoffs," American Economic
Review. Vol. 58. No. 1 (March 1968), pp. 18-36.
-'^ Alan A. Fisher and Robert H. Lande, "Efficiency Considerations in Merger Enforcement." Califomia Law
Review. Vol. 71. No. 6 (December 1983). pp. 1582-1706.
^' Alan A. Fisher. Frederick I. Johnson, and Robert H, Lande. Price Effects of Horizontal Mergers,"
Califomia Law Review. Vol. 77. No,4 (July 1989). pp, 777-827.
William B. Tye. "On the Application of the "Williamsonian Welfare Tradeoff to Raii Mergers," in The
Transition to Deregulation (New York: Quorum Books, 1991), pp. 311-319.
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If the logic that the "character ofrivalry"tmmps market stmcture cannot be sustained, then the
merger should be rejected or conditioned by more expansive rights for another competitor to
serve the "massively parallel" markets. Such more expansiverightsshould simultaneously cure the
problems associated with Applicants' plans to address the "two-io-one" problems.
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Bernai d L. Weinstein
Bemard L. Weinstein is director of the Center for Economic Development and
Research and a professor of applied economics at the University of North Texas 'n
Denton. The Center was establishen in 1989 to provide economic analysis and
consulting services to university cons uents in the private, non-profit and public
sectors. He also serves as director o! the Institute of Applied Economics, which
offers masters degree programs • economic development.
Dr. Weinstein studied public administration at Dartmouth College and received his
A.B. in 1963. After a year of study at the London School of Economics and Political
Science, he began graduate wcrk in economics at Columbia University, receiving an
.M.A. in 1966 and a Ph.D in 1973.
He has taught at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the State University of New York,
the University of Texas at Dallas, and Southem Methodist University. He has been a
research associate with the Tax Foundation in Washington, D.C. and the Gray
Institute in Beaumont, Texas. He has worked for several U.S. govemment agencies
including the President's Commission on School Finance, the Intemal Revenue
Service and the Federal Trade Commission.
Dr. Weinstein has authored or co-authored numerous books, monographs and articles
on the subjects of economic development, public policy and taxation, and his work
has appeared in professional joumals such as LAND ECONOMICS, CHALLENGE,
SOCIETY, POLICY REVIEW, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY,
POLICY STUDIES JOURNAL and ANNALS OF REGIONAL SCIENCE. His
work has also appeared in THE NEW YORK TIMES, THE WALL ST. JOLTRNAL,
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES and a number of regional newspapers and magazines.
He is a former member of the editorial board of SOCIE; Y magazine and cunently
serves on the DALLAS MORNLNG NEWS Board of Economists.
Dr. Weinstein has been a cou-si'ltant to many companies, non-profit organizations and
govemment agencies, a."..! he testifies frequently before legislative, regulatory and
judicial bodies. His clients have included AT&T, Southwestern Bell. Texas
Instmments, Conoco, Gulf Slates Utilities, Central Power and Light, the Nuclear
Energy Institute, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the Westem Governors
' ssociation. the City of San Antonio, and the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S.
.^ongress.
Dr. Weinstein was direct ' of federal itfairs for the Southern Growth Policies Board
from 1978 to 1980 and served as director of the Task Force on the Souihem
Economy of :he 1980 Commission on the Future of the South. From 1984 to 1987
he was chyinnan of the Texas Economic Pulicy Advisory Council and from 1987 to
1988 served as visiting scholar with the Sunbelt Institute in Washington, D.C. In
1992 he was appoinieu by Lieutenant Govcnioi Bob Bullock to the Texas Partnership
tor Economic Development. He is cunentiy a senior fellow v. ith the Southem
Growth Policies Board and serves on the boards of the Amencan Lung Association •, -
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x cxas, the Dallas Business Finance Corporation and KERA. He is also a director of
Beal Bank and AccuBanc Mortgage Corporation in Dallas, Texas.
Harold T. Gross
Harold T Gross is research director of the Center for Economic Development and
Research and associate professor of applied economics at the University of North
Texas (UNT). The center provides economic and public jxnicy consulting servic>. s to
clients in the private, non-profit and public sectors. Prior to joining UNT in June
1989, he was associate director of an applied business and economic research center
H Southem Methodist University's Cox School of Business,
an economist with
the John Gray Institute.
Dr Gross has authored or co-authored numerous books, mo.nographs and articles on
the subjects of economic development, taxation, energy policy and labor-management
relations, and his work has appeared in professional journals such as Challenge,
Economic I^evelopment Commentary. Economic Development Quarteriy, Petroleum
Accounting and Financial Management Joumal, fulicy Reviev/. Policv Studies Joumal
and Society. He has also contributed to the editoriai and fin;mcial \. jes of The Los
Angeles Times, The New York Times and The Wall Street Joumal, as well as
numerous regional newspapers and magazines. He is co-editor of the Westem Tax
Review, and serves on the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Committee of the
National Tax Association.
He has been a consultant to many companies, non-profit organizations and
govemment agencies, and he testifies frequently before legislative, regulatory and
judicial Dodies. His clienis have included AT&T Phillip Morris, Phillip'^ Petroleum,
the San Antonio Spurs, Tenneco, Texaco, the Westem Govemors' Asuuciation, the
Joint Economic Committee of the US Congress, the US Senate Finance Committee
and the US Treasury Department. He has served on the board of rhe Texas Lyceum
Asstxiation, and in 1987 was appointed by Texas Speaker Gib Lxwis to the Texas
House of Representatives Economic Policy Advisory Committee.
Dr Gross was educated at the United States Air Force Academy and at the University
of Texas at Dallas, wnere he received a BS in business and public administration in
1981, an MA in political economy in 1982 and a PhD in political eco.iomy in 1984.

* erry L. Clower
Terry L. Clower is a research scientist for the Center for Economic Development and
Research at the University cf North Texas. The Center provides economic and pf.blic
policy consulting services to clients in the private, non-profit and public sectors. Pricr
to joining UNT in January 1992, Mr. Clower spent ten years in pnvate indusir>' in
distribution, transportation and site location management positions.
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Mr. Clower has served as project manager, staff researcher and statistical analyst on
numeious project:^reflectingexperience in labor relations, economic and community
development, public ulility issues, transportation, and economic impact analyses. He
serves as the Center's resident expert on telecommunications issues co-authoring two
major studies funded by the TexLs Telephone Association examining the likely
impacts of a broadband telecommunications network in Texas. Mr. Clower has also
written papers regarding public utility regulation and the impacts of the proposed
infomiation superhighway.
In addition to his work widi the Center for Economic Development and Research,
Mr. Clower has performed consulting services to municipalities and companies in the
electronics, telecomimunications and publishing industries. The focus of these
activities has included mral development, la'oor relations, lax policies and market
performance issues.
Mr. Clower also holds an appointment as an Adjunct Professor in the Institute of
Applied Economics at the University of North Texas. He teaches formal courses in
economic and community development, the political economy of Texas and
information policy. In addition, Mr. Clower works with several students each
semester in one-on-one explorations of a variety of topics.
Mr. Clowerreceiveda B.S in Marine Transportation from Texas A&M University in
1982 iKia an M.S. in .Applied Economics from the University of North Texas in 1992.
He is cunently completing his work towards a doctorate in infomiation science at the
University of North Texas specializing in information policy issues and ine use of
information retources.
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H
Texas Based Individuals and Organizations Who Submitted Letters of Support as Part of the UP/SP Merger Application

COUNTY

CITY

NAME

Harris

Housion

Meridian Oil. NGL Marketing Div

TX RANK BY SALE/SIC*" ACTIVITY
1321 not (ourvl
drilling

Midland

Midland

Farstad Oil Inc

1321 not lound

mig

Fort Berid

butane-gasoline.ethane-propane

Sugarland

Dowell, A division of Schlumt)erger

oil a gas fieM service

cementing & slimulatxyi service

TOM-

SIC

DESCRIPTION

RAIL PROVIDE^

rvatural gas liquids
UP

Williamson

Geornelown

Texas Crushed Slone Co

1389 »2o(36
1422 #2 of 2

quarry

aggregates - lirDestone

Brazona

Clule

Vernon Material i Equipment Co

1422 not found

distntxition, mfg

asphalt paving, aggregates.

Coiorado

Eagle lake

UP. SP. BNSF

Cotorado County Rice Mill

2044 not found

rice milling

rice products

SP
SP

Mediru

Hondo

Mummcs Inc

2048 not found

storage

grain.fertilizer

THUS

Ml Pleasant

Glover Feed Mills Inc

2048 not found

mfg

Taylor

livestock feeds

Abilene

AbiteneAGService A Siippiy Inc

2048 not found

mfg

Ifvestodt feed.fertilizer

Cameron

Santa Rosa

RIO Grande Valley Sugar Growers

2061 »1 of 1

mfg

sugar, molasses for feed

2062 #1 o f l
2096 1 of 3

Fon Bend

Sugar Land

Imperial Holly Corp

Collin

Piano

Frilo-Lay Inc

Denton

Carre Won

Heritage Bag Co

mfg

sugar, molasses

mfg
mfg

food, potato snack and other products

UP.SP.BNSF

SP.BNSF.DRGW

Harris

Houston

Pioneer Chkx Alkali Co

18
19

2673 «i ore
2812 • 2 of 3

mfg

chemicals

Dallas

Dallas

Occidental Chemical Corp

2812 *1 of 3

mfg

plastic resins

Harris

Houston

CrUenon Catalyst Co L P

2819 riot found

JO

mfg

refining catalysts

Harris

Houston

ISK Biosciences

^1
22
23
24
2S
26

2819 not found

hydrockxic acrts, fiertitckles, fungickles

Tarrant

mfg

MansFieM

Spectrum Potymers

CtaNas

compoundinq/cotoring plastic pellets

UP.SP

Hoeschst Celanese Corp

2821 not fourxl
2821 «12of 13

mfg

Dallas

acrylics, polythetynes

UP

petrochemicals, plastic resins

UP

PVC resin

UP
SP

Al

U
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Ector

Odessa

Kexene Corp

2821 *6of 13

mfg
mfg

Branxia

Freeport

Shintech Inc

2821 rKit lound

mfg

polyethylene tags

Harm

Crosby

KMCO Inc

2843 nc* lound

mfa_

speciality & custom chcrrical products

Gonzales

Gonzales

Southem Clay Products Inc

mining

smectites

Harris

Baytown

AdvarKcd Aromatics

2843 not found
2869 »9of 15

mfg

Dalas

petrochemicals

Dallas

UP,SP.BNST,KCS

Hoechst Celanese Chemical Group

2869 #2 of 15

mfg

chemnals

Harris

Housion

SP, others

Exxon Chemical Americas

2869 #1 of 15

refiriing

chemicals
ammonium sulphate, phosphatic fertilizer

Hale

Plainview

Zipplndustiies

2873 not found

mfg

Harris

Houston

MBT Fertilizer • Milwaukee.WI

2873 not found

mfg

fertilizers

Harris

Galena T'arK

UP,SP

Amencan Plant Food Corp

2873 not found

mfg

fertilizer, fertilizer waretTousing

UP.SP

Matagorda

Bay City

Bonus Crop Fertilizer

2875 rxit fourid

mfg

fertilizer, Ixjuid mixed

Waller

Hempiiead

SP

Texas Liquid Fertilizer

287S «t of 2

mfg. distribution

fertilizer, liquid mixed

Harris

Housion

M l Drilling rluids

UP.SP

2899 #9 of 10

oil services/mining

dulling mud, barite

Harris

Houston

Ui.iied Salt Co

28991 not found

mfg

salt

FDM listed in Ihe Texas Directory of Manufacturing, "SIC; Standard Industrial Classification Code;***Per Wart's Business Dir

A
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
SO
51
52
S3
54
55
66
67
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

A

c

B

D

G

E

Bexar

San AnIoniO

Diarrxxvl Shamrock

Y

2911 • 9 of 26

Hams

Houston

Nesle Tfilinery Petroleum Services

N

Hays

San Marcos

Cotorado Materials Co Inc

Y

Gregg

Lonjjview

Lor>gview Asptiall Inc

H

1

ratming

oetioleum products

2951 not found

reFming

asptialt

2951 not found

quarry, mining

aggrf^ates, aspitatic

UP

Y

2951 not found

mfg

asptultic concrete arKl hol-md

UP.SP

Dates

Irving

GS Roofing Products

Y

2952 «1 of 7

mrg

asptult roofing, stungtes

Brazos

Bryan

Young Contractors Inc

Y

2952 not found

txjiMing materials

asptuK

UP

Rusk

Kilgore

Martin Gas Sales

N

2999 not found

dislnbution

mollen sulphur

UP

Jerferson

Beaumoni

Polymer Service Inc

N

3080 not found

mrg

ptastc products

UP,SP,BNSF.KCS

Hays

Buda

Texas Lehigh Cement

Y

3241 « 2 o f 3

mrg

cement, portiand

SP

Tarrant

Fl Worth

Acme Brick Co

Y

3251 not found

mfg

brK:k

UP,SP

Hklalgo

Edmixirg

Wilbur EHis Co So Div

Y

3271 rxil fourxj

distnbutk;'!

tertilizer. pestickles

UP

Ehs

Midtothian

N Texas Cement Co / Gilford HiH Co

Y

3272 not tound see Gilford-Hill Co mfg

DaOas

Dallas

Gifford Hill S Co

Y

3272 « 2 o f 10

mfg

concrete products

Bexar

San Antonio

Capitol Aggregates

Y

3273 not found

quarry

aggregates, ready-mix

cement, portland
UP
<*

Harris

Housion

Pioneer Concrete

Y

3273 112 0110

mfg /quarrying

ready-mix concrete, aggregates

Travis

Austin

Austin White Lime Co

Y

3274 « 2 o r 2

quarry mming

kmestone, nwietals

Denton

Denton

Western Rock Products

N

3295 not round

quarry

aggregates

Harris

Seabrook

Gulf Coast Limestone

N

3295 not round

aggregates

aggregates

Hams

Housion

Mendian Aggregates Co

N

3295 not found

mfg /quarrying

aggregates

Leon

Jew»tt

Nucor Corp

Y

3312 not found

•nig

steel

Dalas

Dallas

Texas Industnes Inc

Y

3312 f t OfS

mfg

concrete products, ready mix

Guadalufie

Seguin

CMC Steel Group

N

3312 not lound

mfg

steel mill, labricatxin, recycling scrap

ENis

Midlothian

Chaparral Steel / Texas Industries Inc

Y

3312 • 2 o r s

mfg

structural & engineering steel

Hants

Housion

Precision Flamecutting & Steel

Y

3316 not lound

fat)ricalK)n

steel

Dalas

Dallas

Commercial Metals Co

N

3341 » 1 of 5

fabricatnn

steel, rail salvage, rail car repair

UP.SP

H«T1S

Housion

Krueger Engineenng & MIg

Y

3433 not found

mIg

heal transfer equipment

SP

Vkrtona

Victcria

Safety Railway Service

Y

3743 not round

mtg

rail car repair & parts

UP.SP

Bexar

San Anlonio

Azrock Commercial Flooring

Y

3996 not round

mrg

floor products

Angefcra

Lufk'n

Gnnding 4 Sizing Co Inc

Y

Bexar

San Antonio

Rail Tex Service Corp

Hidalgo

MCMllen

Cameron

Brownsville

Dana*

DalMs

Texas, Gonzales & Northern Railway

Angelina

Oiboll

Texas South-Easlern R R

N

Williamson

Georgei own

Georgelovm Railioad

N

Angelina

Lukin

Angelina & Neches River Railroad

3999 not lound

mfg

grinding • drilling compurx^s/chemicals

4011 113 017

iiansportatkxi

railroad llne-^aul. slK>rt'line

lion Horses Resources, O Fallon III

4011 not found

transportation

railroad line-tiaul. short-line

Brownsville S Rio Grande inlernal'l R R

4011 not found

tiansportation

lailroad line-haul, slKXt lirw

4 0 i 1 # 5 of 7

transportation

railroad line-tiaul. stxxl-line

4011 not found

transportation

railroad line-huul, short-''ne

4011 #4 of 7

transportainn

Milroad line-haul, stvxi-kne

4011 » 6 o f 7

transportation

railroad line-haul, short-line

*TDM listed in the Te>-,as Directory of Manufacturing: **SIC Standard Industrial Classification Code,***Per Ward's Business Dir

UP.SP.BNSFHBT

SP.BNSF

UP, BNSF

UP.SP.BNSF.KCS

SP

UP.SP. TSE

,

A
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
K4
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

A

c

B

D

E

G

H

Potter

AmariHo

Attetxjry Grain Inc

N

4221 «1 or7

distntxjtKxi

gram

UP.SP

Terry

Brownfiekl

Goodpasluie

Y

4221 not round

distribution

grain,fertiltzer

SP

Cameron

Harlingen

Valley International Coto Storage Inc

N

4221 not found

waretxxjsing

rood products

Bowie

Texar1(ana

Miller-Bowie County Farmer Assoc

N

4221 not found

storage

gram, fertilizer

Dallas

Dallas

Quality Logistic Sennces

N

4225 na

tiansportatkm service

waretxxjsmg. distntxjlKin

El Paso

El Paso

DAJ Enterprises

N

4225 na

drayage/waretiousing

Harris

Houston

E»el Logistics

N

4225 na

warehousing/packing

DaUas

Dallas

Stevens Transport

N

4225 na

transportatton servKc

intermodal. trucking, drayage

Webb

Laredo

L M S International

N

4225 na

dislnbution

waretvxising

Hams

Houston

Port of Houston Authority

N

4230 na

intermodal terminal

intermodal

Harris

Houston

Admiral Truck Sennces

N

4731 na

transportation service

intemiodal

Dallas

Dallas

Amsei Logistics

N

47?1 na

IransportatKxi service

consultani

Cameron

BroMris Vllle

Roser Customs Service mc

N

4731 na

tiansportatton service

customs broker

Webb

Laredo

Skiney Freidin Inc

N

4731 na

transportation service

c-jstoms txoker

Dallas

Gartcnd

Asset Based Intermodal

N

4731 na

transportatxxi service

mtermodai

El Paso

FlPaso

Brown, Atoantar & Brown, Inc

N

4731 na

transportatkx> service

treight torwarding. customs broker

PTRA
SP
'

Ell^aso

El Paso

Orion Transporation Services

N

4731 na

transportatxxi servtoes

mterrrxxlal

Webb

Laredo

Amiando Garza & Sons Inc

N

4731 na

transportation service

brokerage/importer

Webb

Laredo

Southem Forwarding Co

N

4731 na

transportation service

freigfil rorwrarding, customs broker

Harris

Humble

Quality Intermodal Corp

N

4731 na

transporlatun servKc

intermodal, marlieling

UP.SP

Dallas

Dallas

Pegasus Transportation Group Inc

N

4731 na

transportalKxi servtoe

Tarrant

Ft Worth

Con-Way Truckkiad Sennces

Y

4731 na

transportalxm servtoe

intermodal, maritetmg

Harris

Statford

Alex Resources

N

4731 na

transportation servtoe

togistxs. brokering, trucking. Mermodal

Collin

Piano

C H Rotxnson Co

N

4731 na

IransportatKin sentoe

mtermodal

Harris

Housion

Four Way Transportatxxi Inc

N

4731 na

transportatton servica

brokerage, consultant • Internwxlal

Hanis

Houston

Kalama Intemalxinal

N

4731 na

tranportatton service

trucking, intermodal, cliemtoals

Harris

Houston

Indusiry Express Inc

N

4731 na

transportation servioe

consultani, management

UP.SP. PTRA

Eis

Midlothian

MidTexas InternalKinal Center Inc

N

4731 na

transportalKXi service

velitole storage & processing: steel products

SP

Tarrant

G.apevine

Danzas Corp

N

4731 na

transportalKxi service

treighl torwarding
industnal packaging and crating

UP. BNSF. KCS

Harris

Houston

Natnnal Export Crating Co

N

4783 na

service

Harris

Housion

Triad Transport Inc

N

4789 na

intermodal transport

liaz-mal

Travis

Austin

Christie Gas Corp

N

4924 not found

dislnbution

natural gas tqutos

Harris

Houston

Coasl Energy Group

N

4925 not fourxi

distributKxi

LP gas

Harris

Housion

Petrogas Inc

N

4925 not found

distnbutton

LP gas, butane gas

Harris

Houston

JTS Enterprises, Inc

N

4925 not found

dislritxjtKxi

LP gas. chkxine gas

Travis

Austin

Hill Country Hardwoods

N

5031 not found

distributnn/wliolesale

kiln dried hardwoods

*TDM listed in the Texas Directory of Manufacturing; "SIC: Standard Indusirial Classification Code;"*Per Ward's Business Dir

UP.BNSF, others

UP.SP.BNSF.KCS

UP SP.TNM

SP

STB

FD

32760

3-28-96

62219

4/4

_A
109
110

B
Hidalgo
Harris

lii

Harris

112

Dallas

U4_
lis

111

117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

•129
130
131
132
133
134
135^
136^
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

H

McAilen

Lone Star Brick. Inc

5032 not round

dislribut'o I

brick

Houston

SP

Vmytasa I r ' vnatKjnal Inc

5039

dislntxitxxi/wfiolesale

conslruclKXi materials - tile

HotiSlon

UP

Tradco Inc

5090

distributnn

fencing products

Dallas

R S P Corporalxm

5093 noi lound

re<.''1ing.'rcfi.nng

lead

Harris

Hoiiston

Cmco Industries

5093 not found

recycling

scrap steel < iron

Nueces

SP

Corpus Chnsti

Transamerica E & I Trading Co

5093 not lound

brokeragr-yexport

scrap iron

SP

LubtxKk

Jarvis Metals Recycling

5093 not rou d

recycling

scrap metals
paper, ptastk:s. leather

Lubbock
El Paso

El Paso

El Paso Disposal

5093 not fourxi

recycling

Ector

Odessa

Odessa Metals Inc

5093 nc, rourxl

ecycling

Da'las

DalUs

Allied Visia, Inc

5093 not rourxl

recycling

paper

Lutbock

Russell E Womak & Co

5153 not lound

processing/distribution

dned beans

trading

LuUrock

scrap metals

Harris

Houston

VisIa Trading

5153 not lound

Hams

Housion

North American Chemicals L C

5162 ixit round

import/export

Harris

Houston

Copeq Tradinp '^o

51C9

trading

glycols

Montgomery

Woodlands

Shneve Chemical Co

5169

marketing

ctiemicals
beer

I

UP

chemicals, plastics

Jerrersc.-^

Be; mont

Gigto Distributing

5180

distributun

Harris

Houston

Amerigas

5964

marketing

LP gas

Harris

Kingwood

Ural Corp

6082

import/export

ptastc scrap, waste paper

SP

Hams

Housion

Fantastic Co

6082

import/distrit)utX3n

toys

SP

Bexai

San Antonio

Ttie TariK Company

6062

•mporting/marketing

petroleum tanks

Bexar

San Antonio

Over the Line Corp

6082

imports ransportation service

beer
distributton

Hams

Houston

Texas Warehouse Association

861t

iT,»mt)er orgarazatkm

Anderson

Palestine

Rep Todd Staples

9121

District I I

Texas House ot Representatives

Midland

Mxiland

Rep TomCraddick

9121

District 8 2

T e a s House ot Representatives
Texas House of R e p r e s e n t a l r ^

Dallas

Richardson

Fred Hill

9121

Distnct 112

Vtetoria

Victoria

Sen Ken Armtxster

9121

Distnct 16

Texas House ot Representatives

Ca.'neron

Brownsville

Sen Eddie Lucio, Jr

9121

District 27

Texas House ot Representatives

EMs

Waxahactie

t^ep J i m Pitts

9121

District 10

Texas House ot Representatives

El Paso

ElPiSO

Rep Gilbert Serna

9121

District 75

Texas House ot Representatives

Tarrant

Fl Worth

Rep B i l l G Carter

9121

Distnct 91

Texas House ot Representatives

Dallas

Dallas

Rep John Carona

9121

Distnct 108

Texas House of Representatives

McLennan

Wacu

Rep Barbara Rusiirg

9121

District 57

Texas House of Representatives

Ector

Odessa

Rep G E Buddy W e s l

JM2I

Distnct 81

Texas House ot Representatives

Tarrant

B?dlord^

R e p Carolyn Park

9121

Oistnct 9 2

Texas House of Representatives

Taytor

AbileTe

Rep Bob Hunter

9t21

Distrtot 71

Texas House ol Representatives

Matagorda

Bay City

R e p P R TomUher

9121

Distrxrt 29

Texas House ot Representatives

•TDM listed in the Texa., Directory of Manufacturing; "SIC Standard Indusirial Classification Code;"*Per Ward's Business Dir

A^
145
146
147
148^
149
150
151
152
153
154~
155
156
157
158
<30
161
162
163
164
165

H
Bexar

San Anlonio

Rep Bl* Sietaert

9121

0 « t r i c l 121

Texas House o> Representatives

Eats

Segjm

R e p E d m u n d Kuempel

9121

District 45

Texas House of Representatives

Partier

Weathertord

Rep Ric Wilkamson

9121

Distnct 61

Texas House oT Representatives

Montgcr.,c. J

Woodlands

Rep Kevm Brady

9121

Oetnct 15

Texas House of Representatives

Hams

Pasadena

Rep Robert E Talton

9121

Districi 144

Texas House of Representatives

Tarrant

Arlington

Rep Tooy Ljoodman

9121

District 13

Texas House ot Representatives

Har.B

Housion

Rep Talmadge Hellen

9121

Distnct 149

Texas House ot Representatives

Tarrant

Ailmgton

Rep Kent (Srusendort

9121

District 94

Texai

Harris

Houston

Rep Kevin Bailey

9121

Distnct 140

Texas Ho'ise ot Representatives

Denton

Carrollton

Rep Kenny Marchant

9121

District 99

Rusk

Kilgore

Kilgore Economto Devetopment

9532

: devetopment

Howard

BK' Spnng

Moore DevekxvTwnl for Big Spring

9532

economic devetopment

communrfy

B N S F . UP

Burleson

CatoweU

Burleson Co Industrial Foundatxm

9532

economic devtaopmorit

c a . munity

UP, SP, BNSF

Brazos

Bryan/CS

Bryan/College Sla Economic Dtvel

9532

ecooomto devetopment

..lity

Partner

Partier

Weatherrord/Pariter Co Econ Devel

9532

economto devetopment

community

Jerrerson

Beaumont

Southeast Texas Inc

9532

economto devctoprr^ent

community

Bel

Temple

Temple Economto Devetopment Corp

9532

economto devetopment

community

rarrant

Arlii'.gton

Chamtier ot Commerce

9780

tocal government

city

Anderson

Palestine

Cfiarnber ot Commerce

9780

txjsiness organizatKm

chamber of commerce

(Galveston

Gat leston

Chamber ot Commerce

9780

txisiness organization

chamtier of commerce

Harmon

Marshall

Cfiamber ot Commerce

9780

txismess otganizatton

chamber of commerce

ouse of Representati'^es

Texas House of Representatives
community

Travis

Austm

Cfiamtjer o l Commerce

9780

Ixisiness organization

cttamtier of conunerce

167

Grayson

Denison

Chamber ot Commerce

9780

txjsiness organizatxm

chamber o l commerce

t?l

Parker

Weathertord

Chamber ot Ccv:imerce

9780

business organfaatton

chamber of commerce

Hays

San Marcos

Chamber ot Commerce

9760

Webb_

Laredo

City, Planning Dept

9810

tocal govemment

city

Howard

BK Spnng

City, Mayoi

9810

tocal government

5«y.

Tarrant

Fl Worth

Cny, Mayor

9810

k x a l govemment

city

Taytor

AtMene

City, Mayor

9810

tocal govemment

city

Aivlerson

Palestine

City. Mayor

9810

tocal governmenl

city

Hamson

Marshall

City. Mayor

9810

tocal government

city

Taytor

Taylc County

County Judge

9820

tocal government

county

169
170

172^
173
174
175
176

ctiamhe. of corrwnerce

•TDM listed in Ihe Te^-T. Directory of Manufacturing; **SIC: Standard Indusirial Classification Code;*'*Per Ward's Business Dir
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A

LET

Brgaor« County
B-«zo» County

HOU

BrowrMvUU l^oatlon OI«t.
Cantral and Southwaat

CC
CC
CC.LET
HOU

Corrua CfirtatI Grain Co.
Cuatorra Broicw
CXJW Ctwriical
Ferrtll-Coopef MInlna Co,
•m Oil t.-v) Chemcal
Band County

HOU
CC
FW
LET

Bailey Qrdn Co.
Q» 1 CemD«ny

FW
LET

i

cc

!

LET

i

QiMil Oram Co,
Qitr. CofMJ* Chn<(f BuaineM Albnoe
Gutf Coripr***
H.B. FUl«r Co.
Hartnosn Chambar of Comm«ree

CC
LET, HOU

Huntsman Corp.
Iriamctlonij Tnd« & Tyantporl

FW
LET

'

Mortoomtry County

• 11.
Jr
John W'lly, Judge
A:Jonas

c
C

Sabinal
Anglaton

c

Bryan

\^•,W. RewJ, Jr.

C

BrwnavWe
Dallas

1 P»\A Coi
I WJIIa- E. BaHey
Rtca-x Gcnzilaa
Ron Olpptay
C.LKlnfl
MDcsSpahls
MIc^Ml 0. nci^'i, Judgs
Prtntt GML'ISV III
Wnilarr F. Patlani
ANJ Gc tnlsa JR.
ICatft, ArnoM
bob Wtstherfonj
Mltsn J . Evanson
i E<l Co<*ln
Oeoiva Edwsrd*. Katy Zulds
JamM CXvant
Aian B. Sadlar

P«nnzoli Produota Co.

FW
LET

Parryman QroUD
Raanant ChemlC*! & RMMrsh

LET

S i n Antonio Eeonamio D«vitopmart Found.

LET
HOU
OC
HOU

San Antonia Hl»pante ^'*wnpar of Cofnmero*! LaoGotraz
Shall O w n l c i ! Co.
OaoroaH. J«<V
Kan Barry
Skyaagle Railroad
Vamon Rlehardi
6nimiv1lls,Cttyof

CC
HOU

80. T e a a RurtI RaN DMrtet
Qodaty of th« Plaatlea Induttry

H.B. Ruekman
Mauraan Haalty

LET

South T n u County Elavstor A M I I .
Souihem Pactftc TVanaportatior.

Ooufl Young

TMM - Maxleo
Tarrall County

Brad SMnner

TexM Colton Aiaodotion
T e x u Oepartmant of Tranaportation

5o9Pote«(
Bumttt.Rindtll, Dougla*
Roberi M. Stundars
Huay MoCoLii«i»y
Patrlda Qray

^

1

HOU
LET
FVJ
FW.HCCLJET
HOU.LET

TeMU Houaa of RipraaantativM
Taxaa houae of R«praMnt«ttvaa

LtT

Taxas Houaa of Rtorasantattves
Taxas House ef Repr«aantattv*aa
Transponstion Communtoations Union

HOU
FW
CC
HOU
HOU

U.6. Houaa of KapresentaUvaa
U.S. Houaa ct Kaprasantativaa

FW

United T>in»sortaflon Unton
Vkts Chemical Co.
Wnom Matarlals

HOU.LET
CC
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
1 FT

1

Ray Parrytnan

U.L MoNail
OUdlav Harrtaon, Judge

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Brov/nrvHIla
Fnstpoft
SanAntonto
Data

Al hOflSn 9y!ldar»

Nalli r Amiler, III

TX
TX
TX
TX

OH

a t Paul

MN

Harlingen

TX
TX

Houston
Waee
Houston

SanAntonto

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

Ban Antonio
Houston

TX
TX
TX

Corpus Chriati
Bmthvll*

TX
TX

KaameaOty
WMhl ngton

TX
D.C.

Raymoodvllle

Corpus Chfad

TX
TX

MaidcoCfty
ftandsrson

TX

Dallas
Austin

Weshlndton

Affordable MFO Co,
Air U«ulrte An»f1ea Cflrp.

TX

TX
TX

c
c

Rot>af1 A. Cuahlng, Jr.
Jim HaU. H.W HUflara
MlluaWlrshl
John Oa«m
Minor. L. Harean
Sharon HolmM
Joe T, Jonoa. CPA
AfTOtdo Cino

TX
' TX

CorpuaCMatl
Corpus ChrM

c

Oene Green

1
1

TX

Conroa

Msxloo
TX
TX
TX

Larado

TX
D.C.

TX
TX

c
i c

Houaton
El Paso

TX

1 c

Houston
Robatown
Auidn
Waeo

TX
TX

O

Houston
11 ooTytor

1 <? San Juan
o CoKsfla atatton
O

i

TX

Avon Laka
Corpua Christi

Hovatsn
Lamdo

1

TX

TX
TX
TX

Manual J. Carvihu
Jim Chapme.!

c

F

1 Ststs

RIchnwid
Ft Worth

Stephen E. Ogdan

c

1

Corpus Ct^nsd

LaGmnaa
Richmond
Oalvestun
Brvsn

Carnal! Waea"*'
Praaton D. Wafinar
Oava Wadsl

!

E

0
C!ty

LET

1

1

p*

Kame

LET

1

c •

B

Mcoe*

CC
CC

W.OOE': Haaring »it» (FW.CC.H) i Written (LET)

J1

TX

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

o

Baaunnount
Houaton

TX
TX

o

Corpus Chnsti

TX

P'^osKlon - U(no poartion); l(moi< Information); C{conc«m8); S(«upport)i 8WS<tupport w/ •tiputation*);0(oppo«lton)
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i

A

r

C

B

(FV>/,CC,H) / Written (LET)

E
o 1Ssn Antonio

i D 1

1

Alice
Chlcaso

TX

1

0

Alloa

TX

o
o

Alpine

Cathy Garcia

LET
FW

1 Aitca Chanber ot Comnereo
Amartoan Mai:* PrcOucts Co,

Dsva R. a : h
Larry Pnncs

1 0
0

Bmrt Iran t Metal

Dsmraay Ban'

|

Brewater County
Brothartiood Locorrotlva Enfllns«f»

Vs Clark BesrO. Jui^e

BfYsnrCoHafls Station Chanwar Ckimmarea

Rocnie Mcrrlaen

FW
LET

F
TX

i Aianno 61i«at Garden and MarKet

LET

IL

i

0

Mineola
TX
Bryan/Coilage Bt TX

j

RsvmooO HolTies

LET
LET

cmoo Ps*roiaun Corp.

0

TUsa

OK

Chemical I aman Tanic L^iea, Inc.

Pats'fi. MUer

o

Exton

PA

LEI

ColorKa Plastlos Co.
Colunibia Comoanlaa

Rienard P. laam*n

0

RIdaafleid

NJ

! Rofwld R. Havriiis
Vsrtxis B j s i n ^ t s *
1 Snjcs WUson svsi

o

Oevvitnd
OH
Houston, El Paa TX

LET
iSitU)
CC.H.LETfS^
1
LET
HOU.LET
FW
LET
HOU
LET

Connalt Bupecrtsrs Form Latter
Consolidated Rail Core.
1 Dal ftio Chamber of Commsroe

MlchiaiJ.
Healy, Jf,
•
| John R. Parian

Oenv«r Railway Car

1 Narm Hamniond
' John O'Lairy
! Joh n E. Smith
Ixnnio Aninaton

E.P.I.C.
Elf Aloeham Nortti Ameflca
Et^eroriso Ppodueta Co.
Fabrlcon Intamatlonal Ine.

O

o
o
o

Philadelphia

O
O

iTVtar
1 PMIadelphia

Del Rio
Houaton

TX
TX
TX
PA

0

Houaton
Beaumont

Kanaaa City
1 MO
Croton-en-Huda MY

O

TX
TX

Farmland Induatrlaa, Ine.
Hamwo RacyelafcRai, Ire

H.D Oatwo
Robsert V. Uauorl

o
o

LET
LET

Hftta Coijnty
Houston, Ciiy Coune*"^n

Robert EcktlS, County judse

O

1 Houaton

John Casliao

O

Houaton

rx
•m

LET
LET
LET

Hulib OMeld SUPON Co.
Hudspath County

Oempsay Barr
James A Paica, Judcs

Alice
S l a m Blinoa

TK
TX

Intamctional Paper

ChahBs E. MeHuah

o
o
o

Menvhis

TN

Jaff Cavts County

Pecsy Rooerlaan, Judge

0

Fort Davia

TX

Ksnsaa City Southern RaifMy
Kr«h«rAiaalCo . Inc.

Michael R. Hsvarty

o
o
o
c
o
o

KanaaaCKy
M«iM«aPVK

MO
IL

Laiado

TX
TX

FW,H,CC,LET
LET
CC
LET
LET
LET
LET
IfcT
LET
LET
LET 06)
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LtT
FW.LET
LET
CC
LET

LET
FW.LET
LET
LET
PW.LET
HOU.LET
LET
LET

IPauiHacfcatl
Saul N. Ramlrax

Lar»irio, city of

Jetio Lopes
Waiam E'*lar

Libeity Foma Inc
Lurrber Produeta Co7B.J. SuDOV
NaoocdoehM Counly C e f C .
Ns<ofldochaa, Cttyef
Ntvirro County F a m Bureau Board of D!r

Jsmoa E. Ranay, Mayor
Fmnk Comjnhto

Northsait Tajaa Farmera Co-op
ManaelM«K;ea
IDhio Oil Qathertno Cora.
nooeaitjon LoHors: 2fl IndMdusIa ODDOaad to the msrger
n.irthy J, eilly
F»Q Corporatter
Minnie C. Roortousi
Paif/Craa(lona...and f oiivara
Phtllos Petfolaum Company
xz
r 1
Piiflrima Prlda
RacilarvU Materials

Fnso E. Watson

Rtvsr Ctty Steel & Racytdlnfl

G. Robert Tnesch. 11!, Pnas

Lonnie A. 'eo' Plkrlm
Ralph Kennedy

0

o
o
O

Jams* Crsia

O

WUliim D. Challangar

0

Tommy Enfletke
BavsHy Lund

o

! Texas Chsi-^lcal Coundl
1 Taxis Fsrrr. Suraau
' TsKss Qrsln So num As«oo.
Taxaa Hocte of ReprsMriatlvas

Jams* V. WoodrtoK
Chanes Bsnton.Vsmis Glasac 1

0
0

^ Gacrge
H«Ur G (iciros

o
o
o

' Taxas Mouse of Raprsaarttsth-es

Sylvia Rcmo
1 Todd A, Hunter

sulphur SDrlhda TX
OH
Frazabuiv

0

, o

i Soutt-. Oflam Raiboad
' Stalls Ternlnals Southwsst, Inc.
TX A.fl'lcuttursl Coopersttva Counoll
Tsirf*s: Er-ieruy Inc.

Yvor.ne Davis
John R. Cooic
j Gemot F CotsTian

TX
TX

Vtoloua Ra^ena TX
PA
Valley Forfla
TX
Ban Antonio

John E. Smith

'

<anM

PA
TX

o
o
o
o
c
o

16nwn &«a-:r., a.c.

, Texas Houss of Raorsssn'jRives
4.
.
T a n s Houae cf RaprsssntatlvBS
Texas House of Rsa-asenlatlvas
1 Tmat Hrus* of Recr«sanfattv«as

Ubaily
Brisiol
NaoocdoehM

o

o
0

o
o

1

1 PA

LET
LET

LET

1

MOOE*: Hearing

LET

CC.LET

1

:

-

Ba-tlaavlle

OK

Pittsburg

TX
TX

San Antonio
Alpas

TX
Msiteo

DaUs
Brownavtlls

TX

Austin
VVa'il<asha

TX
Wl

Auatin
IWaco
lAxanathy
lOeSoto
1 Dallas
i CreckanrldBS
Houston
San Anlonio

TX

TX
TX
iTX
TX

1

TX
TX
TX
i TX

Corpua Chnsti |TX

P'-PoaIt1on - U(no pos Won); l(mor« Information); C(conc«m8); S($upport); SWS(suppart w/ *tlpuUtlon*);0(oppo8ltofi)
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A

1

c

I

0

1 Texas Housa el Raorssartatvoa

ciro 0. Rodrisuaa

LET
LET

Tsxas House of RaprssentatVas
Teias House of Reorsssrtsflvas

Om B-iiTie'
1 Jom A. Lonoona

0

LET
LET

TsHss houaa of Representatives
I T s a s House of Raorssamatr^

1 Jessica Fa-rar
Ron Lewis

0

L£T
L£T

iTexu Hojsa of Rtoresentattvee
1 Texas Housa of Rspfsaantattvea

LET
HOU

1 Taxaa Hojao of Rsprasantattvvs
1 TsaM House of Representattvea

LET
LET
LET
l£T

' Tssoaa Houaa of Rapreaentatlves
1 T e m Houaa of Raarssanuukes

LET

Tana Houae of Reprasantattvaa

FW.LET

Tena Houaa of Rsprasentatlvee

Rebsn Junell

FW.LET
LET

T s n a Houaa of Reorasantalivaa
TetcM blouse of Repreaeiiutivaa

Ton Ramsay

LET
LET

Teoas Kousa ef RepreeantatNea
Texia Houaa of ReorasantatKee

Nsncy Moli'et
Clyei AJaiande.'

CC.LET
«T
HOU

I T « « « Ho'jaa of Reoreaanlatlvsa
' Tana Houaa of Reoresantatlvea
Texts House of RspreaantiL'vaa

Hugo Bedtnaa
Kan Yarbrough

o

Ken YaftWJflh

LET

Taxis House of Reprasantsdves

Rot)4rt'\i(nar

LET
LFT

T e n a Seed TrMe Aaaodatlon

Donald W. Atsr
Mano 3alegos, . r

TsMSe Houaa ef Rsnrsii,i<atj»as
Texaa Houae ef Rsprsssntatlvaa

o
c
0

E

T

TX
TX

Houston

TX

, o
i 0

Jacinto Clhr

C

o

Bewaiy Wrooiev
Ch,^l^ine Hamsnoa*
Clans Oavlta

0

o

ToOdStaolaa

0
0

'Wll! Hartnelt
1 Gilbert Bama

0
0

Houston
San Aritonio

I
; Houston
Palestine
OeCas
El Psso

1 Sen Aroelo
1 Mt. Vemon

o
o ioallu
c IWastLaka
' o lAtncne

Dale nilery

f
TX

Arlington
Austin
' Ms'jrloavllle
Houston
Austin

Kyis Jsnak
Osbn Dantturg
Gerald Temse

1

; Ssn Antonio

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

11

TX

1

TX
TX

-1
1

0

Corpus Chnad
Houston
Houston

TX

1

0

Colsman

TX

Pflugervlla
Gelans Parte

TX
TX
TX

0

Frank Madia

T e x u Stals Sencta
T a a a Staie Sanata
Toae and M«dcan RaCway

Royce West
Jafrwartworth

0
0

U n y D. Fields

o

TaicM and Maidcan Railway

Juan Garaa Jr

0

San ATMlo
Ltrido
Coivus ctvisu

CC,HCU

Transportation ComTiunlcatiooe Union

PtillBp T Trtttsl

o

Houston

TX
TX

CC
LET

Traneportitlor Communioatiani Union
Trinity Paokafltng Co-T.

Sais'A R. RooriQCSz
Daniel D. Ellla

0
Q

1 rsdo

TX

Armonli

LET
LET

U.8 Coraresa:Qrsan,Wllson,Oonzaie2,Le»i,S1»rholm,Brva.itDoflo«tt
U.S. Houaa of Rapraaaiiatlvea
John Bryant

o

0 regions

NY
TX

0

0(1'. (
Wuhlnstofl

LET
FW,CC,H,LET
1
CC

ChtBman.T

LET
FW.CCh.LET
LET

U S. Hojaa of Raprasansstivea
Jnltsd TrtnaporhBion Union
Wsshhgton Mills Electro M nersls Co'p,

Saiaman P. Orilz

LET

Wheejabf«9fClaan Witar Sysiems, Inc.

Cal Millar

0
o

Oianai E. Gemry

0

E. 0. Thompsoi
Martin R. jiital
Duane E Hamann

0
0
0

E. H. Oarratt

c

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

1

tRichard C. Donrman
1Jimat M. While

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

0
0

Sam Arrlnoton
Fren< Taisnoi

0
0
0
0

1Uney K Auabume
1 Mircsrat N, DaM
1 M. L. Parry. Jr.
1

LET
LET

Vlralnli Fulmar
BrenOs <laln
1Stava 0 VorenKsms. Sr
Sta<« Genby
Starkey Sor ai. Jr.

j
1
|
j

Jtck L Ballay
Jamie LaBl8r.c

|

LET

!Visiter Davidson

i

LET

i

1- A. Sitwirt

°
0

Bar Antonio
Dallas

Ausdn

Nlagm Puis
Columsus
Ty»f

0

0
0
0
0

TX
TX
TX

TX
DC.
TX
KY

i OH
!TX

Baaumanl
Budi

; TX
ITX

H«nphill
Smittivllla
aaaunont

!TX
' TX
i TX

Branham

Waeo
Portland
1Jsapsr

SmKhvlK.

0 1 Beaumont
0
0

LET

:

TX

0
0
0

T e x u Senate
Tewa Stats Sanats

LET

'

a

LET

CC.LET

i

MODE': Hearing fttta (FW.CC.H) / Written (LET)

!TX

1 TX
iTX
i TX
TX
TX
TX

College StsHan
Ban VV^esler
TX
Lufvm
TX
Geearicn
i TX
Oranga
unkmMin

TX

San Ancslo

TX

TX

P'-Po«lt1on - U(no posftlon); l(m<jre InfommtJor); C(corc«mi); S($upport); SWS(support wf *tlpuUt!ors);0<oppoalt(5n)

RRC,-03/2a,'S» - MEROER CONCERN AND OPPOSfTION -

A

MODE*: Hearing site (FW,CC,H) / Written (LET)

B

C
i Blli Foster
Steven Trent Lovafl
Emest F. Hoffmann
i Clans Bsksr

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
l£T
LET

D
0

i Mieha 1 L Brown

0

HsrtMrt I Shirley

0
0

TX
TX
TX

0

Lufkm

TX

0

TX

0

Waco
Oranfla

Cornis ShaKon
MarQiret E. & RoMrt fl Rooir,«on
Edmond Burta
Hsroic & Btftart Gsnt

0
0

Baaumoni
Beaumont

TX

0
0

Beaumont
Kountia

Mary K Touteieous

0

Lumbarton

W. 0, Corrtth

0
0

Beaumont

TX
TX
TX
TX

L. M. Hook*
H.L & Louisa Psttsnon

L5T

Chsflotta T. Cumi9fl»r>d

0
0

LET

RidcWtuina

LET
LET

Raytriond L Caicia«u"a
Karen Waikar

LET
LET
LET

i

LET
LET

Nancy Rooata
Marilyn Earies

0

Tasfiua
Nacogdoches

LET
LET

ChsHsi snd Oran Braeden

0

Smith vile

Mtudia A, Raiehmtn

0

6an Anoale

LET
LFT

Redartcx 8. PanKrsa
Marts Etsna Ch<M H.

0

Boeme
Monterrey

c

F

Cotege Station TX
LufWn
TX
Siisbea
HaatTw
Kings vli'a

LET

LET
LET
LET

E
Humtvilia
TX
Collaga Btsdon TX
Tytar
•rx
Samson
TX

•m.
TX
TX
TX
TX

TX
' f1»Wxioo

P'-Po«lt1on - U(no po«Won); i{mor« Infomiation); C(conc«m»); S(iupportJ; SWS<« pport w/ ttipuUtlon»);0(oppoaton)
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BN/SF-22
BEFORE THE
RANSPORTATION BOARD

Icem No,
Page Count

ORIGINAL

/3
icf Docket No. 32760

UNION PACIFIC COPvPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND MERGER
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.\IL CORPORATION. SOUTHERN PACI
TR.\NSPORTATION COMPANY. ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAII
COMPANY. SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY

RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS OF BURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD
COMPANY AND THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA ANP ^NTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY
TO THE TEXAS MEXICAN RAILWA i COMPANY'S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES TO BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE

Jeffrey R. Moreland
Richard E. Weicher
Janice G. Barber
Michael E. Roper
Sidney L. Strickland. Jr.
Burlington Northem
Railroad Company
3800 Continental Plaza
777 Main Street
Ft. Worth. Te.<as 76102-5384
(817) 333-7954
and

Erika Z. Jones
Adrian L. Steel. Jr.
Roy T. Englert, Jr.
Kathryn A. Kusske
Mayer, Brown & Piatt
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20006
(202) 463-2000

6NIERED
Otfice ofthe Secretary

FE3 2 1
The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company
r r - | Partof
1700 East Golf Road
I I Public Record
Schaumburg. Illinois 60173
(708) 995-:887
.Attorneys for Burlington Northem Railroad Company
and The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
Februar\ 20, 1996
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BN/SF-22
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance Docket No. 32760

UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
~ CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION,
SOUTHERN P.ACIFIC TR.ANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOUIS
SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY. SPCSL CORP. AND THE
DENVER AND RIO GRANDE WTSTERN RAILROAD COMPANY

RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS OF BURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD
COMPANY AND THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY
TO THE TEXAS MEXICAN R,AILWAY COMPANY'S FIRST
LNTERROGATORIES TO BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE

Burlington Northem Railroad Company ("BN") and The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway Company ("Santa Fe") (collectively "BN/Santa Fe") answer and object as
follows to The Texas Mexican Railway Company's ("Tex Mex") "First Interrogatories To
Burlington Northem Santa Fe." These responses and objections are being served pursuant
to the Discovery Guidelines Order entered by the Administrative Law Judge in this
proceeding on December 5, 1995 ("Discovery Guidelines").

Subject to the objections set forth below, BNVSanta Fe will produce non-privileged
documents responsive to The Texas Mexican Railway Company's First Interrogatories To
Burlington Northern Santa Fe. If necessary, BN/Santa Fe is prepared to meet with counsel
for Tex Mex at a mutually convenient time and place to discuss informally resolving these
objections.
Consistent with prior practice, BN/Santa Fe has not secured verifications for the
interrogatory responses herein, but is willing to discuss with counsel for Tex Mex any
particular response in this regard.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First Interrogatories on the following grounds:
1.

Parties. BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First Interrogatories to the extent

that they are directed to BNSF Corporation (now, Burlington Northem Santa Fe
Corporation) rather than BN and Santa t'e. Burlington Northem Santa Fe Corporation is
not a party to and has not appeared or intervened in this proceeding. Notwithstanding .his
objection. BN/Santa Fe will include as a part of its responses to Tex Mex's First
Interrogatories documents in the possession of Burlington Northem Santa Fe Corporation.
2.

Privilege. BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First Interrogatories to the

extent that they call for information or documents subject to the attomey work product
doctrine, the attomey-client privilege or any other legal privilege.
3.

Relevance/Burden. BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First Interrogatories to

the extent that they seek inforrr.ation or documents that are not directly relevant to this

proceeding and to the extent that a^response would impose an unreasonable burden on
BN/Santa Fe.
4.

Settlement Negotiations. BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First

Interrogatories to the extent that they seek information or documents prepared in connection
with, or related to, the negotiations leading to the Agreement ntered into on September 25,
1995. by BN/Santa Fe with Union Pacific and Southern PacitK

supplemented on

November 18, 1995.
5.

Scope. BN/Santa Fe objects to Tex Mex's First Interrogatories lo the extent

tfiat the\ attempt to impose any obligation on BN/Santa Fe beyond those imposed by the
General Rules of Practice of the Interstate Commerce Commission ("Commiss'on"), 49
C.F.R. § 1114.21-31, the Commission's :cheduiing orders in this proceeding, or the
AdministratiNC Law Judge assigned to this case.
6.

Definitions. BN/Santa Fe makes the following objections to Tex Mex's

definitions:
12.
"Document" means any wTiting or other compilation of information,
whether printed, typed, handwritten, lecorded, or produced or reproduced by any other
process, including: intracompany communications: electronic mail: correspondence;
telegrams; memoranda: contracts; instruments: studies; projections; forecasts; summaries,
notes, or records of conversations or interv iews; minutes, summaries, notes, or records of
conferences or meetings; records or reports of negotiations; diaries; calendars; photographs;
maps; tape recordings; computer tapes, computer disks; other computer storage devices;
compatei programs; computer printouts; models; statistical statements; graphs; charts;
diagrams; plans; drawings; brochures; pamphlets; news articles; reports; advertisements;
circulates; trade letters; press releases; financial statements; accounting records; and
workpapers and worksheets. Furiher. the term "document" includes; (a) both basic records
and summaries of such records (.ncluding computer runs); (b) both original /ersions and
copies that differ in any respect from original versions, including notes; and (c) bothdocuments in the possession, custody, or control of .Applicants and aocuments in the
possession, custody, or conlrol of consultants or others who ha\e assisted Applicants in
connection with this proceeding.
-3-

BN/Santa Fe objects to the defimtion of "Document" as overly broad and unduly
burdensome to the extent that (i) it calls for the production of materials and documents that
are as readily, or more readily, available to Tex Mex as to BN/Santa Fe; and (ii) it calls for
the production of routine operating and accounting documents such as invoices and receipts.
25.
"Relating to" a subject means conceming, making a statement about,
referring to. or discussing the subject.
BN/Santa Fe objects to the definition of "Relating to" in that it requires subjective
judgment to determine what is requested and, further, that it potentially calls for the
production of documents that are not directly relevant to this proceeding. Notwithstanding
this objection. BN/Santa Fe will, for the purposes of responding to Tex Mex's discovery
requests, constme "Relate to" or "Relating to" to mean "make reference to" or 'mention".
35.
"Studies, analyses, and reports" include studies, analyses, and reports
in whatever form, including letters, memoranda, tabulations, and computer printouts of data
selected from a daiabase.
BN/Santa Fe objects to the definition of "Studies, analyses, and reports" in that it
requires subjective judgment to determine what is requested and, further, it is overly broad
and unduly burdensome. Notwithstanding this objection. BN/Santa Fe will, for the
purposes of responding to SPI's requests, construe "Studies, analyses, and reports" to mean
analyses, studies or evaluations in whatever form.

RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORIES
1.
Wilh respect to any customer, has BNSF made the elections specified in
subsections 1(d). 4(d), 5(d) or 6(e) of the BNSF Agreement?

-4-

Response: Subject to and without waiving the General Objections stated above,
BN/Santa Fe objects to Interrogatory No. 1 to the extent that it is vague, overly broad and
unduly burdensome, and cn the grounds thai it is neitner relevant nor reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Subjecl to and wiihout waiving the foregoing objections, BN/Santa Fe states that it
has not made any of the elections specified in subsections 1(d). 4(d), 5(d) or 6(e) of the
BNSF Agreement.
2.
If the answer to Interrogatory 1 is yes. describe the election, including but not
limited to identifying the customer and k^cation to be served pursuant to the election.
Response: See Response to Interrogatory No. I .
3.
Has BNSF. BN or ATSF engaged in negotiations with the owTier and^or
operator of the railcar slorage-in-transit yard located at Dayton, Texas and described in Neal
D. Owen's verified statement?
Response: Subject to and wiihout waiving the General Objections stated above,
BN/Santa Fe objects to Interrogatory No. 3 lo the extent that it is vague, overly broad and
unduly burdensome, iind on the grounds that it is neither relevani nor reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Subjecl to and wiihout waiving the foregoing objections, BN/Santa Fe states that it
will produce non-privileged, responsive documents, if any, in its possession relating to any
negotiations it may have had with the owner or operator of the railcar storage-in-transit
yard located at Dayton, TX with respect to the use of that yard in connection with rail
service by BN/Santa Fe imder the BNSF Agreemeni in accordance with the Discovery
Guidelines.

4.
If the answer to Interrogatory 3 is yes, describe tfis negotiations and any
resulting agreement.
Response: See Response to Interrogatory No. 3.
5.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Has BNSF. BN or ATSF engaged in negotiations with the owner
and/or operator of the Houston Belt and Terminal Railway to permit
BNSF, BN or ATSF lo use Houston Belt and Terminal track, storagein-transit yards, and/or other Houston Belt and lerminal track and/or
facilities or services in or about Houston''
If yes. describe the negotiations.
If the negotiations described in this interrogatory have resulted in an
agreement, describe the agreemeni.

Response: Subject to and without waiving the General Objections stated above.
^N/Santa Fe objects to Interrogatory No. 4 o the extent that il is vague, overly broad and
unduly burdensome, and on the grounds that it is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections. BN/Santa Fe states that it
will produce non-privileged, responsive docimients. if any, in its possession relatiig to any
negotiations it may have had with the Houston Belt and Terminal Railway conceming the
use of HBTR track and facilities in accordance wiih the Discovery Guidelines. No
agreements concerning the use of HBTR track and facilities have been executed.
6.
Did the operating scenario discussed in Neal D. Owen's verified statement
submitted with trie Comments of BNSF (BN/SF-1) assume any train meets between UP'SP
trains and BNSF trains on the trackage rights granted to BNSF pursuant to the BNSF
Agreement over any of the following lines:
(a)
(b)
('"
(d)
(e)

the lines depicted in Appendix A, hereto, which is a copy of page 43
of the verified staiement of Messrs. King and Ongerth submitted with
the Railroad Merger Application (UP/SP-24), Volume 3?
the UP lines from Houston to BrowTisville?
the UP lines from Sealy to Smithville?
the UP lines from Smithville to Waco?
the UP lines from Smithville to San Antonio?

(0

the SP lines from Sa.i Antonio to Eagle Pass?

Response: Subject to and wiihout waiving the General Objections stated above.
BN/Santa Fe responds as follows: .Assuming lhat Interrogatory No. 6 seeks information
beyond that contained in BN/Santa Fe's Comments on the Primary Application (BN/SF-1).
filed December 29. 1995, and in workpapers in BN/Santa Fe's document depository,
BN/Santa Fe objects lo Interrogatory No. 6 to the extent that it is vague, overly broad and
unduly biu-densome. BN/Santa Fe funher objects to Interrogatory No. 6 on the grounds lhat
it is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, BN/Santa Fe states that the
operating scenario discussed in the Verified Statement of Neal D. Owen assumed train
meets between UP/SP irains and BN/Santa Fe trains on the trackage rights granted to
BN/Santa Fe pursuant to the BNSF Agreemeni over the listed lines.
7.
If the answer to any of the interrogatories 6(a) through 6(f) is yes, then for
each of the lines described:
(a)
(b)
(c)

identify how many train meets;
explain how^ Mr. Owen took this into consideration in determining the
number of trains BNSF would run on each of those lines; and
explain how Mr. Owen took this inlo consideration in determining the
transit limes for each of the irains BNSF would run on each of those
lines.

Response: See Response to Interrogatory No. 6. BN/Santa Fe further objects to
Interrogatory No. 7 to the extent that it is vague, overly broad and unduly burdensome.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, BN/Santa Fe slates that Mr.
Owen did not assume any specific number of train meets on any of the listed lines What

-7-

Mr. Owen did was to review the proposed UP/SP density as well as the proposed BN/Santa
Fe density on each line, and then he made a judgment as to whether there was sufficient
capacity on each line to handle fhe combined proposed density.
8.
Have any officials or representatives of BNSF had any discussions with
o Ticials of the Mexican govemment conceming the effecl of the VP/SP merger or of the
BNSF Agreemeni on rail u-affic between the United States and Mexico?
Response: Subject to and wiihout waiving the General Objections stated above,
BN/Santa Fe objects to Interrogatory No. 8 lo the extent that it seeks information that is
neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Subjecl to and wiihout waiving the foregoing objections, BN/Santa Fe states that it
is unaware of any discussions as described in this Inte.Togatory wilh officials of the
Mexican govemment.
•

9.

If the answer to interrogatory No. 8 is yes, identify all persons involved in

such discussions, identify the dates of such discussions and describe such discussions.
Response: See Response to Interrogatory No. 8.
10.
Have any officials or representatives of BNSF had any discussions wilh
officials of tht State of T .xas or any of its agencies or municipalities conceming the effect
of the UP/SP merg-'r or of the BNSF Agreement on rail traffic in the State of Texas?
Respon.se: Subject lo and withoul waiving the General Objections stated above.
BN/Santa Fe objects •o Interrogatory No. 10 to the extent that it seeks information that is
neither rele\ ant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Subject to cmd withoul wai\ing the foregoing objections. BN/Santa Fe states that
BN/Santa Fe has had discussions conceming the UP/SP merger and service by BN/Santa Fe

under the BNSF Agreement in the State of Texas with officials of the State of Texas and
certain of its agencies or municipalities. These discussions included the following:
Date

Participants

1/10/96

Dennis A. Keams - BN/Santa Fe
Raul Besteirio - Port of Brownsville

1/10/96

Michael E. Roper - BN/Santa Fe
Ed Altemus - Director of Trade Development. Port of Corpus Christi

1/19/96

Roben D. Krebs - BN/Santa Fe
Jeffrey R. Moreland - BN/Santa Fe
Dennis A. Keams - BN/Santa Fe
Chairman Rylander - Texas Railroad Commission

1/19/96

Roben D. Krebs - BN/Santa Fe
Jeffrey R. Moreland - BN/Santa Fe
Dennis A. Keams - BN/Santa Fe
Commissioner Matthews - Texas Railroad Commission

1/19/96

Robert D. Krebs - BN/Santa Fe
Jeffrey R. Moreland - BN/Santa Fe
Dennis A. Keams - BN/Santa Fe
Commissioner Williamson - Texas Railroad Commission

1/19/96

Roben D. Krebs - BN/Santa Fe
Jeffrey R. Moreland - BN/Santa Fe
Dennis A. Keams - BN/Santa Fe
Govemor George Bush - State of Texas
Joe Albaugh - Chief of Staff, Govemor's Office, State of Texas

In addition to these meetings. Michael E. Roper and Dennis A. Keams attended a series of
public hearings held by the Texas Railroad Commission on January 9, 10, and 11. 1996. in
Ft. Worth. Corpus Christi and Houston, respectively. Funher. on various dates, Dennis A.
Keams met with Texas Stale Representatives Cook, Hom, Junnell and Woolley and Texas
State Senators Cain. Harris and Montford. Document(s) reflecting the subject matter of

these various meetings and discussions will be produced in accordance with the Discovery
Guidelines.
11.

Ifthe answer to interrogatory No. 10 is yes, identify all persons involved in

such discussions, identify the dates of such discussions and describe such discussions.
Response: See Response to Intenogatory No. 10.
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Respectfully submitted,
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Jeffrey R. Moreland
Richard E. Weicher
Janice G. Barber
Michael E. Roper
Sidney L. Strickland. Jr.
Burlington Northem
Railroad Company
3800 Continental Plaza
777 Main Street
Ft. Wonh, Texas 76102-5384
(817)* 333-7954

Erika Z. Jones
Adrian L. Steel, Jr.
Roy T. Englert, Jr.
Katliryn A. Kusske
Mayer, Brown & Platt
2000 Pennsylvania .Avenue, N.W.
Washington", D.C. 20006
(202) 463-2000

and
The .Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company
1700 East Golf Road
Schaumburg. Illinois 60173
(708) 995-6887
• Attorneys for Burlington Northem Railroad Company
and The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
Febmarv 20, i996
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CERTinCATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that copies of Responses and Objections of Burlington Northem
Railroad Company and The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company to The Texas
Mexican Railway Company's First Interrogatories to Burlington Northem Santa Fe (BN/SF22) have been served this 20th day of February, 1996, by fax and by first-class mail, postage
prepaid on all persons on the Restricted Service List in Finance Docket No. 32760 and by
hand-delivery on counsel for The Texas Mexican Railway Company.

[Uix^ f-O'fc^ >
Kell^f^. O'Brien
Mayer, Brown & Platt
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.
Suite 6500
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 778-0607
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Betty Steinert

Economic Development
Coordinator

Development
Secretary

E.Stuart Richter
PUuminc and Zomja(
Admiaiatntor

E l a i n e K. K a i s e r
UP/SP Environmental P r o j e c t D i r e c t o r
Section o f Environmental A n a l y s i s
Surface T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Board
12th and C o n s t i t u t i o n Avenue, Room 3219
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
ATTENTION .-FINANCE DOCKET NO. 3;i/60 - Comments
February 12, 1996
Dear Ms. K a i s e r :
Tn response t o your request f o r comment on the proposed merger of
Union P a c i f i c and Southern P a c i f i c Railroads, Whiteside County,
I l l i n o i s , o f f e r s t h e f o l l o w i n g observations.
1) R a i l L i n e Segments
Whiteside County would i n c l u d e the Nelson t o C l i n t o n , Iowa
segment c u r r e n t l y owned by Union P a c i f i c .
2) R a i l Yards
No comment. This i s not a p p l i c a b l e t o Whiteside County.
3) I n t e r m o d e l F a c i l i t i e s
No comment. Not a p p l i c a b l e .
4) R a i l L i n e Abandonments
A l t h o u g h there are no immediate plans t o abandon r a i l l i n e s
i n Whiteside County, please see Attachment A f o r comment from t h e
county highway engineer cn f u t u r e abandonments.
5) R a i l L i n e C o n s t r u c t i o n P r o j e c t s .
Not c u r r e n t l y a p p l i c a b l e . Whiteside County S o i l and Water
Cons^,jrvation D i s t r i c t warns i n s t a l l a t i o n of a d d i t i o n a l t r a c k i n
the ;>^^?fea^gamay impact a nature area owned oy the s o i l and
watefl coQ^er^w^^SB5:district.

200 East Knox Street

VVjiiteside County Cour house
Morrison, Illinois 61270

Phone-(815)772-5175
FAX-(815) 772-7673

General areas o f concern f o r increased t r a f f i c on the UP/SP
t r a c k through White=!ide County i n c l u d e s a f e t y issues f o r
c r o s s i n g s w i t h o u t l i g h t s and gates on county and township roads.
I-'icreased noise and p u b l i c h e a l t h and s a f e t y are issues o f
concern f o r the C i t y of Morrison (see Attachment B).

Sincerely,

^Sally/M. Keffernan, d i r e c t o r
Whiteside County Economic Development
cc:

Tony A r d u i n i

•,DA.WEAVEFIP.E.
JUNTY ENGINEER ^

.

PHONE; (815) 772-7651
FAX: (815) 772-^70

.....

WHITESIDE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
18819 IIN« OLN ROAD
MORRISON, I .LINOIS 61270

MEhQ

February 5, 1996
TQTQ.

S a l l y Heffernan, Enterprise Zone A d m i n i s l r a l o r A
S a l i y r^e
Economic Dtv.lopmtnl Cooramalor
^t^

FROM. David A. W.av.r. P.E., Counly Engineer
REI

SP & UP Mergers

1 guess I had heard aboui lhe merger bul I had nol seen
i l s implemcTlalion ilemxzed.
1 I . e no ehorl lerm impaci lo our area.
C o n s l r u c l i ^ n Should have - - - ^ - f ^ . i ^ ^ ^
environmenlal care l h a l has oecome
conslruclion i s followed.
Railroad

removal i s lhe big

problem. 11

roaJ

|
|

°P«"«

l e s s apprecialion of erosion conlrol.

: Z . :

to the point t h . t i t i , non ^ " " f

ea«m.nt! retained or
removed.

.ecured befor.

the r»iiro
•

CITY OF MORRISON
200 WEST M A ; N STREET

•

MOKKISON ILLINOIS nii2iO-i4(X)

^6i5j .'72 7657

FAX (81b) 772-429.

Elaine
K.
Kaiser
UP/SP Environmental
Project
Director
.Section
of Envi ronmental
.Analysis
Surface
Transportation
Board
12th
and Constitution
.4v-!^nue,
floora
3219
Washington,
D.C.
2042P-0001
Re

Finance

Dear

Mrs.

Docket

No.

32 760

-

Comments

Kaiser:

The C i t y o f M o r r i s o n , w i t h a p o p u l a t i . - < o f 4 , 5 0 0 , i s a s m a l l
and v i b r a n t c o m m u n i t y .
Our r u r a l c o m m u n i t y h a s many h i s t o r i c a l
q u a l i t i e s w h i c h make i t u n i q u e and d i s t i n c t i v e .
I n a d d i t i o n , we
c h e r i s h o u r q u a l i t y o f l i f e w h i c h we h o l d d e a r .
Therefore,
the
C i t v c f M o r r i s o n r e q u e s t s t h a t t h e f o l l o w i n g comments on t h e
p o i e n t i a l e n v i r o n m e n t a l i m p a c t s o f the p r o p o s e d merger between
U n i o n P a c i f i c R a i l r o a d Company (UP) a n d t h e S o u t h e r n f- LCI f i c
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Company (SP) be i n c l u d e d as p a r t o f t h e r e v i e w
process.
There
is no doubt
that
the City
of Morrison
has
environmental
concerns
with
regards
to rail
line
segments
running
from Clinton,
Iowa
to Nelson,
Illinois.
With
the
anticipated
increi.se
in train
t r a f f i c on this
route
we would
like
to
comment
on the
foilowing
environmental
impact
areas:
Noise
Public

health

and

safety,

including

hazardous

The lion's
share
of the rail
line
segment
runs
Morrison's
single
family
residential
area.
Therefore,
have
accepted
the
customary
train
t r a f f i c noise
on a
However,
with
the anticipation
of increased
train
tr
will
no doubt
be an increase
in frequency
of noise.
d i f f i c u l t at this
time
to determine
the overall
impact
with
respect
to increased
noise
train
traffic
Nevertheless,
Morrison's
"Quality
of Life"
which
greatly
cherish
will
be adversely
affected.
One of Vorrison's
prime
directives
is
qualitv
health
and s a f e t y for our residents.
that
with
:ncreased
train
t r a f f i c the City's
to any circumstance
will
need
to be reviewed

1

to

materials
through
residents
daily
basis.
affic
there
It
is
environmental
.
residents

provide
and
There
is no
ability
to
and altered.

ensure
doubt
respond
In

addition,
with
the ever
increasing
t r a f f i c k i n g of
materials
on the nation^s
rail
lines,
the City
of
like
to express
its concerns of the vulnerabi
Iity
materials.
The Tity can only
anticipate
that
any
precautions
will
be observed
with
the
trafficking
ma teri
ais.

hazardous
Morrison
would
to
h.^zardous
and
all
of
hazardou!^

Ir closing,
the City
of .Vorrison does
not object
to
the
merger
of UP A SP.
However,
the overall
impact
on the
City
cannot
be truiy
determined
without
a local
environmental
impact
study.
Again,
the City
of Morrison
is proud
of its
rural
community
character
with
all
of iis
pleasant
amenities.
On behalf
of the
Vayor and Citi- Council,
allowing
the City
of Morrison
to comm-^nt
on
you have
any questions
please
do not hesitate
815/772-7657.

S

incereiy,

-^6

Kenneth
7.
Citv
A dminist

Lopez
rator

cc:

.Atherton
Council

Mayor
City

surface.tra

I thank
you
for
this
subject.
Should
to contact
me at

STB

FD

32-760
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Febnjar>' 13, 1996
Ms Elaine K. Kaiser
^
UP/SP EnvironmentaJ Project Director
yCy' A . ' ^ ^ ^
Sectio.T ofEnvironmental Analysis, Surface Transportation Board /oe|
^Q^S/^
12th and Constitution Avenue, Room 3219
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
\\'^'C'%
iX
RE:
Finance Docket No. 32760 - Co.Timents
\^/>r-~_^'^
Dejr Ms Kaiser:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the environmental impacts ofthe proposed
merger between the Southem Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads. The summary provided indicates
increased traffic will occur on the Portland to Tacoma line over BNSFE tracks These tracks pass
through Ccwiitz County We believe the impact of increased rail traffic may be mitigated by the
addition ofa third (fi-eight) track between the Port of Kalama and the Longview Wye The addition
of tlus track is the third highest prioiity among all rail infi-astnicture improvements proposed in
Washington's Casoadia Corridor.
We suggest the merged ccmpany should work with other private and public entities to
accomplish this important mitigating improvement. The improvement effort is being coordinated by
Jim Slakey, Director, Public Transportation and Rail Division, Washington State Department of
Transportation.
Again, thank you for your interest.
Sincerely,
Board of County Commissioners
Of Cowlitz County, Washington

, Chainfian
Van A. Yotrngquist itJommissionei
Joel K Rupley, Commissioner
cc
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